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• cto!!ttlg 
toAJr oflfft ... 
au I a 
look both ways 
1' fJ -v 
as you wander down the road 
keeping an open mind 
.. .[ .1. 
to the endless possibilities 
at each horizon 
staring into the great beyond 
n 
and looking at the road behind 
bv tJU a/ 
knowing that it will hint 
of the twists in the road ahead. 
v / 
-
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Chad Begnoche, 7, of edina drifts past the lightning di~play 
to the dinosaurs exhibit beyond. 
Adam Ryan, Melbourne, Australia, senior; shows his punting 
form during football practice. Ryan was the only intenwtional 
athelete on thefootbull team. 
2000 He,•cill~ • -------
-
Stacey Gould, Hays senior, takes some food offered 
ca the grand opening of the Uni·versity Boolc Store 
Donavin Edgerle , Wichiwfreshman, reads the novel 
" Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas" by llunter 
Thompson for a class assignment. 
dennis edson 
Joel Bannister, 
Ha.ys junior , 
and Jesse 
Shaver , 
Schoenchen 
junior, led the 
tuclent 
Government 
Associati~n as 
president and 
vice president, 
respectively. 
-
----- 5 Au0ust/ . <' f)ll'mlwr 
"order of imr.ortance" 
This is thh Oq' 9fl pages ~ -11 
1999-2000 
the last school-year 
• 
of the millennium. 
These are the people, 
the places, the events, 
the happenings 1 
} u~ J 
that served as bookmarks 
and view a slice of our lives 
and remember the rest; 
e 
the laughter, the sorrow, 
the stress and the rewards . 
./ ..., 
AUGUST 
SEPTEMBER 
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REVEILLE EDITORS 
ONTIER PARK, HAYS 
Ingrid Olson, Hays senior; Dennis Edson, lola junior·; Brandie Elliott, Phillipsburg senior; Penny Lamb, Wichita jnnior; Christina Gillman, 
Monnd Valley senior; Angela Waymaster, Bunker Hill senior; Tammy Reed, Lakewood, Colo. , senior; and Devin Strecker, Paradise senior. 
"With each passing day, we are reminded more and more that 
the past directly affects the future; everything occurs in re~ 
peating cycles. Go boldly into the future, but don't forget to 
occasionally look back." 
-2000 Reveille Staff 
"Lulled in the countless chambers of the brain , 
Our thoughts are linked by many a hidden chain. 
Awake by one and lo! what myriads rise! 
Each stamps its image as the other flies" 
- 1914 Reveille Staff 
------- August/September 
Yok go gith 
June Penninton, of flays, 
shows her stuff dancir~g 
to the Blue Healers. 
Andrew Keenan, Ness City ju,nior , checks 
ottt the table of the Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
fraternit y . 
Ckeck okf tke !fAt'! f\'\Anl 
Paul Adams, associate professor of 
physics promotes theAstronomyClub. 
WH~ t~e stAtf of sckoot tkete is At wAys ckAosl 
Tkis 1~i et westetPl towPl WAS boorniPlg wftk co"ege 
st~JePltS corniPlg bAc~ fot tke stAtt of sckoof. 
ft~JePltS wete fjP7JtP79 ACCeSSotteS fot tkeit PleW 
kornes, b~yiPlg tkose essePltiAts to tive, APlJ of co~tse 
FAttyiPlg. OPle J;J,.,'t kAtte to be oPl CArnF~S to see tke 
st~JePltS wete tet~tPltPlg to FHfU; A" ACtoSS towPl yo~ 
co~tJ fiPlJ st~JePlts ;,., stotes APlJ ettePl tke bAtS. Most 
of A"' yo~ co~tJ Plotice tkeit ekcfternePlt to be kete. 
let's koFe HAys J;J too. 
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23 August, Mon. -Classes began for the 5,533 
students enrolled for the fall semester at the unrversity. 
The theme for the schoolyear had been declared "T ransfor-
mation." by president Edward H. Hammond. In hrs State of 
the Unrversrty address. gwen on Aug. 18. Hammond prom-
ised that "Fort Hays State will not compromrse quality." He 
stressed the rmportance of technology in education. but 
reminded faculty that "people are the most rmportant part of 
our organization. We will make sure everyone wrll have the 
opportunrty for input." Additionally. he declared that "we want 
to make our future, not react to rt. " 
24 August , Tue. -The first rssue of The Umvers1ty 
Leader. the student newspaper. was drstnbuted. Carryrng 
out tradition. Danielle Laux, Hays sophomore. once again 
ruffled feathers with her first published work of the year. 
this time an opimon column in support of the legalizatron 
Once again thattimeofyearcame round; 
late August. The sun slowly dwindled giv-
ing way to the shorter days of fal l. The 
temperature outs ide constantly reminded 
us of the joyful summer memories that 
had passed. Yet. the inevitable had to 
come-the start of school. 
The star~ of school brought with it a 
revival in the economy of this quaint west-
' ern Kansas town that was lacking in so 
many areas of the state. One didn't need 
to travel to campus to find evidence that 
the students were back in town . "It has 
been like this ever since 12:30 p.m.," said 
Sally Lacy, an associate at Wai -Mart. 3300 
Vine, about the crowd of shoppers gath-
ered at the store on Sunday. Some of the 
aisles were so crowded that wal king 
through them was difficult. 
Parking lots of businesses across the 
city were packed over t he weekend. A 
spokesperson for north Dillons. 27th and 
Hall St. . when asked about t he impact of 
return ing students said. "That informa-
tion (sales numbers) is confidential . but I 
wi II say it is very obvious that the students 
are back." Dillons, 1902 Vine. and U-Save. 
2704 Vine. grocery stores as well as many 
~stores in The Mall. 2918 Vine. recorded an 
"' im:rease in business. To students the start 
-of school was more than just money; it was 
a rebirth of sorts. a chance to start anew. 
Whether a returning student or a new-
comer. there were many opportunities for 
success. 
'Tm ready to start classes. and meet 
new people. I'm looking forward to it," 
Mark Beemer. Chapman sophomore, sa id. 
of marr1uana Unlrke the heated debate Laux caused the 
pr'evrous year. whrch dealt wrth freshman orrentatron, the 
only offrcral response the Leader staff recerved to the 
column was an unrntelligrble, angry letter chalked full of 
grammatical errors and arguments why "manyana" should 
not be legalized. The letter could not be published due to 
it being unsigned. 
-A new restaurant. Greek's Pizzeria. opened at 130 W. 
9th. The establrshment featured an assortment of Greek 
and Italian food, rn addrtion to przza. and also offered free 
delivery. 
25 August, Wed. -Audrtrons began for the musrcal 
performance of West S1de Story. The theater department 
advrsed all students rnterested to bnng prepared vocal 
selections. as the auditron consisted of a cold readrng from 
the script and a vocal peformance. 
Beemer and his fourhousematesshared 
a two-story home near campus. "I met these 
guys last year, but just moved in a wh ile back. 
It gets a little crazy sometimes. but it's still 
more quiet here than in the dorm," he said. 
For the fresh men and transfer students, 
however. the start of the school year was 
a cha llenging t ime. Concerns included 
moving away from home. separation from 
family and friends, having to making new 
friends . wondering what professors will 
expect and a common problem for those 
in the dorms- fears about getting a "room-
mate from hell." 
Some students solved these problems 
by using the buddy system. Such was the 
case for at least two students. Sisters 
Leeann and Deanna Miller. McCracken 
freshmen. have found their first days on 
campus enjoyable thus far. When ques-
tioned how they liked campus life so far. 
the sisters both said. "We love it! We really 
like it! " 
Jeremy Miller, Great Bend junior. said 
he knew his roommate for awhi le. "I was in 
the Navy at the time stationed at Pearl 
Harbor. Hawaii. I was on leave in San 
Diego when I called a friend of mine I knew 
since junior high. I said, 'I'm going to be 
going to school at Hays in a few months 
and need a place to stay Do you know of 
any?"' 
When asked how he would describe his 
apartment. Miller said. "Typica l college 
student stuff. you know, Early American ... 
rummage sa le." He continued. explaining 
that most of the furniture was left over 
stuff that nobody wanted. 
-
------ 9 Aupus t/Septcmber 
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- The Trger football team held rts last preseason scrim-
mage at Lewrs Freid. Fans r'ecreved free popcorn and pop. 
complrments of the athletrc department. 
26 August, Thu.- The Alpha Gamma Delta fr'aternrty 
for women [who had recently won the Rose Bowl award for 
the lnternatronal Fraternrty Collegiate chapter wrth 55 
members or less with the highest scholarship] announced 
therr new members. They were Lrndsey Cassell. Hays 
freshman; Jessrca Frnger. Andover freshman; Alrcra Lock, 
Wallace freshman; Andrea Oakleaf, Hays senror; Sarah 
Schukman. Hays freshman; Deanna 'no-relatmn-to-Brrtney" 
Spears. Lucas freshman; and Emrly Stolz. Wrchrta freshman. 
2 7 August. Fri. -The Lady Trger volleyball team saw 
therr first actron of the year. agarnst T artleton State 
Universrty The women were defeated 12-15. 15-10. 15-
7. & 15-4. 
Most students, after some compromise 
and time to get acquainted, were able to 
get along with . or at least tolerate. each 
other. The Student Residential Life Office. 
encouraged students to take roommate 
matters up with the director of the hall or 
their resident assistant. 
There was a who I.e lot of grubbing at the back 
to school barbeque. Larry Rupp, of the Com-
puting and Telecommunications Center, en-
joys the meal with his grar~daughter Hailey. 
28 August, Sat. - The Lady T1gers volleyball team. 
who we1·e defeated last n1ght by Texas A&M·KJngsv1lle. won 
aga1nst Central Oklahoma and Missouri Southern to br~ng 
thew record to 2-2 on the season. 
- The new Barnes & Noble bookstore was open extended 
hours to better serve students taking Saturday classes. The 
bookstore was open fi'Om 9 a.nl-1 p m. Saturday. 
29 August . Sun. - The Comeau Catholic Campus 
Center hosted a back-to-school barbecue p1Clllc after the 6 
p.m. Mass. Free hamburgers and hot dogs were served. 
- The athlet1c department sponsored one of 14 teams who 
part1c1pated 1n the Un1ted Way Softball Challenge at Dusty 
Glassman Park on south Ma1n Street. 
30 August, Man. - A 13-foot. 70-pound pet 
Burmese python was reported m1SS1ng or stolen 1n Elk 
County. It still was m1ss1ng Wednesday afternoon. "We don't 
know 1f it was stolen or someone let 1t out or 1t JUSt escaped ... 
Elk County Sheriff Janet Hamngton sa1d Tuesday "But we 
weren't thrilled to get the call. We about had to beat each 
other up to see who would do it." The snake's owner told the 
sher~ff he recently fed the snake and est1mated the reptile 
wouldn't be hungry aga1n for a month. If the python was 
dennis edson 
stolen. SedgwiCk County Zoo offiCials said the th1ef l1kely 
would get little money for 1t. 
31 August, Tues. - Fel1x Mart1nez. catcher Sal 
Fasano. outfielder Dee Brown and fwst baseman Joe V1t1ello 
were called up to JOin the Kansas City Royals. Martinez. 
however. was Ineligible to play until Monday. Sept. 6 due to 
a f1ve-game suspension to serve from h1s part 1n a June 2. 
1998. brm1.•l w1th the Anaheim Angels. Mart1nez prolonged 
the melee by sucker-punch1ng Frank BoliCk and drew the 
longest suspens1on among the players 1nvolved from Arner1· 
can League pres1dent Or. Gene Bud1g. 
The Non-Traditional Student Orga-
nization (NTSO) moved from the base-
ment of the Memorial Union to Picken 
Hall this semester. 
The office opened Monday, Aug. 23. 
The designated office hours were 8 a.m. 
to 4 p.m . 
Lisa Heath, assistant vice president 
for Student Affairs, said NTSO had been 
located in the basement of the union 
for several years in a space that was 
supposed to have been shared by sev-
eral other student organizations. 
Over the years. the other organiza-
tions bowed out. so the space had been 
used solely by NTSO. 
"There was a coalition of different 
units including Student Government 
(SGA). Memorial Union staff. Univer·-
sity Activities Board (UAB). NTSO and 
universi ty administration that looked 
at reconfiguring the location of several 
services to better serve stu-
dents," Heath said. 
The group decided to move 
NTSO to the available space in 
Picken to more closely associ-
ate them with the Kelly Center. an orga-
nization designed to help students ad-
just to and cope with college l ife. 
NTSO's focus is on non-traditional 
students. which. according to univer-
sity definition . are students over the 
age of 25. But. said Herb Songer, vice 
Non-Traditional Student Organiz 
--
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president for Student Affairs. the group 
does not limit themselves to those 
st udents. 
According to Heath. the lab wil l be 
used for more than the NTSO. The lab 
also contains the office of Carol Solko. 
coordinator of services for students 
with disabilities. The new location will 
be serving adult students and offering 
academic support and career services 
to FHSU students. 
Doug Clore. WaKeeney grad student 
and former NTSO member, said NTSO's 
main goal is to help students adjust to 
college life. 
"Our main thing was sharing infor-
mation. study strategies and putting 
logether study groups," Clore said. 
"We gave members a way to work 
with each other. They have to network 
' 
to figure out how to do things. I came 
back to school after a 20-year absence. 
I came back to get an undergraduate 
degree. I would not have survived with-
out NTSO." 
The new NTSO office housed seven 
computers. kitchen facilities and lock-
ers forcommutingstudents. Ulrich said. 
"It's a niceplacetocomestudy," Ulrich 
said. In the past. the NTSO lab has 
provided computer access for students 
with children at hours when other labs 
may not be open. 
"People who need longer hours. don't 
have a computer. but have children will 
need to come at night to do work. It's a 
significant thing," Clore said. 
The lab provided a vital function for 
students who wouldn't necessarily re-
ceive the assistance they needed in 
dennis edson 
regular lab settings. 
"It's a place where laughter comes 
easily," Sandy Halley, Arapaho. Colo .. 
junior said. "That is the best stress re~ 
l iever." 
The lab also provided double sided 
copies to members for five cents per 
page. Non-members could make cop-
ies for I 0 cents. 
'Tmgoingtomiss NTSO," Halley said. 
"The emotional and academic support. 
networking, lockers. local te lephone 
access-l'mgoingto Vermilion. SO. next 
year. They don't have an NTSO there." 
The space left in the Union is being 
used for a student organizations ser-
vice center. according to Heath. 
"They (SGA) wanted the lab to create 
a central space for student organiza-
tions." Heath said. 
ation finds new home on campus 
//mixed by Rebecca Blocksome 
written by Tammy Reed// 
-
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//mixed by Christina Gillman 
written by Tammy Reed// 
The universltY Tiger football 
1 earn kicked off their regular sea-
sonplaywitha lossof3 1-14 against 
he Emporia State University Hor-
1 
ets. 
I Early in the first quarter 
1Emporia's quarterback threw a 30-
yard touchdown. and after the ex-
ra point kick, the score became 7-
1 . 
The Tiger's first touchdown took 
place during the second quarter 
when, on the one-yard line. Andy 
arcia. Chula Vista. Calif .. senior, 
anded the ball to Andy 
fannenstiel. Stockton freshman. 
ho ran it in for a Tiger touch-
Cfown. 
Weston Simoneau. Hays, jun-
l'or, made the extra point. tying up 
he game at halftime 7-7. 
The Hornets flew away during 
the second half, scoring three 
uchdowns in the third quarter. 
1 Fourth quarter action allowed 
the Hornets to sting FHSU with a 
ield goal before the Tigers put a 
1 top to the ESU scoring spree. 
1 With a little more than a minute (eft in the fourth quarter, Garcia 
l lfhrew a touchdown pass to Rich 
ardin, Chula Vista, Calif. Senior. 
Simoneau's extra point was 
good. 
1 A failed onside kick destroyed 
1 ~lite Tiger's hopes to catch ESU. 
nd the game ended with a final 
core of Hornets 31 , Tigers 14. 
Men of the men's social frater-
nity, Sigma Chi lounge around at 
Tailgreat. This time aUowedfor 
the Sigma Chi's to bond with their 
fraternity brothers. 
"I Ktww Jack," sponsored by the 
University Activities Board, en-
tertained at Tailgreat. 
2000 Reveille~ _____ _ 
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Wiest Hall Council sponsored the dunk 
tank at Tctilgrent. It cost 50 cents .for three 
throws. · 
-
-------- 13 Au5us tl cptcmbe•· 
-
Row l: Matt Fouts, Chris Bohannon, Trinty Muth, Roger Edmonds. Row 
2: Adam Moos, SteveAnderson, Joey Devlin, Anthony Nichol, Dale Dexter, 
Qrian Emmons. 
2000 llcvcill<• .,. ------~ 
----------------~---------.... '--------~ 
dennis edson 
;:We_ll this year. 
ng ~ssession of 
than opposing 
difficult for the 
tigers I into t~e end 1 0-
ya~d l tne only to fumble the ball ot 
throw an intercepti~>n. Statistically, , 
the Tiger team had a decent passing 
game. averaging 157 ya'rds per game. 
The team had a total o,fseven passing 
., , ~ fer~cel'ea~p·~~ouchdownsand twelvery~)1ing~quch_9.owns. 
lay Sea 11!on, Wake.~'J;" Defensively the teampi(f agreat job of keep-
Outs ide Lineba<tker 0 . Jug the score mu~ }QWer than it could have 
Las Angeles. ~·· senior;~D ·b&nforopposingteams. FHSUhadatotalof34 -
U~l)ff!!t;Adam Ryan, Melbourne, AuStra ru,.tarterbacksacks 
. each ;von a-place on ~he. R~AC ·220 -;ras ~"'-tbetr op~>O£~~~ii:i~ii 
-
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Shannon Maloney, 
Lake Ozark senior, 
goes up for a kill as her 
teammates move into 
position for block 
coverage. 
just two more wins could have 
granted the Lady Tiger volleyball team 
a birth into the Rocky Mountain Ath-
letic Conference post-season tourna-
ment. 
In their final weekend of play, FHSU 
lost to Colorado School of Mines in a 
five-game battle. 
"The girls have really played with 
-
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some heart the last few weeks. and put 
themselves in the position to there 
I the RMAC tournament]." Head Coach 
Jesse Mahoney said. "We wanted to be 
there and at least have a shot." 
Despite this heartbreaking ending, 
the Lady Tigers completed their sea-
son with a I 4- 16overall record. and a 8-
1 I RMAC conference record. The high-
1 ight of their season came at the end of 
September with a five-game winning 
streak at home. The Lady Tigers de-
feated Mines one weekend. Southern 
Colorado, New Mexico Highlands. and 
University of Colorado-Colorado 
Springs all in the next weekend. and 
Washburn University the following 
Tuesday to boost their record at that 
point in the season to I 0-9. 
After this winning streak, the Lady 
Tigers went on the road and battled 
injury and sickness for the remainder 
of the season. Shannon Maloney, Lake 
Ozark senior Je d the team in digs, 
despite a major knee injury, with 4.44 
per game. Senior Erin Nichols , 
Montrose. Colo .. led the team in kills 
with 3.36 per game. Lawrence junior 
Heidi Kerbel finished the season with 
12.40 assists per game as the primary 
setter. 
"Mines has improved." Mahoney said 
at the end of the season. "We let the 
firstgameslipawayand it was an uphi ll 
climb from there." 
//mixed by Brandie Elliott 
remixed by Devin Strecker 
written by Kris Hart// 
kris hart 
Above: Erin ichols, Montrose , Colo., senior, nwkes C£ tight 
save as Maloney and Head Coctch }esse Mahoney anxiously 
await the oLLLcome. 
Left: Noel Turner, Basehor senior, is cheered on by teammates 
Regina Taylor, Colby junior, and Heidi Kerbel, Lawrence 
junior, after making a kill. 
B UMP~ SET, SPIKE IT. . ,.,. T 1 lle b ll 
THAT S THE WAY WE LIKE IT. .L tger "0 Y a 
Shannon Maloney, Lctke Ozark senior, cli-vesfor a ball. She led 
the team in digs with 4.44 per game. 
Pi llar was a Christian rock band 
with a solid foundation about 
fait h, t ruth, love, the Word. and 
devotion . In January of 1998 the 
group of friends went from chal-
, Jenging each other with rhythm 
and lyrics to a group of brothers 
in Christ challenging the music 
~ndustry to open thei r doors to a 
band with a purpose. 
This group of five spiri ted 
young men, Travis Jenkins, Hays 
enior, Rob Beckley, Plainville 
• · l!l n io r , Dustin Ada ms, Brad 
oone, and Michael Wittig were 
'811 Hays residents who shared 
God's word with people through 
their music. 
Pillar kept a busy schedule 
wit h local and out of town con-
-certs. Their music could be heard 
on various radio stat ions across 
1~ansas . Area stores also sup-~;>orted Pillar by making their re-
lease, "Metamorphosis", avail-
fable; and were working to pro-
l]lOte merchandise in surround-
ing ci t ies such as Plai nvil le, 
Salina , and Manhattan. 
Noone said that. "if people just 
tilear our music, they might not real-
ize we're a Christ ian band. If they 
11"sten and get the message, that's 
ven better." Pillar performed all 
riginal songs. Most of the lyrics 
ewere written by Beckley; Jenkins was 
also responsible for a major part of 
the writing. The band worked together 
to form the best sound possible, and 
was versatile and ready to adjust in 
order to accommodate the needs of 
each member. 
Skateboard ramps were set up for a demon-
stration at the Setpember ]am f estivity. This 
skateboarder was flying high. 
A fan jams to the music of "The Urge" at a; 
September ]arn. His expression was a re- c: 
flection of the rest of the crowd. ~ 
2000 Reveille .,. _____ _ 
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The second annual September Jam took 
place Saturday, September 18. in the Municipal 
Park. Pirst and Main. A crowd of 1200 people 
gathered to enjoy the eight hours of festivities. 
Six local bands performed along with one na-
tional band. Those bands included: Exit 159, 
from Kansas City {their lead singer, Christi 
Stremel, is a Hays High School graduate); The 
Ray-Guns. from Topeka, Bittersane. from the selling everything from hotdogsandsnowcones 
Hays area; Pillar. from Hays; Ruskabank. from to raffie tickets. records and CO's. 
Manhattan; and Phat Albert. from Topeka. The ·we planned a lot more this year. We had to 
national band. The Urge, had the crowd pumped have security because of the national band. The 
up even as they brought September Jam to a wholeeventwasplannedanddonebystudents-
close.ln addition to the bands. a skateboarding even the security," said Boleskl. 
event. organized by White Chocolate, seemed to The goal for next year is to keep local acts. 
be very popular. but to also have a nation a I act. UAB wants to 
This was the second consecutive year "Sep- incorporate more activities. such as disc golf. 
tember Jam" has been held. In the fall semester and keep the skateboarding event. They want 
ofl997itwascalled0uadrafrenzy. ltwasheldin September )am to be as well-known as 
the quads of the resident halls but it was not Oktoberfest. 
highly publicized. ASeptember}am post party was held at Sip 'N 
AI Boleski. University Activities Board. said Spinaftertheshow.Afewlocalbandsshowedup. 
there were a few changes this year. "It was a sponsorship deal-they helped UAB 
"We booked the national band plus the local with security and bands," said Boleski. 
bands. and we had to charge admission to cover Mike Bennett, Warp Sports, from Kearney, 
all the expenses. This year we also decided to Neb., thought it was cool that we had something 
have student organizations set up booths" said like this here. 
Boleski. 'This year is a lot more exciting ... it's louder," 
There were approximately 15 organizations Christian Rainbolt, St. Francis junior. said. 
-
_____ J 9 Au0ust/Sep tember 
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Insomniacs didn't need to worry about not 
havinganythingtolisten to. KFHS, the campus 
radio station, played music twenty four hours a 
day. Nathan Tonroy. McCracken sophomore 
j nd music director, said "Even if there is not a 
live DJ doing a show. we always have music 
!!)laying all the time." 
KFHS radiostation.located in Heather Hall, 
was a small but growing organization. KFHS 
broadcast on channel 2 I . the Residence Hall 
Association movie channel. For students living 
0ff campus. cable converters were available at 
l;leather Hall. 
J There were a total of ten DJ's. all of whom 
were students. Each DJ played his or her own 
music. This. in tum. caused a variety of music to 
be played on the station. from R&B to alterna-
tive and rock. Becky Kiser. advisor. said. "I 
oversee things. but the students mainly run the 
station." 
KFHS also broadcast on the Internet. This 
was a recent addition to the station. Listeners 
.Gould get to the station's home page by g'oing 
t o the address www.fhsu.eclulint. Once at the 
home page. a radiostation icon linked listeners 
to the station. while surfing the web. 
Most of the DJ's at KFHS worked at profes-
sional stations before coming to the university. 
(oe Greene. Clay Center sophomore and news 
director at the station. was a disc jockey on the 
stations KCOYand KFRM in Clay Center. Leigh 
Huser. Garden City sophomore and Public 
Service Announcement director. was a DJ at 
Mix 103fm in Hays. Andy Garcia, Chula Vista. 
CA., senior. was a Dl at the The Home Party 
Club. 229 W. LOth, and 
Jack Bowmat~.c, Ea.ston senior; N(tthan Tonroy, McCracken sophomore; and Kevin Windholz, 
Quinter junior, sell CD's and Records at $epteml!er Jam as a.fundraiserfor KFH$. · 
also at The Wild Rose, 
190W. 7th. 
Thestation contained 
1 avarietyofprogramsbe-
side music. such as the 
for the students -by the students... KFHS N 
show'iom and Tom's Blues Hour". KFHSalso 
~tilized CNN headline sports and announced 
Jhe local weather forecast. They announced 
current campus news and had the ability to do 
Jive interviews. 
Like many radio stations. KFHS had its own 
request line, for students to call in and request 
~eir favorite songs. 
KFHS was a non-profit organization. So 
ow. you may ask. did it stay on the air? Well. it 
fiad its fair share of fundraisers. including sell-
-lng old records and CD' sat different events. The 
~oal for the past few years was to get a tower to 
nave an over the air signal, yet despite many 
efforts. this has not yet been accomplished. 
//written by Amanda Rodriguez// 
Pe11·1~ Lamb, Wichita junior , and Mike 
Schwaifk~Colby senio~· '. run tlt.e s~ow in the 
controlroo111;1a.t t;he televr.Sz.onstatton tn f1 eat her 
Hall. Lamb and Sch:wanke produce and direct 
"1'he O.ver v.iew, " the weekly news program on 
'Kl"HS TV 12, ('long with many strtdents in the 
IN:r department . 
-
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KFHS, thecampustelevisionstation, 
on the air for another season on Sept. 
1999 at 6 p.m. 
During the J998 season, the station's 
programstookuponly30minutesofairt.ime 
on Hays Cable channel 12. The 1 999 season 
brought another half h0ur of airtime, and 
some new shows. 
. News 12, the basic news show, was still 
there. but it was cutdown toonly20minutes 
of news, with two five minute programs. 
'The_ Red Zone," a sports magazine show 
and "Talk It Up,'' a public affairs program 
making up the other 10 minutes. 
The next half hour was devoted to "Eye on 
Entertainment," a student-created enter-
tainment show. 
Becky Kiser, instructor of Information 
Networking and Telecommunications, said 
that the station is also an affiliate of CN.N. 
s 12 
"They have a spedal program 
for educational inst itutions 
called CNN News Source," 
she sad 'We can access that 
for free_" Kiser said the feed is 
used mostly for national and 
international news. 
Kiser is the 
adviser for both 
the campus ra-
dio station and 
t he campus 
television sta-
tion. "I oversee the operation of both," she 
said. "I have ultimate responsibility for what 
goes out overt he ai r.l also keep track of who 
does what." 
~ News anchors for the fall of 1999 were 
1)3rooke Rogers. Hoxie senior. and Kevin 
Windho)z. Quinter junior. John Peterson, 
, Hays se-
nior, was the Around the World," 
the nationaVinternational part of the news. 
Penny Lamb, Wichita junior, wasthehost 
for the public affairs-show "TalJs_lt Up,'' and 
Mitch Weber. Junction City senior, returned 
to produce "Eye on Entertainment for the 
second consecutive semester, with Dustin 
McEntarfer, Pratt junior, as his trainee. 
Lamb was also producer of the station. 
with Rogers as a trainee. Mike Schwanke. 
Colby senior. directed the show . .alongside 
trainees Devin Strecker, Paradise senior, 
and Dan Blocksome, Ransom sophmore. 
Shanna BaFry, WaKeeneyjunior;JackBow-
man, Easton senior; Joe Greene. Clay Center 
sophomore; Garcia; Gillman; Hardin; 
Stephen Kency. Salina junior; Lamb; 
McEntarfer; Mike McKenna. Russell junior; 
Peterson; Rogers; Shank; Strecker; Weber; 
and Windholz, also worked as reporters. 
The production staff consisted of Soila 
Bencomo, Ulysses sophomore. Blocksome. 
Kency, Strecker and Angela Waymaster. 
Bunker Hill senior. 
Photographers for the station were 
Gillman; Peterson; Rogers; Schwanke; 
Waymaster; Weber and Windholz. Trainees 
were Danielle Bancroft, Hays senior; 
Bencomo; Blocksome; Luis Duran. Garden 
City junior; Justin Fluke, Medicine Lodge 
sophomore; Leigh Huser. Garden City jun-
ior; Kency; Lam.b; McEntarfer; Jerrett 
Pfannenstiel. Munjor sophomore; and 
Nathan Tonroy; McCracken sophomore. 
Why all thedoubl ingand tripling of staff? 
'The idea is for everyone to team every 
position,"said Kiser. "It's aU part of a learning 
experience. so we get the stuaents rotated 
around. It makes students more employ-
able." 
Even with the chaos of everyone working 
on multiple positions. the station still pro-
duced a season of shows. 
"1 was pretty pleased with how the first 
show went," said Kiser. "It was really good." 
//mixed by Devin Strecker 
written by Laura Potter[ 
-
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Abracadabra! Now you see it now 
you don't. 
In 1927 a cupola, which is 
like structure, was built and 
top of Picken Hall. However, 
dents at the university had no 
tion of the cupola, until Curt Br 
director of Leadership St 
daughter. Sara, d scc>Vereg~:tn...,t~ 
missing. 
Brungardt and his da 
ered ? photo of the c 
ing through "A Hi 
State University" ~!:!iilm!'l!ll! 
vice provost and 
ies and research. 
The cupola the 
covered was rem 
1954 or 1955 due 
the structure. 
The new cupola wil 
problem. The reason is 
cupola will not be functio 
nally cupolas were desi 
ventilation,"said B 
nice cupolas 
don't prrwr'f:i'lo 
It 
new cupola. 
Brungardt a 
his daughter a 
left their mark 
signed the cu 
let me sign my 
Brungardt. 
The cost of 
it when Brungardt 
a. "I even got them to 
ughter's name," said 
nstalling the cupola 
funds forth is project 
the Picken Hall Re~ 
tion budget. This 
of the "Crumbling 
ect fund. 
. ______ embles the old 
ftJ A ("~o'A 
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The original 
cupola which sat 
atop Picken Hall, 
was featured on 
the cover of the 
1927 Reveille, 
above, the year it 
was constructed, 
to help ventilate 
the building. 1 t 
was later fea-
tured on the 
covers of the 
1951, '52, £md 
'.54 Reveilles, at 
left, the last years 
before it was 
removed. 
//written & mixed by Penny Lamb// 
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HOMECOMING COURT 
E "QUAD" ON CAMPUS 
Mary Newell, Salina senior; Zane Englebert , Norton junior; Heather Ney, Harzston senior; Chad Wahlgren, alirwjunior; Jamie Rupp, Hoisington 
senior; hane DeWald., Otis junior; icole Gerstner, WaKeeney sophomore; ).). Deges, Damar senior, and Rose Reichenberger, lindale senior. 
"I was totally shocked. I didn't expect to be picked. 
It is a huge honor coming from my friends, 
to represent the university in that capacity." 
-Heather Ney, Hanston senior, 
1999 Homecoming Queen 
"I told myself all week that I wasn't going to get it. 
I was so surprised, I didn't know what to say. 
I just wanted to get out of the cold" 
-Tricia Thull , 1987 Homecoming Queen, 
from the 1988 Revei lie 
-
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bethany skinner 
Frances Schippers, head of Volga-German soci-
ety and Oktoberfest Chairperson, shows his u.sual 
Oktoberfest excitement, 
Beer, bierrocks, and fewer 'brats'. 
The 27th annual Oktoberfest has been a 
tradition for the Volga-German society 
along with the Munjor community. Thls 
year the Munjor group did not have their 
traditional bratwurst booth. 
Part of the decision was made due to the 
meat processing plant closing earlier this 
year because of increased government 
regulations regarding inspections. This 
year students from Fort Hays State ran 
nearly half of the 78 booths. 
There was also a magician and a 
juggler from the Kansas City Renaissance 
Festival whom performed throughout the 
day. In between the acts, music was 
provided by the Ed Pfeifer Band in the 
morning and The Country Dutchmen in 
the afternoon for everyone to dance and 
listen to. 
In addition, a dance contest 
named a prince and princess of the 
Oktoberfest in the afternoon. Judges 
were selected at random from the 
audience. The contestants were those 
that were shuffling acroos the dance 
floor at that time. Last years winning 
couple, Jerry Speery and Heather Ney, 
FHSU students, were informed to bring 
ten couples to dance at this year's 
contest. They fulfilled the request and 
were officially crowned and received 
gift certificates from participating 
merchants. 
2222 Rcycmc ~ ------
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ger111an tea at the frontier park 
-
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kris hart 
-
President of 
Rodeo Club 
Dustin QtLint, 
Quinter 
sernior , 
denw nstrates 
how to rope a 
cow at 
Oktoberfest. 
dennis edson SttLdents gath ered 
underneath a ba.n-
ner which hung 
above the Memorial 
Union to welcome 
home the university 
alumni. 
-
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the theme: a 
• roar1ng success 
Homecoming activities started with 
a parade along Main Street, beginning 
at I I a.m., wh ich featured floats and 
walking groups carrying banners. The 
homecoming candidates were also par-
ticipants, and rode in convertibles dur-
ing the parade. 
The banner competition had 14 ap-
plicants. This year's theme. "A Roaring 
Success", was the subject of the compe-
tition , and students were required to 
incorporate the school colors into their 
banners. Banners were judged for con-
cept, presentation , and following the 
contest rules. The winners were Wiest 
and McMindes Hall, which t ied for first 
place, winningS I 12 each after first and 
second prizes were d ivided between 
both groups, and the Black Student 
Union , which won $50 for third place. 
International Radio and Television So-
ciety received honorable mention for 
Homecoming candidates Clwd Wahlg ren, 
Salina junior, and Heather Ney, flanston 
senior, ricle t.ogether in the parade. 
-
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Dcwwr senior, is 
escort.ed by Hose 
Heichenberger , 
Anclale senior, in 
t.he homecoming 
parctde. The two 
were homecom-
ing candidates, 
sponsored by VIP 
Amb(Lssadors . 
fourth place. The Fort Hays State Uni-
versity Football team recorded another 
loss, 35-7, the Homecoming game 
against Northwestern Oklahoma State 
University Rangers. The Rangers domi-
nated the game in rushing and posses-
sion time, and even though the Tigers 
had more total passing yards, it wasn't 
enough to win the game. 
Halftime included a presentation for 
the homecoming candidates. Ney and 
Deges were crowned Homecoming 
Queen and King. The Fort Hays State 
University Marching Band invited sev-
eral area schools to perform "Band Aide" 
with them during the half time show. 
Bands from area high schools and jun-
ior highs included Hays, Hea ly, Logan, 
Maryville, Quinter , Ruppenthal , 
Sedgewick, Stockton, Trego, Wakeeney, 
Wallace County, Thomas Marion Prep, 
and Victoria. 
The Trego dance team joined the Ti-
ger Debs for several dance numbers. 
The combination of schools provided a 
very colorful performance. 
Okay, maybe the sky itself wasn't fall- wh-en the plane was between 30.000 and 
ing in October, but things were certainly 39,000feet.Atthataltitude. unconscious~ 
falling from itatan alarming rate. Airl ine ness fromoxyg~~eJ?,r~vation wou ld have 
crashesmadeheadlinenewsalmostdaily ocqm ed within a few minutes. By the 
toward the latter part of the month, be~ time the plane crashed nearly four hours 
ginning on Oct. 18 with the crash of a 
Federal Express plane into Subic Bay 
near Manila, Philippines. 
The Fed Ex plane ran off the end of the 
runway at Subic Freeport, breaking its 
fuselage. Two crew members were res-
cued from the bay and treated for minor 
injuries at a hospjtal; both were Ameri-
cans. All cargo on the plane, most ly 
electronic goods and garments, was 
unsalvageable. lronicallyenough,asimi-
lar accident occurred in June when a 
FedEx airbus overshot the Manila air-
port runway and almost crashed into a 
busy highway. 
However. the FedEx escapades were 
soon overshadowed by a freak accident 
on- Oct. 25 which claimed the life of 
professional golfer Payne Stewart. 
SteY(art's Learjetdeparted from Orlando, 
Ffa ., en toute to Dallas. Texas. but lost 
radio contact with air traffic controllers 
about half an hour after takeoff. The 
p lane began behaving erratically, fl uctu-
'ating'between 22,000 and 51,000 feet in 
altitude. tt eventually crashed into a 
field in SOuth Da~'ota: all six people 
aboard the plane were killed. 
The cause of the crash was ultimately 
attributed to cabin depressurization 
later, all the 
passengers 
had been 
dead for sev-
eral hours, au-
topilot being the cause of the runaway 
flight pattern. 
Stew2rt-w~ know_n for his proud dis-
playofbisScottishberitage; he frequently 
competed wearjng knickers and a tam-
o'-shanter. Hewastravelingto Houston 
to compete in the P6A Tour Champion-
ship, 
Less-<'than a week later, another trag~ 
edyrockedtheworldwhen EgyptAirFi igh~ 
990 crashed into the At Ia ntic 60 miles off 
of the Massachusetts coast. EgyptAir 
9,90wasadailyflightwhich traveled from 
J_,os Angeles to New York to Cairo. On 
Oct. 31, forty-one minutes after it left 
John F. Kennedy airport in New York, just 
as it reached cruising height of 33,000 
feet. the plane plunged into the sea. All 
217 people aboard were killed. Radar 
tracked the fall at 14,000 feet in 24 sec~ 
onds, equivalent to a 400 m .p.h. vertical 
dive. No mayday call was received. 
Unlike the Stewart crash, the cause of 
the EgyptAir crash was not easily dis-
cernible. Egyptian authorities immedi-
ately noted that the dramatic plunge 1 
suggested an explosion or other catas-
trophe. The U.S. theory was that the 
Egypt ian pilottransformed the flight into 
a suicide mission due to some unknown 
personal agenda. A conspiracy theory 
also surfaced when jt became known 
that the Federal Aviation Admirustra: 
tion had received a bornQ·~br.eat in Sep-
temberwarningtha(aplaftefrom JFKor 
the ~~gel~aifPortwould bebombed 
":;~ .. fife letter was signed by Luciano 
~~ati, al) ltalian who hijacked a Boeing 
727 in 1977. . · .. 
Whatever the causes, th~ high 
death toll from aif!ine disasters 
in October caused some peo'ple 
to think twice about trying to 
defy gravity in the 
friendly skies . 
" U s e 
bottom 
seat cushion as 
a flotation device." 
This is just one of 
many warnings that makes 
those already fearful of~ 
ing more scared to stetrf6()f 
on an ai rplane. Turbulence and 
the possibility of a crash ~:ire als.o 
some scary thoughts assodated 
with flying. 
Espec i a lly 
with the crash of 
EgyptAi r Flight 990 on 
its way to Cairo. Egypt, 
at I :19a.m.Oct. 31. that 
killed all 217 passengers. Professional golfer 
Payne Stewart died in a small airplane crash 
Oct. 25, and two years ago TWA Flight 800 
exploded after take-off, killing all230 passen-
gers. 
Members of the Fort Hays State University 
newspaper and yearbook staffs returned Sun-
day morning, Oct. 31. from Atlanta. Ga .. on 
' Deltp Flight 829. This trip to Atlanta for the 
National Associated Collegiate Press Con-
vention marked the first time I had ever flown. 
and I arrived at the ai rport with some uneasi-
ness and anxiety. 
I was scared of not being in control of my 
destiny. that the plane cou ld encou~ter tur-
bulence and plunge to the ground. The mil-
lions of other possible malfunctions didn't 
enter my mind: I was worried about turbu-
lence. 
An Internet site. www.thebook.com/fearfly. 
e~pl(!ined that i't is natural to feel some anxi-
ety about flying and that understanding how 
the plane works helps. There is not an actual 
fear of flying, but fears oflosingcontrol. claus-
trophobia and panic. The site reassured those 
afraid to fly that "he other form of travel. even 
walking. approaches the modern jetliner in 
safety.'' 
If no other form of travel is safer. then why 
have so many planes crashed in the last few 
years? I remember plane crashes to have been 
a prominent part of the news in the last few 
years. 
The crash of EgyptAir Flight 990 certainly 
reinforces my doubts about fl~lng again. All 
the sm-all aircrafts that crash in corn fields 
keep me from ever setting foot i,n a small 
plane. 
A friend and I were discussing the differ-
ences between flight and 
driving. If a technical prob-
lem occurs in a car. the 
~!,iver is just stuck. 
· 1f a techn ical problem 
occurs in an airplane dur-
ing mghf. 'everyon·~ is going down. And. if a 
larger plane goes down. it is taking at least 
I 00 people with it: a car will have no more 
than 6-7 passengers. even if it is a van. I will 
definitely think hard about my form of trans-
portation next time I want to travel. 
- KI'is Hat·t , The Leadet· 
,., 

The week before Oktoberfest. Sip 'N 
Spin. 209 W. I 0. removed the laundry ma-
chines from its facilities. 
"It just gave us more room," Lynnette 
Steinert said. Steinert has been a bar-
tender at Sip 'n' Spin for four years. 
"It gave us more room for the night and 
day business. and for lunch and dinner 
business." Steinert said. 
No one in particular really brought up 
the idea to remove the washing machines. 
Steinert said. "Everyone just sort of men-
tioned it." 
Un like some bars in Hays, Sip 'n ' Spin 
is not going to raise the entrance age to 
21. "We don't want to be like everyone 
else," Steinert said. "If we don't have to 
follow the code. we're not going to." 
Bethany 
Sip 'N Spin has plenty o f room for everyone! 
2000 Rf''rWr iii!!PI 
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Approximately 1,850 tickets were sold for the October 1999 Fort Hays State University product ion 
of "West Side Story," according to box office manager Andy Mohn. Ellinwood graduate student. 
"West Side Story" tickets sold out four nights of the six the show ran. One element of the musical 
that made it so popular was the choreography. Co-directors Tomme Williams and Rager Moore 
recruited a professional choreographer. John Walker. to help with "West Side Story," a show that 
reveals much of its plot through song and dance. 
Walker. from Burlington. N.C. . who has experience with Broadway shows. met Williams during their 
collaboration on an outdoor production of "The Lost Colony" in Roanoke Island. N.C. over the 
summer. 
"We got to talking and 'West Side Story' happens to be the first show I ever did," Walker said. "So. 
I went home and arranged my teaching schedule and came down here." 
Williams was pleased to see her friend Walker come to Hays for ten days in September to do the 
choreography for "West Side Story." 
"We have a show that's very much based in dance. so it can't be done without a choreographer." 
Wi lliams said. "There's no way it could be done without him." 
"West Side Story" was the first of four productions presented by the FHSU theatre department in 
1999-2000. 
-
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Career Connections, a service of-
fered by the Ca reer Servi ces office. 
Sheridan 214, was a great source for 
emp loyment opportunities as well as 
portfolio and resume development. 
Career Connections is not just 
about making up a resume and get-
ting a job. While that is the ultimate 
goal. there is a lot more involved than 
writing a resume. Career Connections 
has been a service of the university 
for three years now, and, according to 
the Director, Dan Rice. the earlier 
students register, the better able the 
office is to help students get the jobs 
they want. 
"The earlier the student registers, the 
better," Rice said. "A freshman registering 
with us gives us the opportunity to help 
develop their resume and to allow for the 
advantages of internships both on and off 
campus." 
Rice said it is important for Career 
Services to know the student exists 
so the office can build a personal 
relationship with the student and help 
that student develop a portfolio. 
'With personalized visits with the stu-
dentswecan tailortheircareerpath to their 
interests. abilities. and needs," Rice said. 
Also important is that employers 
see the numbers of students that are 
graduating from different programs 
in t he university. 
Rice feels that it is important to 
showcase students at Fort Hays State 
University, and to show employers 
that it is worthwh il e vis iting campus 
for recruitment purposes. 
"They 1 employers 1 expect us to be 
on the web so they can do student 
searches by major and so they ca n 
see what wonderfu l students we have 
at Fort Hays," Rice sa id. 
To register. students went to Sheridan 
Hall. room 214, paid the $20 registration 
fee and then went on-line on any com-
puter with Internet access. The office pro-
vides an instruction sheet and the stu-
dent follows instructions on the web site. 
which is located at www.fhsu.edu/career/ 
welcome.htm. 
The format was changed two years 
ago from a disk registration form to 
the interactive version that the office 
currently uses. According to Rice, the 
interact ive site made registration 
much easier fo r both the students 
and the office. After submitt ing a re-
sume on line. the office wou ld then 
review the submission and offer help 
with content. formatt ing and presen-
tation. Students could also receive 
assistance from the office developing 
their resume. 
"We critique and enhance their re-
sume to help them look professional 
on the web," Rice said. 
Students should have an idea of 
what they want to include on their 
resumes and what they wi II be doing 
over the next few semesters when 
they go to Career Services. 
The sooner students vis i t the Ca-
reer Services o ffi ce. the more assis-
tance they will receive. It also im-
proved t heir job opportunities. Fresh-
men worked on developing a career 
path. Sophomores looked into avai l-
able internships. Seniors fine tuned 
·-
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thei r resumes and sta rted making 
contacts with employers. Al l students 
could benefit from attending job fairs, 
another service offered by Career Ser-
vices. Rice said that when emp loyers 
come to job fairs and have a full sched-
ule of interviews with students.they 
are more likely to come back the next 
time they are needing employees. 
Career Services new motto. "From 
Admission to Position ," was designed 
to send the message that resume de-
velopment should be an ongoing pro-
cess throughout the student's atten-
dance at FHSU. 
"We want to identi fy students ear ly 
so that we can train and groom them 
easi ly and so that they will be exactly 
what employers are looking for whe~ 
they graduate," Rice said. "Those who 
take advantage of ou r services, and 
prepare for their future. go out of here 
with mighty good job offers and mul-
tiple job offers that students who have 
not registered don't have." 
After registering, students had un-
limited access to Career Services on 
the web. Employers have that same 
amount of access and students do 
not have to worry about personal in-
formation going out over the web. 
What employers have access to is the 
body of the resume itself. If they 
wanted to contact the student they 
had to contact Ca reer Services. Once 
registered , the student is eligible to 
use Career Connections as long as 
the university uses the service. and 
can do so from anywhere in the world 
with Internet access. 
'' 
Above: Kim Koehn, Gal·va. junior, receives iTistruction from Nicole 
Boxberger, McPherson freshman, on how to properly set up her resume. 
Left: Dan Rice, director of Career services, andDcuw Gardner , Hartford 
sophomore, help Kristi Olsen, Oberlin sophomore, estctblish a resume on 
the web. 
-
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Students who had seen the posters hanging 
all over campus may indeed have wondered. 
'What is The Thing?"' 
'The Thing" was "basically a photocopied art 
book that could contain anything from comics to 
individual pieces of artwork," Brad Winter, Great 
Bend senior and founder of 'The Thing," said. 
Winter came up with the project from a 
couple of places. 
''I'm kind of the fuel behind it. I went to the 
CreativeArtsSocietytosee whatthey'd like to see 
in it. There were some members interested in 
contributing. I asked what they would like to see 
in it~format. number of pages people could su~ 
mit etc. I took suggestions and advertised first 
semester. I've seen other small press people do 
collaboration work with com icartists. That looked 
likeagreatthingtodoherewitha regular students 
because I haven't seen something like that on 
campus," he said. 
"Secondly, it kind of came from something I 
personally wanted. l go into the art department 
and friends show me the work they've done in 
dass.l'mjustamazedbyit.lthinkitisashamethat 
from that point on, they just take their artwork 
home and nooneelsesees it. I thoughtthiswould 
be a way to showcase that work." 
'The Thing" was composed of artwork in 
black. white and grayscale. It included comics, 
sketches, drawings and other submissions. There 
were no regulations for contributors; anyone from 
Hays was welcome to submit entries. 
The main driving force behind 'The Thing" 
was Winter's desire to give students and others 
the chance to showcase their artwork that would 
otherwise collect dust. "I hope that people realize 
that their artwork is good enough to be seen by 
others. I hope that they don't mind distributing it 
and letting others enjoy it rather than keeping it 
tuckedawayathomeinanartfolderoronthewall. 
I'd like to see the artwork get out into the people's 
hands rather than just sitting there." 
·-
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, ' As much as 'Hallo~n was a time 
{or getting. much like Christmas. it 
wps also a time for giving. Accord-
ingly, AmeriCorpsorganizeda canned 
food drive. "Trick-or-Treat So Others 
Can Eat," to giV-e food to the needy 
through th'e Hays Community Assis-
tance Center. 208 E. 12th. 
In addition to th~ food drive. sev-
era~campus and commup ity organi-
zatfons sponsoreq festiVites to cel-
ebrate the ghoulish holiday. 
The Hays High School Theatre De-
partment· put on a production en-
titled "A Night of Haunted Theatre," 
on Oct. 29 and 30. Students read 
poetry, prose, and performed impro-
vised theatre skits. 
At the Old Fort Hays, speaker Lisa 
Hefner Heitz, author of Haunted Kan-
sas, presented a discussion entitled 
"Ghosts of Kansas." Topics included 
local legends such as the "Blue Light 
Lady." 
The finale of the season was the 
costume ball. sponsored by the Com-
munication Club. It was held in the 
basement of G. Wi!likers. 507 W. 7th . 
Blurring the line between fiction 
and reality, The Blair Witch Project 
was one of the most talked about 
//written & mixed by 
Devin Stl·ecker 
photography by 
Dennis Edson// 
»The movie, written and directed by 
~okies Daniel Myrick and Eduardo Sanchez, 
.c.-b"?emiered at Sundance film festival in Janu-
• 1999. Afterwards, the low-budget 
llij1orror movie spawned numerous conver-
..._tions. web-sites. and even a fictitious 
n:J:locumentary, which aired on the Sci.fi 
channel. 
1 t The film cost about $35,CXXl to pro-
~uce, opened on 1,101 screens. and in its 
• .[irst week pulled in $50 million. which was 
~ore than what the highly-anticipated Julia 
11)1oberts/Richard Gere vehicle Rwutw(ty 
~ride drew. which opened on nearly three 
~es as many screens. 
The film's groundbreaking production. 
hich included shooting without a script 
flllllnd improvisation by the three principle 
'-'actors who really were scared and hungry 
~ the set, delighted some viewers but 
~ppointed others. 
"I thought it was a very realistic, very 
,. ipCary movie.· Scott Studer. Seneca junior, 
~id. "It was different from any movie I'd 
een before.· 
Bethany Skinner, Murfreesboro, Tenn., 
t 'fOphomore. disagreed. "When I see a hor-
~r movie, I want to see something scary, 
not just actors being scared. I just didn't 
think it was that scary." 
The film was released on video in time for 
the Halloween holiday. The video version, 
which retailed around $19, included addi-
tional footage. 
At the time it was released in the U.K.. 
it had taken in in excess of $140 million 
stateside, and talk of a possible prequel to 
the movie swelled. 
• 
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THE BAS 
TIGER DEBATE TEAM 
ENT OF PICKEN HALL 
Tony Penders, flays gradttate sttWent; Joe Ramsey, Sterling sophomore; Jason Regnier, Salina sophomore; Bill Shanahan, assistant professor of 
communication; and Brent Saindon, Wichita sophomore. 
"It's been tough. We've lost a lot of debate rounds, but we 
are persuading more and more people that ours is a vi-
able strategy." - Bill Shanahan. Debate Coach, 
speaking of the team's approach, which emphasized 
equalization for women and children in the United States. 
"The debate team competed at UCLA in a tourney which 
ended New Year's Eve, enabling them to celebrate in LA. 
On the same trip, Tim Knapp put a cigarette, which he 
thought was out, into a trash can. Halfway through his 
speech, the container burst into flames." 
- From the 1977 Reveille 
-
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This is et Philips TiVo l-IDR112 Personal TV Ser,ver. The unit, which could be bought online from 
the Amazon. com website, fec£tured up to 14 hours of storage capacity, 8-seconcl instant replcty 
feature, pause, fast-forward, and rewind. Additionally, it boasted a jump-to-live button on 
remote and 4 pictttre-quality settings. 
A new technology that promises to 
revolutionize television appeared on 
the market. 
Simi lar to the size and shape of a 
common VCR. the personal video re-
corder (PVR) allowed viewers to not 
only record thei r favorite shows. but 
also to record the same show every 
week with a simple command and to 
pause live television and skip commer-
cials. 
Several companies entered the com-
petition: Dish Network with Dish Player, 
ReplayTV and TiVo. All of these func-
tioned on the premise of television on 
demand; the viewer controls what they 
see. 
Dish Player enabled the viewer to not 
only watch and pause television. but 
also to surf the Internet while watching 
2000 !lmjllr 1111!1!1 
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television. Picture-in-picture technol -
ogy allowed this to be done at the same 
t ime. Dish Player did not yet have digi-
tal recording, which was the main fea-
ture of ReplayTV and TiVo, 
Becky Kiser. instructor of Informa-
tion Networking and Telecommunica-
tions. said, "As I understand it, TiVoand 
Replay Networks are 'TV on demand.' 
You can rewind or pause in the middle 
of the live broadcast while it keeps re-
cording to internal hard drives that hold 
10-30 hours of programming, then re-
sume watching at that point or skip 
ahead to catch up to the live broad-
cast." 
ReplayTV's basic model had I 0 hours 
of digital storage available. TiVo's model 
has 14 hours. 
"Features include downloadable pro-
gram schedules where you click on a 
show title. rather than typing in times 
and channels. You can 'create' chan-
nels based on search criteria. such as a 
favorite actor or type of program," Kiser 
said. "There are also buttons that allow 
you to forward past commercials at a 
very high speed. According to an article 
in 'TIME' Magazine. PVRs can theoreti-
_cally strip out TV commercials and in-
s-ert their own." 
- PVRs could record selected programs 
based on title. actor or time. The viewer 
could create a "channel" tuned to that 
specific program. such as "Frasier," and 
set the PVR to record "Frasier" every 
t ime it came on. 
The viewer cou ld later access the 
"channel." and the latest episode would 
be ready for them. 
Digital recording constan tl y recycled. 
however. so shows saved digitally would 
not be saved permanently. Eventually, 
space would run out and shows would 
be taped over. Shows that the viewer 
would want for later would need to be 
transferred to a VCR. 
Kiser said that her opinion was that 
the new technology would not pose a 
really big problem to the current indus-
try. 
"The technology allows viewers to do 
the same thing with I ive shows as a VCR 
does with taped shows. I don't foresee 
this as any more of a problem for adver-
tisers than it all ready is with VCRs 
allowing fast forward searches through 
commercials. 
"''m not intrigued as a consumer," 
Kiser said. 
-
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Tiger Debs sang 
hac I.·", by the 
's, to the crowd (II 
aJ karaol.·e 
test dttring lwlf-
of the men 's 
basketba.ll 
first 
ol.·e 
"rm Too Sexy." t Soid 
ripped off his outer shirt to expose 
shirt. 
5 November, Fri.- The Lady Tigers Volleyball played 
Metropolitan State University at Denver, Colo., and after 
a long five-game match they came out on top. They lost to 
Colorado School of Mines. The team finished with an B-11 
RMAC conference record, and a 14-16 record overall. 
- The karaoke contest kicked off the exhibition game 
against the Dreambuilders. 
6 November, Sat.- The University hosted Cross Country 
NCAA II South Central Regional Championships for the 
second time. Seventeen men's and 22 women's teams 
with more than 250 individual runners competed in the 
meet. 
-Tonight's basketball game featured the second round of 
the karaoke contest. 
- The Lady Tiger basketball team pulled off a 75-73 
''I'm too sexy ..... " by Right Said Fred 
was the song that led Carl Stunkel. Man-
hattan freshman into fame. 
Tom Spicer, university At 
rector, and Todd Lynd fro 
an idea for a contest 
"We try to 
to promote 
Spicer. "''m 
the idea 
victory over the National Women's Basketball League All-
Stars. 
- The Tiger football team lost to Chadron State Univer-
sity by the score of 31-3. 
7 November, Sun.- Mortar Board had a meeting in the 
Pioneer Room of the Union and discussed the November 
service project. Members volunteered to read and help 
children with crafts during Children's Book Week at the 
public library. 
-A potential diamond source may have been found. A 
team from the Kansas Geological Survey drilled recently 
through a 90 million-year-old underground volcanic rock 
formation that could contain diamonds. The site is 
located near Frankfort 1n Marshall County, Kansas. 
8 November, Mon.- According to a researcher at 
ties." 
Sigma Chi's Stu el won first place. 
Kansas State University, near~ two-thirds of Kansans who 
participate in state-assisted drug or alcohol rehabilitation 
programs report that they have stopped using alcoholic 
beverages. Eighty-four percent of the people interviewed 
during a phone survey said that drug treatment helped them 
regain control of their lives; B6 percent said individual drug 
counselors were especial~ helpful; B3 percent acknow~ 
edged that treatment had been useful in terms of reducing 
chemical dependency. 
- Govemor Bill Graves and leg1slators created a budget 
crisis that w1ll have to be resolved next year. During Graves' 
five years in office. general tax cuts amounted to $1.B billion 
and state general fund spending has increased by more 
than $1 billion, in an effort to keep more money in Kansan's 
pockets. 
. I wasn't really plan-
was just really 
nkel said. 
t to Brian 
igi1Jla Chi. "It was 
as happy. I like 
of people," 
est hoff selected John 
ng "Sold." 
d I thought I 
to it," he said. 
ff gave part of 
.. ,,...,..,,.,, • their fraternity. 
took th ird place, with 
ingtojhe PanhellenicCoun-
nd f~~ ng to the Tiger Debs. 
H~th sa1d that karaoke was cho-setlSif!!P~ because karaoke seemed 
p OQ l:a'"r 
Heath said that similar contests 
will probably be held in the future if 
karaoke is still popular with students. 
You're a STAR no\N get your ... Back that@#! up!!! 
-
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Above: Chad Garrison, alina sophomore, putts at bask et seven 
in Frontier Park. Garrison /r(ul been playing f or about six 
years. He tra veled to countless disc golf tournaments. In ) nly 
of 1999, Garrison plnyecl in the Professional Disc Coif Associa-
Five women competed at tire tournament in Hnys at tion World Championship in Kansns City, KS . He placed 3rd 
Frontier Pari.·. ot many women play compared to the oLtt of 177 otlrer men. Carri$On planned to go professional at 
number of men, but they are an im porumt part of the sport. the begi n11 ing oft he 11ew mille11ni um . 
//written, photogt·aphed & mixed by 
Bethany Skinner// 
Below: Garrison took first place at the final tournament in 
Wichitn. Garri.son took .first plnce ovemllfor the season, which 
began in March and ji nished the week end before Thanksgiving . 
-
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Jake Skinner , Fort Collins, Colo. , sophomore, 
winds up to throw the disc. SJ.·inner lwd been 
playing for about 10 years but has never com-
peted. " I just play for fun but I might try a 
tournament one of these dnys" SJ.·inner said. 
Doncwin Edgerly, Wichita sophomore, tees off 
on hole eight at the_Frontier disc golf course. 
Edgerly played as frequently as possible. ''Its 
CtniCtzing how addictive the game is. it just suC'h-s 
you in. lt 's free too, that 's really a bonus,'' 
Edgerly said. 
Chris Hoch· a.ncl Jason Mewes on a mission from 
God in tlte movie Dogma. 
So there was this movie about 
God. The cast of characters in-
cluded two fallen angels, a not-in-
the-Bible apostle. the human form 
of the voice of God. a monster made 
of excrement and even God herself. 
The heroineofthestoryworksatan 
abortion clinic. The American So-
ciety for the Defense of Tradition . 
Family and Property and the Catho-
lic League were not amused. They 
bellyached and complained like 
Jesus would have-had he seen 
thefilmattheJerusalemCinema 12 
back in the day. 
Or not... Kevin Smith, the writer-
director and man responsible for 
thesatirethatwas Dogma, thought 
God would have a good laugh. 
Smith made fun of his friends. so 
why should God be different? 
In the movie, two fallen angels had 
found a loophole to get back into 
heaven: a church in Red Bank, New 
Jersey had an archway and those 
who passed 
through it on the 
church 's one hun-
dredth birthday would have their 
sins cleansed. Since th is would 
have shown God to be fallible, ex-
istence as we knew it would end. 
Trying to stop the fal len angels was 
the job of Bethany, the 'Every-
Catholic' complete with lapsed 
faith and a job at an abortion clinic. 
She made her way to Jersey with 
the help of Rufus, the thirteenth 
apostle. and Jay and Silent Bob. 
characters from previous Smith 
movies. 
To give away more would rob the 
viewer of the cinematic experi-
ence, and besides. Devin told me 
to write more about movies in 
general and less about Dogma. 
Fascist. Anyway, I found Dogma 
to be a well-written and interest-
ing movie. Fans should check 
out Smith's earlier work. which 
consists of Clerks, Mall rats. and 
Chasing Amy. 
Mrs. Bassett (Danielle Laux) tirades hypocritically about 
morality while Alma (Ruth Casper) cowers. 
AMERICAN 
BEAUTY 
Oscar voters had five movies to choose from th is winter when they selected their Best Picture: The Insider. The Cider HouseR u les. 
The Green Mile. The Sixth Sense and American 
·-
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FAR LEFI': Young Dr. 
John (Bryce Ostrom, 
Hays sophomore), 
pours -wine for Alma 
( Ruth Casper. assistant 
professor ofpsychology) 
in hopes of seducing 
her. 
LEFI': Rosemary 
(Twmny Reed, Denver , 
Colo. , gmduaJe student) 
ancl Gonzalez (Xavier 
Lambercy, Switzerland 
exchange student) show 
off their t,urn-oj:the-
cent,w y garb. 
BOTTOM: Bridget 
Deenihcw , fJ ill City 
junior, ta},·es off her 
coat while Kristen 
Linclsten, Kanorado 
junior, i,s oblivious, 
drinking ·'soda " at Cl 
ummer and moke 
cast party. 
-
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//written & mixed by Kris Hartl/ 
Off to a 
Winning 
Start 
Winning an exhibition game 
wasn't the only way to ki ck off a 
basketball season . 
Both the men's and women's Ti-
ger basketba l l teams started off the 
1999-2000 season with wins over 
Bethany College at home Friday. 
Hectther Wendell, Wallace, Neb. sophomore, 
plctys tough defense in ct g(t~IW on Nov. 19. 
The Lady T igers won this game, 84-69. 
-
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Nov. 19. 
The Lad y Ti ge rs defeated 
Bethany, 84-69 in their f irst regu lar 
season game. 
"We gave up too many offensive 
rebounds against good teams," head 
coach Tom Mahon said . "That can 
get you into trouble." 
The men's team , started off their 
season with an even bigger win . They 
scorched Bethany, I 02-69. 
Four newcomers to the men 's 
team started out the season scoring 
in double figures. Head coach Chad 
Wintz said he wanted his team to 
ta ke t he season game by game and 
keep improving. 
"I do n't think we' re perfect and 
we have a lot to improve on," Wi ntz 
sa id. " I t hink as long as o ur team 
keeps respondi ng t o what the 
coaches want done and the game 
plan. they will con t inue to improve." 
Two weeks into the season . Ja-
son McDonald, Toilette, Ark., jun-
ior. decided to leave the Tiger bas-
ketball team. 
"It was a mutual decision by both 
parties that it would be best if Jason 
looked for another school at which 
to continue his basketball career," 
Wintz sa id. 
Wes Simoneau , Ha.ys jnnior , ma.kes a. run with 
the ball while the opponents tried to trap him. in 
the corner at lwlfcourt. The boys blew Bethany 
out of the water , 102-69. 
A 
''Can't Bowl? Then let's drink and 
have a good time" was the motto 
for the G. Williker's Bowling 
League, which met each Sunday night at 
Centennial Lanes, 2400 Vine. 
Devin Strecl.·er, Paradise senior; Courtney 
Paulsen, Phillipsburggraduatesl!Ldent; Bran-
don trecker , fla ys residen t ; and Dan 
Blocksome, Ransom junior, participated on 
Aunt Ly's team. Atwt Ly 's was one of the teams 
that competed in the leagne both in thefallancl 
spring semest.ers. 
The League was offered for the ftrst time 
during the fall semester, and was continued 
during the spring semester. Bowlers paid 
$10, which included three games of bowl-
ing, music, and two drinks from the bar. 
"I can hang out with my friends, have a 
few beers and have a good time," Tom 
Mowry, Hays senior, said. 
Eiaht teams offour, any combination of b 
men and women, competing during the 
fall. Although the league was open to any-
one over the age of21 , many of the bowlers 
were university students, as well as a few 
professors. During the spring semester, the 
league was up to ten teams. 
''This was an activity that a lot of people 
like to do," Ryan Kuxhausen, Loveland, 
Colo., senior, and Centennial Lanes em-
ployee, said. "This was a way to remind 
them that bowling is still out there." 
Since many of the bowlers had little or 
no bowling experience, players received 
handicaps based on their first night's aver-
age, which changed each week according 
to their current average. This evened out 
the competition and made iteasierfor teams 
-
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to compete. 
''Thank God for my handicap," Angela 
Waymaster, Bunker Hill senior, said. "I 
think I had the highest on the league, but it 
sure helped me." 
Kuxhausen and Dallas Herreman, Hays 
sophomore, came up with the idea of a 
bowling league targeted at college stu-
dents. They teamed up with G. Willikers, 
507 W. 7th, to provide an entertainment 
alternative. 
"Sunday is one of the only nights w~ 
don't have a double shift of leagues," 
Kuxhausensaid. ''Thebarsaren'topen,and 
it was a slow night for us. It was a good 
niaht for us and G. Willikers. It's been 0 
nothing but an absolute success." 
20 November. Sat.- The Cathol1c Campus Center 
hosted "Crossroads. a retreat for fel low students all this 
weekend Th1s retreat was an opportun1ty for those 
students who attended last year's retreat at K-State. 
wh1ch •:;as t1tles ·Pathways." to share w1th th1s year's 
attendees 
21 November. Sun.- The wrestl1ng squad carne 
back from Omaha. Neb .. after the1· en1oyed good results 
at the Nebraska-Omaha Open Ke1:h Blaske. Onaga se-
nior. won f1ve due!s and lost one 1n the heavy ·.·.e:ght class. 
and also .von the most p.ns trDphy 
22 November. Mon.- The fwst annuai"Sc1ence 
Da{ l'las hosted m Tomanek and Albertson halls. Stu-
dents had the opportun1ty to part1c1pate 1n lab exper1-
G. Willikers expanded in February into 
the building next to Centennial Lanes with 
a new restaurant named G. Dubs. The close 
proximity of the restaurant and the bowling 
alley makes it easy for the two businesses to 
work together. 
"Now that we have another store open, 
we're hoping to get a few more teams," 
Brian Wingerd, general manager of G. Dubs, 
said. "It works out because we get our name 
in the bowling alley and a lot of my employ-
ees like to bowl anyway." 
Wingerd said the businesses are looking 
to continue the league during the semester 
also. 
"First semester it was hard to recruit," 
Kuxhausen said. ''This semester it was 
easier, and it grew really quick." 
Each semester, the league ended with a 
black-light party, which included an awards 
ceremony, games, and free food from G. 
Willikers and G. Dub's. 
~ ....._ ''The parties were really fun, and the 
_awards were cool because everyone got 
one, no matter how good or bad they 
bowled," Courtney Paulsen, Phillipsburg 
graduate student, said. 
Blake Beymer , Lakin junior, prepares to bowl 
for his team, tvhichwas named Fear and Loath-
ing in Hays, KS . 
ments in the fields of biology, chemistry, geosc1ences 
and phySICS. 
23 November, Tue.- The men's T1ger basketball 
team enJoyed a v1ctory over Tabor College. w1th a f1nal 
score of BD-54. 
24 November. Wed. -To kiCk off the holiday 
season. many students spent thew last n1ght 1n Hays 
before leav1ng for Thanksg1vmg break by go1ng to the 
Home Party Club. 229 W 10. to watch the 'best butt' 
contest. 
25 November. Thu.- Students were g1v1ng thanks 
for the beg1nn1ng of Thanksg1vmg break today. Classes 
were excused for the rest of the week so that students 
could celebrate the hol1days w1th fnends and family . 
. \: 
ITH A 
Kin~ Brown, Salinn senior , downs a shot of 
Jose Quervo ctt the bar in Centennial J..anes. 
Brown was on the Comm. Club team. 
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ABOVE: MembersoftheclassSocialWo•·k and the 
Law pose with members ofThe Guardian Angels, 
a volunteer crime prevention group in Denver. 
Colo. 7'/re two groups searched the city street~ on 
Friday, 1 ov. 26, to observe criminal activity. 
RJGIIT: ·Doc,' a member ofThe Guardian Angels, 
clemonstmtes a move usee/ by group on Tammy 
Johnson, a/ina senior. 
FAR RJCHT: Jenny Parl."f!r, Concordia. senior, is 
assisted by 'Doc' in learning self-defense. 
//wdtten by Danielle Laux 
mixed by Devin Strecker// 
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N ot everyone spent the entire Thanksgiving break vegging in front of 
the TV on overstuffed furniture 
with overstuffed relatives. 
A group of students in the So-
cial Work and Law class had a 
unique field tripopportunityfrom 
Nov. 26-28: to travel to Denver 
and observe criminal activity with 
different crime prevention 
groups. The students left early 
Friday morn ing with supervisors 
judy Caprez. d irector of social 
work, and Rose McCleary , assis-
tant professor of socia l work. 
When the group arrived. they 
toured two homeless shelters in 
downtown Denver and were in-
formed of recent grisly happen-
ings in the Mile High City. 
"Well. since about September. 
the Denver police have found the 
bodies of seven dead homeless 
men. Three of them were be-
headed and. of those three. only 
one head has been recovered." 
Caprez said. 
This made the mood at the 
home less shelters somewhat 
somber. "The mood of the shel-
ters was more quiet than one 
might expect. I guess the recent 
murders had everyone on edge. 
It wasn't too out of the ordinary 
during the day, but when it got 
dark. the local homeless peoplewouldaboutbreak 
the doors down to avoid being on the streets at 
night." Kristi jansonius. Prairie View senior. said. 
At night, however, the students had other plans. 
In memory of the recently murdered homeless 
men. a candlelight vigil was being held. "It was 
really nice attending the vigil just because it was 
interesting seeing the different types of people 
that went. People from all walks of life showed up 
to show their support. Their responsiveness was 
great." Mary Newell. Salina senior, said. 
Friday night the students were also able to go 
with the Guardian Angels. a volunteer crime pre-
vent ion group. The Guardian Angels train their 
volunteer members to defuse potentially vio lent 
situations and make them avai lable to the general 
public as escorts. community speakers and as 
patrollers of certain neighborhoods. According to 
the students. it was a fairly tame night. 
The following day from 3-11 p.m .. they went 
patrolling with the Denver police around the area 
where the murders had been occurring. "We got to 
see quite a bit of action both nights. but I think we 
were all expecting more. Most of us had gone to 
Wichita last year and ridden around with their 
police officers. I think since Denver's a bigger city. 
we were expecting a lot more to be going on," Linda 
Street. Hays senior. said. 
Despite seeing less crime than they had antici-
pated. the social work and justice studies students 
felt the experience was worthwhile. "It was benefi-
cial to see the things we're studyi ng in act ion. We 
also felt very privileged because not everyone has 
the opportu nity to do what we did," Tammy 
johnson. Salina senior. said. 
-
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DECEMBER 
ARY 
WOMENO ~-PHA GAMMA DELTA 
DENVER, COLORADO 
Nicole Powers, Dodge City senior; Amber Carlson, Formoso sophomore; Brooke Oleen, Manhattan senior; MeghanBlanks, Lenexa soplwmore; Amy 
Pfannenstiel, Hays senior; arul Elizabeth Berning, Scott City senior. 
.. 
courtesy photo 
The FHSU Alpha Gamma Delta fraternity for women was honored 
this year with the prestigious Rose Bowl award at their national 
convention. Additionally, Amy Pfannenstiel, Hays senior, 
received a $750 Foundation Scholarship. "I wasn't 
expecting it, but I was very grateful for it," Pfannenstiel said. 
Alpha Gamma Delta coeds copped royalty honors. Alpha Gams 
were named Homecoming Queen, Snowball Queen, Pledge Queen 
and Best-Dressed Girl on Campus. One Alpha Gam was a Reveille 
Queen finalist and another was Miss Kansas Heart Fund Girl. 
- From the 1967 Reveille 
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1 December, Wed. - Molly Bwcher. Ellsworth 
sen1or. was 1n Lawrence was at the state fmals lnterv~ew­
rng to te a Rhodes Scholar. Bwcher had fourd out 1ust 
before Tha'1kSQ:\'1ng that she was a frnat;st fer tho a:.ard 
·,·1h1ch s granted to thwt'f-ti'IO scholars eac1 1ear a~d 
prov1des a full scholarshrp for two years of s:udy at Oxford 
Umvers1ty 1n England. 
- The men's basketball team suffered thew fwst loss of 
the 1999 season to the Washburn lchabods. 73-53 . Th1s 
brought thew record to 3-1 . 
-Tom Sp1cer. dwector of athlebcs. named Jesse Mahoney 
as the Lady T1gers Head Volleyball coach. 
2 December, Thu. -Empona State Hornets pro·:ed 
•11ctonous over the Lady Tgers basketball squad 9848 
The Homets· ·:;1n was t.'1e1r 40th consecutl;e home court 
v1ctor; for the squad. who were ranked e1ghth rn the NCAA 
D.v1son II. 
3 December, Fri. - Mar1 Kathenne Gallagher. the 
recumng Saturday N;ght L:-.'e character created and per-
fc:med by Molly Shannon. came to town on the s1lver screen 
1n the mmne ·superstar -The film also starred SNL member 
Will Ferrell as the object of Gallagher's des1res. as well as her 
subconscious v1s1on of the Lord. 
4 December, Sat. -The wrestl1ng squad hosted 1ts 
f1rst home meet. The e1ghth ranked T1gers lost to the 15th 
ranked Western State College. 23-16 
- S:gma Tau Delta/English Club and the KSNEA-SP hosted 
the second an;,ual Read Aloud for lcca' ch!dren ages 4-10 
- The mens baskettall team l'.'as on f1re despite the fr ~1d 
·:;eather s:orcr 19 tre Empor.a S::.a:e Un;,•ersrt) Hornets. 
The Fort llays Singers provide entertainment at. the annztal tree lighting in front of Sheridan 
Hall. They sang three traditional Christ.mas Carols. The Singers were directed by Rager 
Moore, interim. chctir of the music depurtment .. After the ceremony, cookies and hot chocoutte 
were served. 
The campus was illuminated with bright. colorful lights. No. it wasn't an alien invasion from 
_space. it was the annual tree-lighting 
ceremony. 
At 6 p.m . in front of Sheridan 
Hall. a crowd gathered to watch the 
I ighti ng of the tree by President 
Edward H. Hammond. The annual 
event was sponsored by the Stu-
dent Alumni Association and 
Wendy's, 1308 Vine. 
"We always have a good turnout," 
Tammy Wellbrock. assistant alumni 
director. said . "The weather was re-
ally great for the event." 
The evening began with the Fort 
Hays Singers performing Christmas 
carols. Afterwards. Joey Linn. di-
rector of admissions and master of 
ceremonies for the event. recog-
nized Student Alumni Association 
for their hard work and dedication. 
Linn then introduced Hammond 
and his wife , Viv. 
~"Hammond called for a moment of 
~ilence in memory of the students 
killed in the bonfire accident at Texas 
A&M and the student killed in the 
bus accident at Penn State. Fol low-
ing the si lence. the crowd awa ited 
the lighting of the tree. 
Severa I university students. as well as 
members of the Hays community, at-
tended the lighting more than one year. 
"This is my second time." Mary 
Newell. Salina senior. said. Newell 
enjoyed the Singers. "I thought they 
were beaut i ful. very nice arrange-
ments." 
Camil la Ballinger, Norton junior. 
also enjoyed the Singers. "I thought 
it was very good. I enjoyed listening 
to the singing," she said. Ballinger 
attended the ceremony because "i 
was a McMindes Hall floor functi 
and because I love Christmas." 
Lexi Ridder. Marienthal senior. w 
also present at the ceremony. 
Delta Zetas came as an organiza 
to support campus activities," Ri 
said. "I think it's wonderful 
Fort Hays in such a holiday sp 
"We always have a good 
young and old," Wellbrock said. "So 
much is happening at the university, 
it's a great opportunity to slow down, 
take the opportun ity of fellowsh ip 
and enjoy the festive envi ronment. 
and hopefully create a bond with the 
campus and the Hays community." 
-
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76-64 The victory raised the T1gers· record to 4-1. 
- The Lady T1gers basketball team fell prey to Prttsburg 
State. suffenng a loss of 69-53. The loss brought their 
record to 24. 
5 December, Sun. -The Trger wrestlers hosted a 
tournament. farnng better than yestenday. F1fteen teams 
attended the FHSU Open, where the Trgers took 5 metals. 
W1nners included Keth Blaske, Onaga sen1or: Matt Lay, 
Douglass senior: Joel Thompson, Parsons JUnior: Chas 
Thompson, Parsons JUnior: and Mrke Church, Wrchrta 
tunror 
6 December, Mon.- The Comeau Catholrc Campus 
Center sponsored Chr;stmas carolrng at 7 p.m. After 
carolrng students enJO',"ed hot chocolate and s'mores rn the 
lo~nge of the Center. 
Left: Stacey Gould, T-layssenior,purticipates intheA1'SO bowling 
party. Gould was an Information etworking and Tel.ecomn1 WI ;,.. 
cations major. Below: Twin brothers Dcwid and Da.11iel Stun/eel , 
Palmer seniors, participate in the A 1'$0 bowling party. /3oth are 
members qfthe organization, ancl Dcwid is ·vice-president . 
• 
David Stunkel, Palmer senior, prepares 
to bowl at. the A'/' 0 bowling party, on 
Friday, Nov. 19, at Centennial Lanes, 
2400 Vine t. 
·-
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7 December. Tue. - U.S. Rep. Jerry 
Moran. R. Kan. and adJunct professor of political 
science at FHSU. speaks to an upper division 
poli~cal science class t1ded. The Congress. taught 
by Richard He1l. chair of political science and 
JUStice studies. This is not the first time Moran 
has spoken to one of Heil's classes. "He's done 
that before. We're friends: we used to be neigh-
bors." Hell said. 
was held. and attendees were encouraged to 
bring a food item to share. 
9 December, Thu. -Students in Crea~ng 
Access for T oday's Students held their annual 
holiday cookie sale. Cost for a dozen homemade 
cookies was $3. Frosted sugar cookies. choco-
late chip cookies. peanut butter cookies and 
snickerdoodles were available. The sale took place 
1n the Memorial Union's Sunset Lounge from 10 
a.m. until 1 p.m. 
Angels" by David Gillingham: 'Danzon" by Leonard 
Bernstein: "Symphonic Suite" by Clifton Williams: 
'T rea~se for Two" by David Bennett, featuring 
Maureen Hurd. visiting assistant professor of 
music, on clarinet and Barbara Robinson. instruc-
tor of music, on flute, and "Pathfinder of Panama 
March" by John Philips Sousa. 
8 December. Wed. -At the home basket-
ball game. the International Radio and Television 
Society hosted a fundraiser. with part of the 
proceeds going to Toys for Tots. 
1 0 December. Fri. - The university con-
cert band performed their w1nter concert tonight. 
Pieces performed included "Cenotaph" by Jack 
Stamp: "Scenes from the Louvre" by Normal Delio 
Joio: "Shenandoah' by Frank T1cheli: "Wak1ng 
11 December, Sat. -The Kelly Center 
teamed up with SGA, Student Residential Life, and 
Wendy's. 1800. to offer "Cram and Jam." a 
series of finals-week studying and tutoring ses-
Sions. 
- The Kansas National Education Association 
Student Program met at 6 p.m. A potluck d1nner 
12 December. Sun.- The ATSO had their 
weekly meeting. Afterwards, the group went out 
for a pizza party. 
• • • •• 
mKing control of technology 
The Advanced Technology 
Students Organization took the 
campus by storm. Since it's 
founding in 1998.thegrouphad 
reached membership numbers 
of over 15 students and took 
strides to recruit new members. 
WaKeeney senior Matt 
Schamberger. one of the 
organization's founding offic-
ers. was excited to be a part of 
ATSO. "The INT (Information 
Networking and Telecommuni~ 
cat ions) department has three 
focuses of emphasis-media. 
networking, and telecommuni-
and September Jam. an outdoor 
music and skateboard festival. 
As another fund raiser, ATSO 
sponsored a car wash. 
Schamberger was enthusiastic 
about the community service 
provided by ATSO. 
"We have offered computer 
training and are considering a fu-
tureprojectoftutoring high school 
students," Schamberger said. 
Meetings this semester had 
included guest speakers such 
as Mark Bannister. chair of the 
department of I NT. and Gavin 
Buffington. assistant professor 
advanced 
technology 
students 
organization 
cations. I RTS (I nternationa I 
Radio and Televis ion Society) 
is geared to media students and 
we wanted something to ben-
efit. us more." 
The group part icipated in lo-
cal events such as Oktoberfest 
of physics. One lecture focused 
on web page development. 
Benefits from participating in 
ATSO included becoming edu-
cated on job contexts, partici-
pating in mock interviews, cam -
pus involvement. resume bui ld-
-
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ing and social experiences. 
Palmer senior Daniel Stunkel. 
ATSO treasurer. said al l stu-
dentswerewelcometo join. "We 
want to bring a broad range of 
technology-minded students 
together. Without al l areas of 
technology, none can exist." 
Other officers included Vice 
President David Stunkel. Palmer 
senior; Secretary Cole Weber. 
Hays senior; and Historian and 
Social Chair Cody Gray, Hays 
graduate student. 
Schamberger put much 
weight on increasing member-
ship. "Many of us are seniors 
and won't be here next year, 
especia lly the officers. " 
Dan iel Stunkel said. "Many 
of us are from the INT depart-
ment but anyone interested in 
technology can participate." 
kris hart 
Where to live? 
UndesHall-alhvomens hall housed up . 
to 600 people, featured main cafeteria, ' 
and an in-house putt-putt course. 
Weist Hall-all mens hall had seven floors, 
featured the Weist Market Cafe. 
Agnew Hall-coed hall had three floors, 
featured outdoor sand volleyball court. 
Custer Hall-coed hall had three floors, 
known most for community involvement : 
and spacious rooms. 1 
I 
Woosfer Place Apai lmenfs-affordable hous- I 
ing on campus for married students, : 
graduate students, or students over the 1 
age of 25. • 
I 
~ivenify Aparbuenh-housing complex : 
near campus where students could rent 1 
I one, two, and three-bedroom apartments. ,I 
I I 
1 Greek- six greek houses provided an alter- ; 
native option to residence hall life. .1 
'-··-~--~--·----........ .. 
TOP: Emily Grij}in, llastings, Neb., ju.nior, cmdMatt Sleder, Goddctrcljunior,stand 
in a·we after being slimed with warm, red, kool-aid as pa.rt of a program, called "Slime 
your R.A ." Residents collected pennies for their favorite R.A. to see them slimed. 
LEFT: A my Saindon, Ellis freshman, prepares to enjoy her chicA:en strips at the Weist 
Mcu·ket Cafe. 
ABOVE: Griffin, Ieder, and NicJ.· Krehbiel, Pra.ttjwuor,poseforthemediaafierbeingslimecl. 
RIGHT: McMindes J/all on a typical day. 
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If there was one thing most college 
students had in common. it was a lack of 
mopey. 
Niarried students. students with depen-
~nt.ch ildren and students over age 25 
who were trying to survive and pay for 
.college often struggled to pull together 
~nough cash to survive. 
Qne way Fort Hays State University 
helped accommodate students in those 
..SiL,uations was to provide affordable hous-
ing at Wooster Place Apartments. Married 
students. students with dependent chil-
dren and students over age 25 qualified 
I ive at Wooster and could benefit trl"\r.....,..,., 
cost living. even in the sum 
The only bills Wcl()st•~~i,derlts W'l::lc.~ 
responsibleforwere~!f~randtelelill-'~ 
bills. Basic cable and l~tE~~~~ss 
provided through 
"It's really 
Ballcra,ft Hays senior..J!iM~ll.• 
-
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RIGHT: .Jessica Schlich:, Colby junior , reads to a g ronp 
of eager young listeners. BELOW: }abe Jacqtwrt, Liberal 
senior, impersonates Santa Cla us as Ct you.ng boy tells 
him his Christmas wishes. 
• •• 
·-
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After a successful day in 1998. 
Sigma Tau Delta/English Club 
and the Kansas National Educa-
t ion Association - Student Pro-
gram sponsored a Read Aloud 
for local chi ldren from four years 
of age to fifth grade for the sec-
ond year in a row. The read aloud 
was held on Dec. 4. 
Mandy Koch. Wich ita senior. 
volunteered her hours through 
the English Club. "Sigma Tau 
Delta focuses on service," she 
said. 
Volunteers worked with the 
children on more than literacy. 
Each session consisted of five 
modules including craft time. 
music, games. theater. and of 
~ cpurse. reading. 
_ The idea behind the Read 
Aloud was to provide a commu-
nity service that would be fun as 
well as educational. while giving 
area parents a three-hou r break 
to either relax. run errands or do 
.. 
some shopping. 
Those helping out with the 
read aloud were education ma-
jors or English majors. Most of 
the volunteers planned to be 
teachers after co llege. so this 
project was a good opportunity 
for t hem. 
Craft time allowed ch ildren to 
crate hoi iday decorations to take 
home. The craft module was 
sponsored by Sigma Tau Delta/ 
English Club. 
FHSU's theatrical club Players 
agreed to volunteer their time to 
involve the children with impro-
visational theater. This was a new 
activity in 1999 to add more ex-
citement. It also get students 
from the theater department in-
volved. 
Players was not the only orga-
nization to send volunteers to 
the Read Aloud. 
Students majoring in physica l 
education devised act ivities for 
Mandy Koch , Wi.chitc.t senior , leads a 
group of students in u crafts Ctctivity 
ctt. the Read Aloud. The chilclren 
made miniatnre t.ree ornaments to 
hang on their Christmas trees. 
the game time. 
Music education majors pro-
vided various musical activities 
for each session. 
KN EA-SP provided one or two 
team leaders for each group as 
well as volunteers to work the 
registration table for each ses-
sion. 
Koch felt it was more impor-
tant to involve students from the 
entire campus. "It lspendingtime 
with kids! is not something you 
get to do everyday unless you're 
in education ," she sa id. 
Children were divided by age 
groups. The younger participants 
were read to during reading time. 
During this allotted time. Santa 
Claus was part of the modules 
for visits. Cookies and punch were 
provided as snacks for each ses-
sion . 
Older children had the oppor-
tunity to read aloud for the vol-
unteers. 
Each participant. regardless of 
age, got to take home a free book. 
In 1998. approximately I 00 
ch i ld ren attended the Read 
Aloud. In 1999. there were two 
sessions offered which could 
hold up to I 00 children each. 
//written by Tammy Reed 
mixed by Rebecca Blocksome// 
-
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RIGHT: If! a de tewart , Victoria se-
nior, is dressed as anta Clause as 
part ofM.ortar Board's Christmas car-
oling at the Cood amaritan Center, 
27th a.nd Canal. Ma.ry 1ewell, alina 
senior and Mortar Boa.rd president 
showecl lr er ftolidcty spirit by wearing a 
Santa 's cctp. 
BELOW: Hrac/ LeDuc, Clyde senior, 
sits on Scmtc£ 'slap (/ltd wonders ~{he's 
been ct goocl boy. 
christina gil/man 
·-
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exterminating all the 
''b '' . UgS With the new ye 
All the Y2K chaos died quickly and 
quiet ly in the days that fo llowed New 
Year's Eve. While the notorious Y2K 
bug did not affect us nearly as much as 
many anticipated, it did leave its mark. 
At the university, precautions had 
been made to protect the computer 
mainframe and the many computer labs 
from suffering due to the date rollover 
from 1999 to 2000. No major problems 
were reported. 
Nationally, however. many depart-
ment stores and retail merchants had 
problems with their credit card sys-
tems. While JCPenney's, 2938 Vine. said 
jt did not have any problems because 
• its system was thoroughly tested. Holi-
" day Inn , 3603 Vine. had a different story. 
"All the credit cards of the guests 
from the past week. as well as the files 
containing their ba lances. d isappeared 
from the computer when the date 
changed," Heath. Balluch. front desk 
manager. said. 
Meanwhi le, the problems at a com-
peting hotel. Days Inn. 3204 Vine. were 
minimal. "We really weren't affected," 
Rachel Smith. sales manager. said. 
"The only th ing is that now the date on 
my computer is 1980." 
One business owner who was ex-
pecting major problems was rel ieved 
to find none. 
"I was scared to death . I came in 
early on New Year's Day, but every-
thing turned out to be fine," David 
Schnieder. owner of Hays Travel. 1305 
Main . said. 
At Boones TV and Appliance. 1800 
Vine. the only malfunction employees 
discovered was a glitch in the time-
clocksoftware. lt will be replaced with 
a new program. 
One major concern for many Hays 
residents was the threat of electricity 
and heat being thrown off by the Y2K 
bug. Bob Helm. of Midwest Energy, 
1330 Canterbury, said that while they 
d idn't experience any problems. he 
felt that many would-be problems had 
been taken care of already by advance 
testing. 
-
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"We worked on it for a 
year and a half. so we really di 
have any problems." Helm said. 
On campus, some people who 
thought that Forsyth Library had 
suffered computer glitches after the 
new year were mistaken. 
"We upgraded all our 
ing systems to the latest 
just because itwastimeto u 
according to John Ross. Di 
Forsyth Library. "People mig 
seen us working on the comp 
but it was not Y2K-related." 
And out in cyberspace, r "''''"'r"' 
problems abound on the I ternet. 
Many sights which used 
ers. such as Hotmail.com a 
tai lers such as Amazon.com 
not compatible with most brows-
ers. While information can still be 
t ransferred to and from t hese sights, 
they were no longer secure. 
So despi te all the hoopla. the 
world was safe ... at least for 
thousand years. 
TO FINALLY 
CALL 
::......-.....J £ornfotfitJg feetitJg 
Preparing dinner, Joy lflilliams, Basehor sophomore, 
cool.·s breakfast burritos for the other women in the 
house. lflithouJ a house mom the first semester. the 
womenwholiueclin thehousetooktum scooking dinner. 
-
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6 January, Thu.- HaysCityCommissionersgranted 
the disabled access tc the water slides at the new Hays 
Mun1cipal Pool. 
During the Third Annual Digital State survey Kansas was 
announced as thee-taxation leader in the country. Kansas 
received a perfect 00 for its online customer service. easy 
access to tax forms and he ability to submit them online, 
and a sophisticated digital storage system. The Kansas 
Department of Revenue had a 34 percent increase in the 
returns filed electronically. 
7 January, Fri. - The university men's basketball 
team played University of Nebraska Kearney. The univer-
sit~; fell to Kearney 7 4-72. 
-University students in the geosciences department 
After more than a year of 
"homelessness," the women of the socia l 
sorority Sigma Sigma Sigma got a new 
house. 
"It's where the old Sigma Epsi I on house 
( 403 W. 6th) was on Sixth Street." said Tri 
·sigma president Ashley Adorante, Over-
land Park junior. 
"SigEp moved out of it, and John and 
Jean Binder bought it. One of our mem-
bers was renting from them already, and 
they asked her if anyone needed a house 
to rent. We took them up on the offer," 
Adorante said. 
Not all of the members live in the 
house. including Adorante herself. 
"It's a centra I meeting place." Adorante 
said. "Right now, there's seven people 
l iving in it , and most are sharing a room. 
Jamb 
The T ri Sigma's new house, 403 
lV.~ 6th, usecl to be the Sigmet Phi 
"Epsilon Fratemity house. 
--~ Jamb 
>This house, 116 W. 6th wets the 
Sigmet Sigma Sigmet house for 33 
years until it was solcl in 1998. penny Jamb 
tested an electncal resistivity meter. The university is the 
fwst university in North America To purchase this particu-
lar piece of equipment for geophysics. 
-The house and senate budget committees rejected 
Governor Bill Graves proposal tc cut education spending 
in fact the committees want the proposal to be revised so 
that more money is spent on schools. 
8 January, Sat. -A 54-year old woman gave birth 
to triplets in Yakima, WA. The 54-year old woman, Ancelia 
Garnica already had eight children and 13 grandchildren. 
In ··usA Today'" it said doctcrs believe it is extremely rare 
for a woman of her age to give birth to triplets. especially 
without any fertilit~; treatments. 
9 January, Sun. -The women of the social sorority 
. ~ ·~ . 
We have a dim . a formal living 
room. It's just a basic house." 
Kelli Filbert. Ness City sophomore, 
said "It's a lot different. We're used to 
living with one or two people, so we' re 
having to get used to l iving with seven 
people. It's a lot of fun. though. There's 
always someone to do stuff with." 
The new residence brought changes to 
the group's in-house makeup. "The previ-
ous house was a lot larger," Filbert said. 
The women's socia l sorority sold the 
original house. located at 116 W. 6th. in 
June 1998. That house had been built for 
the sorority in 1969. and was intended to 
accommodate 65 members. 
The women's new house has five bed-
rooms and currently houses seven 
women. 
-
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of Sigma S1gma Sigma finished moving into it's new house, 
03 W. 6th during the weekend before the spring semes-
ter began. The women's contract officially began on 
Jan. 1. 
1 0 January, Mon. - A family court judge ruled that 
the Cuban boy, Elian Gonzalez should remain in the United 
States for now. 
-A Swiss regional airline. Crossair crashed intc a field in 
Zurich, Switzerland and killed all 10 people aboard. 
11 January, Tue. -Dick Clark, 70 signed a deal 
with ABC to keep him as the host of e Dick Clark's New 
Year's Rockin' Eve Specials for five more years. He has 
hosed the Times Square tradition for 2B years now. The 
show will expand from 90-minutes to three and half hours. 
"The rooms are big compared to the 
other house. " Amanda Fawver, 
Phillipsburg sophomore said. 
The new house made life easier, 
though. "It' ll be a lot easier to keep up," 
Filbert said. 'We're renting this one; we 
don't own it like the last house. We don't 
have to pay bills. and if there are any 
repairs. our landlord has to do them, so 
we won't get into the kind of financial 
trouble we would ifweowned the house." 
Fi lbert didn't see the Tri Sigmas mov-
ing. "I think we' ll be living here a long 
time," she said. 'We've been working on 
a long-term lease with our landlord. The 
house is going to do a lot for thei r sister-
hood. It' ll bring us closer together as 
sisters; it wi l l help us with recruitment. 
and it will save us money." 
Adjusting to a 
neWSlUTOtutel-
ings , Nc£talie 
T rejo , Ulysses 
sophomore en-
joys a room to 
herself in the 
new TriSigma 
house. 
Seven women 
livecl in the 
hOL£Se ett the 
time they first 
movecl m. 
There we re 
five bedrooms. 
ABOll£: Cnrrie loderbacJ..·, Carden City senior; Rnchel 
Gray, Ellsworth sophomore; Amanda Barnett, Holton 
sophomore, enjoy lunch with friends in the McMindes 
cnfeterin . 
RIGHT : }ohnElla 1/olmes-Reece, McMi.ndes Hnlldirec-
tor , chooses her meal off the buffet in the cafeteri.a. 
FAR RIGHT: Kellogg Ng, /long Kong special student, 
stands next to the menu board in the cafeteria. 
-
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12 January, Wed. -It was back to school 
for the students of FHSU. Classes began for the 
Spring semester with partly cloudy skies and a 
high of 62 degrees. 
13 January. Thu. - The Hays Daily News 
reported that a Wai-Mart® Supercenter could be 
opening here as early as fall 2000. Rumors about 
the proposed discount/ grocery store had been 
circulating for months. after the company pur-
chased land north of Interstate 70 on Vine Street. 
-The Tiger wresding squad was victorious over 
the University of Central Oklahoma tonight, 21-20 
at Gross Memorial Coliseum. Trevell Smittick. 
Sapulpa, Okla., senior, and Keith Blaske, Onaga 
senior, both pinned their opponents in the late 
stages of the dual. 
14 January, Fri. - The University Leader 
presented the first edition of Order of Importance 
in today's issue of the newspaper. The topic was 
the best music of our times. The Rolling Stones 
had the #1 song, Start Me U , while Metallica's 
Black Album was voted best album. Best video 
went to Pearl Jam for Jerem . The panel con-
sisted of 5 Leader staff members. 
-The men's basketball team defeated Adams 
State University 76-69 at Alamosa, Colo. tonight. 
The women's team was also victorious, 70-57. 
15 January, Sat. - The Tiger women's 
basketball team suffered a loss to New Mexico 
Highlands University 87-76. The men also lost, 
99-89. 
16 January, Sun. - Today's weather was 
mostly cloudy with a high in the 50's and south-
east winds around 15 mph. 
-Just days after confirming Super Wai-Mart's® 
expected time of opening, the Hays Daily News 
reported many other retail developments in Hays. 
Several new establishments were coming to town, 
or already being built, such as Walgreen's drug-
store, Dollar General. El Cazador Mexican restau-
rant, and a new Dairy Queen 
1 7 January. Mon. -Thanks to the Mart1n 
Luther King, Jr., holiday, students and faculty 
alike enjoyed a day off from school, only days after 
return1ng for the new semester. 
LEFT: Some students choose to eat off campus, such as Lynn Tojfard , Haysville 
freshman, shown her·e eating at G. lflillikers, 507 lfl. 7th. The deli and bar's close 
proximity to campus made it Ct popular place for students. They expanded this year 
with a new bar wulgrill, G-Dubs, at 2700 Vine Street. BELOW: Lindsey Thomspon, 
Plains freshman and Kayla Am.erin, Plains freshman, visit with Brent Miller, 
Cwmingham jzmior and Rich Roberts, Plains sophomore, in the McMindes cafeteria. 
FAR LEFT: Chris VanStrc£tton, Great Bend sophomore; 
Nick McGuirk, Wellington sophomore; andDu.stin Herrs, 
Norton sophomore, eat dinner together. 
LEFT: The Memorial Union also had a cafeteria for 
smdent to eat at. Ta.ka I-layushi, ]upun senior, cmd 
Yomiko Komori, J upunfresluncm enjoy lunch together in 
the Union. 
//Mi xt•t l and Photo~ntplwtl ~~ ~ 
.f t·nny Clwrwy// 
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1 8 January, T ue. - Bill Bradley has settled 1n until at least until late th1s week. 
challenged V1ce Pres1dent AI Gore to demand - ABC Entertainment has announced that 
the pres1dent 1ssue an 1mmediate order ban- M1chael J. Fox IS qu1ttmg h1s pr1me-t1me show. 
n1ng rac1al profil1ng. Gore shot back that the "Sp1n C1ty. ·for health reasons. Fox sa1d he IS 
Wh1te House needed no lecture on racial g1v1ng up h1s TV show and focusmg h1s atten-
ISSues t1on on fmdmg a cure for Park1nson ·s d:sease. 
- In an apparent setback for the Pentagons a bra1n d1sorder. 
dnve to develop a nat1onal m1ssile defense - Hedy Lamarr. Austr1an-born actress ·:1hose 
system. a prototype missile mterceptor failed exot1c glamour and sex appeal sparked a 
to h1t a mock warhead 1n m1dfl1ght dur;ng a strmg of h1t films of the '30s and 40s. 'o'las 
cruc1al test Tuesday, a Pentagon spokesman found dead 1n her home Wednesday She l'las 
announced. 86. 
19 January, Wed. -Arctic weather 20 January, Thu. - The Astronomy 
contmued to blast the Northeast U S on Club hosted a v1ewmg for a rare full lunar 
Tuesday and forecasters say the cold weather ecl1pse. Paul Adams. assoc1ate professor of 
//written by Kris Hart 
mixed by Rebecca Block ome// 
There comes a time in life to know 
when to keep going and when to toss 
in the towel. 
Head Wrestling Coach Bob Smith 
decided it was time to call it quits at 
FortHaysState University. He coached 
wrestling a total of 41 years, eight of 
those at FHSU. 
"This is something I really wanted 
to do," Smith said on Mix I 03.3 Tiger 
TalkThursdaynight, Jan. 20. "Not many 
people get to do what theywanttodo 
in life." 
The Tigers have had at least one 
wrestlerqualifyfortheNCAAIICham-
pionships since Smith took over the 
program.Aswellasbeinggoodwres-
tlers. Smith's teams have been recog-
nized as one of the nation's top aca-
demic squads for the past four years. 
"The guys started believing in me, 
and I believe in them," Smith said on 
Tiger Talk. 
Smith's 1999-2000 team was 
ranked tenth in the NCAA II and had 
compiled a 3- 1 record in dual 
matches at the time he announced 
his retirement. 
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physics, presented a br1ef descr1pt1on of the 
mechanics of lunar eclipses at 7 30 p.m. 1n 
ant1cipat1on of the ecl1pse. wh1ch became 
v1sible at about 1030 p.m. 
- The Student Government Assoc1at10n heard 
a resolution wr1tten by Andrew Keenan, Ness 
C1ty JUnior. in support of contmumg the phi-
losophy ma1or program The program had 
come under fwe by the admm1strat1on and 
Board of Regents due to the small number of 
maJors. 
21 January, Fri.- The eastern US 
spent the day trymg to recover from a pm·.'el·-
ful, blustery storm wh1ch blew through Gn 
Thursday, tangling aw and ground traffiC. 
closing scores of schools and droppmg blan-
kets of snow on roads that until now hadn't 
seen a dusting all winter. 
- U.S. church leaders held talks with El1an 
Gonzalez's closest relatives early. but there 
was no word whether the boy's grandmothers 
would fly to the U.S to take him home to Cuba. 
-The lady T1gers overcame a 7-polnt second-
half def1cit to tr1umph over Western State 
College. 70-66. The men's basketball team 
also squeaked by WSC. defeat1ng them by a 
score of 81-70 1n an mtense game 
22 January. Sat. - The Athlet1c 
Department honored former longt1me track 
and cross-country coach Alex Francis at half-
time of the men's basketball game against 
Mesa State College at Gross Memorial Coli-
seum. Franc1s. who coached and taught 35 
years at FHSU. turned 90 on Jan. 16. 
- W1th only four seconds left 1n the game. 
Shauna Porter. Glen Elder JUnior. sank a Jump 
shot that carried the Lady T1gers basketball 
team to a 64-60 win over RMAC West d1v1S10n 
leaders Mesa State College. The men's team 
also beat Mesa State by a score of 71-62. 
- As the Midwest froze under the gr1p of a 
w1nter storm, NASA sc1entists said that a 
maJor climate change could be under way. one 
that m1ght affect weather worldwide for the 
next 20 to 30 years. La Nina's effects were 
visible 1n Texas. where everyday temperatures 
were 10-15 degrees above normal and there 
was no rain. It was the third major drought in 
four years. 
23 January. Sun. - Republican and 
Democratic candidates Sunday made last-minute 
appeals ahead of the f1rst maJor test of the U.S. 
presidential campaign - the Iowa caucuses. 
- Tom Cru1se and Angel1na Jolle won Golden 
Globes on Sunday night as best supporting 
actors for thew roles in ·Magnolia· and "Gwl. 
Interrupted.· ~ 
- Ten people d1ed after 19 cars and five trucks 
were involved 1n a crash Sunday on ice-shck 
Interstate 29 north of Kansas City. 
/lead uwestling coflch /lob S mith , cent('r , ming les ovith members of his teflm ot a tOIIr!l(lllll'nt . S mith retir('(/ i11 2000 ajicr eight years coachi11g (I t FI-ISU. 
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Bands such as Planet Arsena l . 
Undermind. NegativeThirteen.Aiishaand 
the Kentucky Gentlemen exploded out of 
the woodwork and entertained Fort Hays 
State University students and the com-
munity as well. 
Planet Arsenal was the driving force 
behind the rock scene in Hays, having set 
up several small concert opportunities 
for bands that were just beginning. 
Planet Arsenal included Jaymz Berry, 
Bonner Springs senior (vocals, guitar): 
Mike Freed, Otis senior (bass. vocals): 
and Lane Bedore, Hill City (drums). The 
band released two albums. "Your World 
is Our War'' and " 100% Neoplasm." 
Planet Arsenal was born around No-
vember/Decemberof 1996after Berry and 
Freed met at a local party. The group 
began as a cover band that performed 
thirty-three cover songs, but then began 
playing mostly originals. 
According to Freed. "Our sound is a 
groove/grindcore for the not-so-sane." 
In a world where metal bands that were 
seen on MTV® were considered "sell-
outs." Freed said, "Limp Bizkit duplicated 
Korn; Korn worked hard to get support 
and can take metal in any direction be-
cause they are already there." 
Fans of Planet Arsenal were a high 
priority for the band. "Our main impor-
tance is the fans. Without them, we are 
just three guys in an empty bui lding," 
Freed said. 
Freed grew up with Clint Wright. Beloit 
local, who is a member of the metal band, 
Butane. 
This group was comprised of Derrick 
Reitbrock. Tescott High junior (vocals): 
Putting the 
Beat Bacl~ into 
Erick Weinbrenner, 
Tescott High junior 
(drums): Joe Gates. Beloit 
local (bass): casey Weigel. 
Lincoln High senior: and 
H play them." Undermind had high ays hopes for the future. "I feel 
that with the people we have 
Wright (lead guitar). 
Butane had six originals and plays a 
few cover songs as well. 
The members of Butane felt that even 
though the band was young, it had a 
promising future. 
Undermind was a local metal band 
that included Terence Siebert. Ulysses 
senior (vocals): Ray Howel l. Ulysses 
alumni (guitar): Aaron Pratt. Gorham 
junior (guitar): Mark Beemer, Chapman 
sophomore (bass); and Adam Cline. 
Gorham junior (drums). 
Some of the bands Undermind cov-
ered were Snot; Hed p.e.; Deftones: Limp 
Bizkit; and Korn. 
"Our sound is influenced by many dif-
ferent styles of music meshed together to 
form what we like to call, 'groove-metal'," 
Siebert said. 
'We have a sound that's not too crazy 
or out of control and has zero solos. We 
sound similar to Machine Head and 
in the band now and thedrivewepossess. 
that we have a good chance of going far 
beyond where people thought we'd go. 
We understand that it takes a consider-
able amount of practice. patience. and a 
little luck to get where we want to be," 
Siebert said. 
Negative Thirteen . founded in 1994 . 
was a gothic band comprised of Ivan 
Schnabel "Snake," Granada. Colo. resi-
dent (vocals) ; Neil Olivier "Chainsaw," 
Hugoton resident (guitar) ; Mike Murphy 
"Skarekrowe," Kinsley resident (bass); and 
Darren Bean "Shadow," Hays freshman 
(drums). 
Negative Thirteen is a Rob Zombie 
meets Type o· Negative kind of band that 
performs strictly originals. 
Its influences include everything from 
industrial metal to death metal. 
Negative Thirteen enjoyed live shows: 
'Weare in it for fun. not for money; or else 
we'd be like the Backstreet Boys," Olivier 
said. 
Nothingface," Beemer said. As far as the idea of parents blaming 
According to Howell . "Theonlypeople violence on metal and metal going down-
who want to hear solos are those who hill. the band disagreed. 
-
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"That is a lack of parenting on the part 
of those who blame their children's mis-
haps on music," Olivier said. 
"Metal will notdie ... itwill only change," 
Schnabel said. 
Negative Thirteen dealt with issues 
involving death, suicide, and the brutal 
truth. 
'We tell about the darker side of life; 
there can't be good without bad," 
Schnabel said. 
With Negative Thirteen, it was like Hal-
loween every day, because they dress in 
black, gothic atti re. In fact, the band per-
forms an original song titled, "Come On" 
that confronts the issue of the image the 
band portrays. 
'"Come On' is about people who 
hate us because of the way we look. 
Tbey would rather lynch us than look 
~at us," Schnable said. 
'-: Although the local music scene is 
-primari ly metal, there is also a country 
band called Alisha and the Kentucky 
Gentlemen. 
This was a cover band that includes 
Alisha Erwin, Grea~ Bend sophomore 
(vocals); Brandon Weis, Osborne fresh-
man (g ui ta r): Ja rod Hase lhorst, 
'Gorham sophomore (bass): Brian 
Elam, Russell resident (drums): and 
Austin Pyle, Hays High senior (key-
board and vocals). 
Alisha and the Kentucky Gentle-
men performed songs by the Dixie 
Chicks; Faith Hill; Shania Twain: Jo 
Dee Messina: and Lee Ann Rimes. 
Alisha and the Kentucky Gentle-
men practiced at the Senior Center in 
Gorham once a week and hoped to 
write more originals. 
"We just got together and cl icked. 
The band members are more than I 
could ever ask for; they are so tal-
ented," Erwin said. 
-
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Top plwto from left to right: Mike Freed , 
senior , bass player for Planet Arsenal,from 
Otis , KS. Negative Thirteen members were, 
singer, Ivan Schnabel f rom Granccda, CO; 0 11 
guitar, Neil Olivier ,from Hugoton; and buss 
player il1ike Murphy,from Kinsley. 
'/'he bund Undermine/ consisted of, sopho-
more, Mark Beemer, a buss player for the 
group from Clwpman; Rcty Howell wetS their 
guita.r player , from Ulysses; Aaron Pratt 
a/,so on guitar was a junior from Gorham; 
Terence Siebert was the lead singer, a senior 
from Ulysses; and Adam. Cline, on drums , 
was a junior from Gorham. 
Bu.tcme members Derrick Reitbrock, Tescott 
High School junior, singer; Clint Wright , 
guitar player from Beloit; and Joe Cates, on 
bass, from Beloit. 
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Erica Bergen · Garden City 
Nursing 
Kim Brown ·Salina 
Communications 
Bryan Cunningham· Phillipsburg 
Elemenlary Education 
Jason Frakes· AUaola 
Technology Education 
Stephanie Bill and· Norlh Brunswick. NJ 
INT Media Studies 
Mall Buller· Lewis 
Human Services 
Justin Deges ·Damar 
Elementary Education 
Amy Adams· Lyons 
btoornOOilS)'stl'lmAdJniniltra1ion 
Chris Bohannon · Overland Park 
Physical Education 
Jenny Cheney· Syracuse 
Communications 
John Dole'lal· Kanopolis 
GeographJ 
Wayne Frosl· Esbon 
Agri·business 
Duane A. Friedly· Phillipsburg 
Elementary Education -
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Stephanie Allen· Hiler 
English 
Danielle Bohl · Phillipsburg 
Biology 
Johnny Clanin· Wakila, Okla. 
Geology 
Bran die Elliou ·Phillipsburg 
Psychology 
Jenny Gibson· Plantz· Belpre 
Elementary Education 
Sarah Benfer· Salina 
Interior Design 
Joshua Brandl· Wichita 
Music I Criminal Justice 
Monica McLaine Cook ·Bunker Hill 
Elementary Education 
David H. Evans· Del roil. Mich. 
Physical Education 
Chrislina Gillman· Mound Valley 
INT Media Studies 
Brandon Green· EUinwood 
Business Communication 
Michele A. Hertel· Hays 
Physical Education I Public Relations 
Staci Jackson ·Phillipsburg 
Reallh Promo lion 
Michele Kippes· HaJS 
Finance 
William Murray· Rockdale. Texas 
Information Systems Administration 
Trenton Green· Ellinwood 
Music Education 
Lance Higbie· Lewis 
Agrt·business 
Krtsti Janson ius· Prairte View 
Social Work 
Tamara Knopp· Scou Cily 
lnformalion Systems Administralion 
Holly Hey · Hanston 
General Studies I Communi£ations 
Tracy Hammond· Clay Center 
Finance 
Laura Higer ·Hill City 
Music 
Heather Jones· Chapman 
Sociology 
Amber Koehn· Scou Cily 
Speech-language Pathology 
Courloey Hi!hols · Coomdia 
Computer Scien£e 
·-
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Ulekhar Hasan· Dhaka, Banglasdesh 
Computer Science 
Janene Hill· Wilcox, Neb. 
Communicalions 
Ryan Keilh ·Almena 
Animal Science 
Lisa Manhart· Grainfield 
Physical Educalion 
Kimberly Nollelte ·Juniata. Neb. 
CIS 
Milsutaka Hayashi · Chiba.JapaJJ 
Sport Recreation Management'""'~ 
Jillene Homing · Logan 
Office Management 
Laura Kennedy· Santanta 
Business Education 
Michelle Moore · Protection 
Office Management 
Marlm Nores · St Petersburg, Fla. 
Elementary Education 
Mike Norris· Hays 
Reuealion and Sports Management 
Hollie Ptacek · Yicloria 
Pre· physical Therapy 
Jason Ross · Hays 
Bio·Medical Laboratory 
Titus Staples· Eudora 
History I Education 
David Stunkel · Palmer 
I NT Computer Networking 
Adam North · Ellis 
Mathemalics 
An~ela Pullman · Hays 
Business 
Jenny Sayre· Ensign 
Music I Communicalions 
Brian Slawinski · Basehor 
Accounting 
Chrisli Tegethoff· Washington 
Elementary Education 
Heather Padfield· Nashville 
Economics I finance 
Rob Ramirez · Ashland 
Construclion Technology 
Mall Schamberger · WaKeeney 
INT Telecommunicalions 
Devin T. Strecker· Paradise 
INT Media Studies 
Amy l Thompson · Ellsworth 
Olfice Management 
-
Diona Pallerson · LaCrosse 
General Studies 
KrisHna Randle· Abilene 
Public Relalions 
Jennifer Schmidtberger · Hays 
Elementary Education 
Krisli Strong ·Spearville 
Elementary Educations 
Noel Turner· Basehor 
Elementary Education 
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Laura Poller ·Valley Center 
Communi calion 
TamlllJ Rei!· Great Bend 
Elementary Education 
Michael Scbwamke ·Colby 
INT Media Studies 
Daniel Stunkel · Palmer 
INT Computer Networking 
Angela l Waymaster· Bunker Hill 
INT Media Studies 
Bonnie Almez · ~loti 
£nglish 
&Iizabeth G. Brownfield· Colwich 
Accounting I Pinance 
Luis Duran· Garden Cily 
INT 
Troy Haas · Hays 
Agri!UIIure 
Camilla Ballinger · Norton 
Graphic Design 
Jeff Clayramp ·Cuba 
Finance 
Raul Duran. Jr.· Garden Cily 
Business Management 
Che~i Harder· Elkhart 
Nursing 
Tina Baxa ·Salina 
Nursing 
Brian Cole· Minneapolis 
Chemistry I Educations 
Peter Eck ·Schoenchen 
Communications 
Brenda Haury · Valley Center 
Public Relations 
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Mall Bron· Bays 
Technology Education 
Teresa Dankenbring · Sl Framis 
Interior Design 
Zane £ngelbert· Horton 
Mathematics I Secondary Rducalion 
Jayme L Hurt!· Colby 
History 
Nathan Brownell · Clay Center 
Physical Education 
Shane DeWald · Otis 
Sports I Recreation Management 
Emily Griffin · Has lings, Neb. 
General Studies 
Miranda lles ·Marysville 
Business Management 
Kristine Isaacson · Salina 
Biology I Pre·Physical Therapy 
Tonya LeClerc· Hays 
Elementary Education 
Brendon Pishny ·Garden City 
Soria! Science 
Amy Schmidt· Geneseo 
Agriculture 
Sarah Stanley · Oberlin 
Business Education 
Emily Jennings · Kansas City 
French I English Education 
Janice Lewis· Hoxie 
English 
Jalonna Pishny · Garden City 
So!ial Work 
Mary Schmidt· Fair Oaks. Penn. 
Zoology 
Krista I Stanton· Osborne 
So!ial Work 
Celena Kennedy · Holyoke. Colo. 
So!ial Work 
Mindy Newell · Stalford 
Office Technology 
Janel Reilrherk ·Hoisington 
Finance 
Amanda Shaver· Emporia 
Nursing 
Karen Stecklein· Sylvan Grove 
Social Work 
-
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Lindsay Klepper· Great Bend 
School Psychology 
Kara Pallerson ·Bazine 
Elementary Education 
Angie Riffel· Assaria 
Criminal Justice 
Jesse Shaver· Schoenchen 
Chemistry 
Kara Stremel· Hays 
Accounting 
Nicholas A. Krehbiel· Prall 
History 
Jenny Pfeifer· Hays 
Management 
Jennifer Rivera · Junction City 
Elementary Education 
Todd Slavik· Kensington 
Agri·Business 
Lorenza Triana· Salina 
Social Work 
Ali Wagner· Salina 
Elementm Education 
Marie Ziembimki · Omland Park 
Psychology 
Amanda Barnell · Hollon 
Biology 
Kimberly Campbell· Hays 
Biology I Pre·Pbysical Therapy 
Ta'nae Europe· JolieL Ill 
Honing 
Chad Wahlgren· Salina 
Art Education 
Larry J. Billinger II· Salina 
Graphic Design 
Cr}stal Claflin· Healy 
Accounting 
Samantha HM]ltr · Munjor 
History 
Melissa Wasinger· Yictorta 
CIS 
Rebecca Blocksome ·Hays 
Graphic Design 
Jami Conrad· Manhallan 
Ace outing 
Gary Hollertcb ·Tipton 
Sports Management 
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Suzann Wassinger ·Hess City 
Sociology 
Shelli Brill en· Hays 
Business 
Rachel Cook· Kansas City 
Interior Design 
Karissa S. Ketron· Minneapolis 
History /Theatre 
Kevin Windholz· Quinter 
INT Media Studies 
Haley Baldwin · McPherson 
Communications 
Johann Buck· Plainville 
Agriculture 
Dennis~ Edson ·lola 
Philosophy 
Nicole LambrNht ·Topeka 
Biology 
Nicholas A.McGuirk ·Wellington 
Undecided 
Abby Rauhul· Wamego 
Business Management 
Christina Tippy· Hays 
Undecided 
Kristen Boese · LaCrosse 
Information Administration 
Sarah McKenna· Jennings 
Pre· Physical Therapy 
Brenda Rippe · Herndon 
Office Technology 
Phillip Vocasek · Ood9e City 
Theatre 
Shaun Bruce · Lyons 
Nursing 
Sherrie Mlllison ·Basehor 
Biology 
Brooke Scoll· Smith Center 
Science I SecondaiJ Education 
Crisli Voelker · Linn 
Information Admin~lralion 
Michael Brun9ardl· Victoria 
Business Management/ Physics 
&rnilie Preuss· Phillipsburg 
Business 
Carol Snow· Agra 
Office Technology 
Andrea Zink · Larned 
English Education 
Brad Ackerman· Spearville 
CIS 
Trina Casey · Copeland 
Elementary Education 
-
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Ryan Prickell· Salina 
Undecided 
Arlinda Spellmeier ·Sabetha 
Biology 
Kale Acuff· Goodland 
Graphic Design 
Trari Collins· Oakley 
Office Technology 
Alicia Arias· Hays 
Undetided 
Kelly Crain· Garden CiiJ 
Chemistry 
Tyler Habiger· Bushton 
Physics I Engineering 
Natalie Major· Hays 
Elementary Education 
Tamara Padfield· Nashville 
Elementary Education 
Ariella Schamberger· Hoxie 
Nursing 
Bar! Ecker· Herndon 
History 
Sarah Hawkins· Alwood 
Communications 
Brian Malson· Onaga 
Physics I Engineering 
Jennifer Poore· Woodston 
Agri·business 
Jessica Stein· Eudora 
Elementary Education 
DiAnna finley · Moundridge 
Criminal Justice 
Brandon Hayden· Goodland 
Physical Therapy 
Deanna Miller · LaCrosse 
CIS 
Bethany Placek · Victoria 
Chemistry 
Lisa Sullivan· Paola 
Biology 
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Laura Fredrickson· Phillipsburg 
Arl Education 
Milo flirola ·Japan 
Elementary Education 
Rebecca Montoya· Sl. francis 
CIS 
Ryan Robinson· HiU City 
Medical Diagnostic Imaging 
Jessica Torlvemke ·Hoxie 
finance 
Megan Gray · Geneseo 
Justice Studies 
Chris Leeson· Kansas Cily 
CIS 
John Moyer· McDonald 
Biology 
Bret Rogers· Newlon 
Engineering 
Jen Zweoger · Hays 
Social Work 
Amy Eck ·Phillipsburg 
Communication 
Rose Marte Arnhold· Chair, Dept. of 
Sociology & Social Work 
Mindy Florence· Lincoln 
Counseling 
Mark Bannister 
Chair, Dept. of INT 
Andrew Hurl a· Tonganoxie 
Sports Administration 
Karen Beery 
Dept of Sociology 
Travis Beam· Bogue 
INT Computer Networking 
Kate Burrell· Liberty Center, Iowa 
Counseling 
Philip Martin · Ellis 
Business Administration 
JeffBrtggs ·Associate professor of 
Heallh & Human Performance 
Kellogg Ng ·Hong Kong 
Music 
RoJene Broeckelman 
President's office 
-
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Constance Chen ·Metuchen. HJ 
Biological Sciences 
Joe Bu.sby ·Assistant proltssor ol 
Technology Studies 
Eileen Deges Curl· Profmor of 
Nursing 
Bob Duffy· lnstu<lor of Educational 
Administration and Counseling 
Chris Gist 
Student Ail airs 
Patricia Griffin ·Instructor of 
Communications 
Ruth Casper· Assistant Professor ol 
Psychology 
£Iaine M. Diehl 
NuBing Dept 
Cheryl R. Duffy · Assistant Professor ol 
English 
Jean Gleichsner ·Assistant Professor ol 
Agricullure 
Elgerine Gross 
Health & Human Performance 
Allen Craven· Assistant Professor of 
Alt 
JoAnn Doan ·Assistant Professor of 
Nursing 
Melanie R. Fagert ·Assistant Pro lessor 
of Teacher Education 
David Goodlell· Assistant Professor ol 
History 
Billie Groth· Assistant Professor of 
Nursing 
·-
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Kim Day 
President's Office 
Clara Dreiling 
Mai~oom 
Ralph Gamble· Professor of E<onomics 
and finance 
LMryGould 
Provost 
Munir Hassan· Visiting Assistant 
Professor of Economics & finance 
Joyce Dechant 
Nursing Dept 
Keith Dreiling ·Instructor ol 
Mathematics & Computer Science 
Nanu Geier· Computing & 
Telecommunications Center 
Cody Grey · Assistant Web Course 
Developer 
Mary Hassen· Professor of 
Nursing 
Rita Hauck ·lnlerim Chair, Depl of 
Teacher Educalion 
John Huber· Assislanl Professor ol 
Music 
Win Jordan · Assislanl Professor of 
Business Adminislration 
Jim Krob ·Head Men's & Women's 
Track & Cross Counlry Coac b 
Kalhy Meier 
Communication Depl 
Lisa Healh · Assislanl Vice Presidenl lor 
Sludenl A IT airs 
Linn Ann Hunting! on· Associale 
Professor ofCoDJIDuoicalion 
Greg Kandl· Associale Professor ol 
Heallh & Human Performance 
Terry Leiker 
Nursing Depl. 
Rober! J. Meier· Chair, Dept of 
Compuler & Information Syslems 
Ernsl R. Hinlz · Assislanl Professor ol 
Modern Languages 
Carolyn Insley· Assislanl Professor ol 
Nursing 
Suz.ilnne Klaus· Web Sile 
Manager 
Ann R Lis I on· Associ ale Professor ol 
His lory 
Sam Nalaraj · Assislanl Professor ol 
Compuler & lnlormalion Syslems 
Brenda Hoopingarner· Assislanl 
Professor ol Allied Ueallb 
David !son· Associale Professor of 
English 
Dianna Koerner· Direclor ol 
Undergraduale Nursing Sludies 
Mason D. May ·lnslruclor of 
Teacher Eduralion 
Ken Olson· Associale Professor ol 
Psychology 
-
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Brtan Uoyl· Assislanl Professor of 
Psychology 
Jack Jackson· Assislanl Professor of 
Communicalions 
Marlin Kollman,Jr. · Mulfimedia 
Specialisl 
Glen F. McNeil· Assoriale Professor ol 
Health & Human Performance 
timer Pfeifer 
Campus Cuslodial Crewleader 
Gerry Pinion· Assistant Pro!esor of 
Teacher Education 
Kim Riffel· Assistant Professor of 
NursinD 
Kerry Schuckman· Teacher 
Certification 
Carol Solko ·Instructor of Teacher 
Education 
Lynne Pullman ·Secretary, 
Memorial Union 
Dennis Rominger· 
Auounling 
Lisa Reed · Coordinator of Undecided 
Student Advisement 
Joan Rumpel · Assistant Professor of 
Business Administration 
David Renteria· Web Course 
Developer 
Judith Ann Salm · 
Forsyth Library 
Millie Schuster· Career 
Services 
Sieve Sed brook· Assistant Professor of Duane Shepherd · Assistant Professor of 
Health and Human Performance Heath and Human Performance 
Herb Songer· Yice President for 
Student Affairs 
Mark Slutz · Assistant Professor of 
Health and Human Performame 
Robert Stephenson· Assistant Professor 
of Agriculture 
Sue Sumns ·lnstru<tor of Teacher 
Education 
-
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Kent Steward· Director of 
UniYmily Relations 
Stephen Tramel · Professor of 
Philosophy 
Dan Rice· Dim lor of 
Career Services 
Ron Sandstrom · Chair. Dept of 
Mathematics & Computer Science 
Pdxrtt~·lfal~'rrmJC~ 
AllrmrftAmtoar~~ma.m.ts 
Jennie L Straight· Assistant Professor 
of Communication 
Karen Trible ·Instructor of 
Nursing 
Rhonda Tutak 
Ashley Morante · Overland Park 
Wellness Promotion· III 
Megban Blanks· Lenexa 
Elementary Education · A f tl 
Tyler Holland · Sublelle 
Accounting · IAE 
Michael Kimberlin · McLouth 
Elementary Education· L.AE 
Jaclyn While · University 
Joel Bannister· Hays 
finance · IAE 
Amber Carlson · Courlland 
Pre·Physical Therapy· A r tl 
Allison Johnson· Wray, Colo. 
Pre· Physical Therapy · !lZ 
Melissa Kingslien · Maohallao 
Sports Reueation Management· A f tl 
Soila Bencomo· Ulysse.s 
!NT Media Studies· III 
Ben Elpers· Wichila 
Communication · i:,X 
Ben Johnson ·Santa Rosa, Calif. 
Business Management· IX 
Ryan Kuxhausen · Loveland, Colo. 
Public Relations/ Advertising· L.A E 
-
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Blake Beymer· Lakin 
Management· i:,AE 
Jessica Finger· Andover 
Graphic Design · AT tl 
Andrew Keenan· Ness Cily 
Political Science· L.AE 
Molly Bircher· Ellsworth 
Political Science· !lZ 
Dawn Friedly· Phillipsburg 
Interior Design· !lZ 
Stephanie Keune· Leavenworth 
Elementary Education· AT tl 
Penny Lamb· Wichila 
INT Mfdia Studies· III 
Kristen Lindsteo · Sl Francis 
Communication/Public Relation· f:lZ 
Alicia Lock· Wallace 
Undecided · A r f:l 
Joseph O'Hanlon · Dodge City 
Pre·Mfdicine · TKE 
Shawn Robb ·Phillipsburg 
Computer Science· IAE 
Richard Shanahan · Axtell Neb. 
Elementa!J Education · IAE 
A f · Alpha Gamma Delta 
Fou11ded: Srmcuse Ulli-
''enity. May 30 1904 
Colon: Red. Btdf & Green 
Flmra.s: Red & Bt(/f Roses 
~·Sigma Chi 
Founded: Miami Univer-
sity, June 28 1855 
Colors: Blue & Old Gold 
Flower: White Rose 
Z · Delta Zeta 
Fou11ded: Miami 
Unil·eri,ty, Oct. 24. 1902 
Color:): Rose and Green 
Symbol: Turtle 
1'/mrer:Kil/amy Rose 
Rebecca St~man · 
Graphic Design · III 
Sigma Si!!,JIIll Sigma 
Founded: Longu·ood Col-
lege. April 20, 1898 
Colors: Royal Pwple & 
Whire 
Flower: Violer 
~ · Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
Founded: University of 
Alabama at Tuscaloosa, 
March 91856 
Colors: Royal Purple & Old 
Gold 
Flower: Violet 
·-
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Shawna IAloney ·Cimarron 
Elementary Education· A f f:l 
Mall Smith · Protection 
Elementary Education· I AE 
Ty Troutman · Kinsley 
Biology · I AE 
Brian Weslboll ·Liberal 
B.A. Chem~try/Biology ·IX 
Tye McDaniel· Ar~onia "' 
Business Mana~ement · IA E ~ 
Amanda Stellan ·Chase 
Elementa!J Education · f:lZ 
James Thompson · Wichita 
Photography · IX 
Jamie L Vermillion· StO<kton 
Marketing · IAE 
Derek Wibon ·Alma 
&!li!E~·IX 
_______ .. !gdjyjrlun!, 
-
//mjxed & 
photogt·aphed 
by Penny 
Lamb// 
//wt·itten & mixed by 
Devin Strecket· 
Photographed by 
Dennis Edson// 
Left: On the first actual Ordet· of lmpot·tance, Richard Shanahan, Axtell, Neb. , sophomore; Courtney Paulsen , Phillipsbnrg graduate 
student; Amanda Fawver , Phillipsbnrg sophomore; Joy Williams, Basehor sophomore; and Dan Blocksome, Ransom junior; discuss their 
favorite movies and television shows. Middle: Devin S trecker , Paradise senior and producer oJOt·der oflmpot·tan<'e , tallies up panelists ' 
jc£Vorite movies and TV shows as Olson takes notes on the discussion. 
-
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Andrew Halverson, Der6y 
junior, andChrisGamica, 
Wichitct junior, discuss 
ra,ce relations on campus. 
Left: Kristina Randle. Abilene senior , and Rebecca Blocl.-some, Hays soph omore. discuss the role that the 
media plays in today's society 1Vith Ingrid Olson, II a)'S senior on the set ofOnler of lmpo•·tance. Right: Olson 
cwd Ryan Schremmer, Hays junior, listen to panelists speaJ..· abou,t racism in Hays. 
- o r · ·· 
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Are religious values changing 
with a new generation? 
-
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J.J.: I'm proud to say that I practice the catholic faith, more than just 
going to church on Easter and Christmas. I'm really into being a Christian 
student. 
Jennifer: I'm also a practicing catholic and I go to church every Sun-
day and sometimes more than that during the week. 
Mike: I don't go to church very often. I think it's more important that I 
spend time thinking about what I believe and why I believe it and therefore 
don't go to the building. 
Ingrid Olson (Interviewer): How do you think people in our genera-
tion feel about religion? 
J,J.: Weill think our generation bases a lot of what they learn on their 
parents either by going their own way and 
other religions in-depth, then what do you have to compare your religion to 
assume that yours is right? 
Jennifer: I guess I don't have strong evidence against any religion, but just 
what I've studied from mine. 
Ingrid: How did you come to a decision about your faith, Mike? 
Mike: I put the foundation of what I believe in what I was taught but then 
went on to do further questioning and asking 'Is that really what I believe, do I 
think that works?' And I can look at evidence in nature and the way that people 
interact with each other and think, 'No, I don't think that's right: I don't think, let's 
say, what Episcopalianism or catholicism teaches, applies and works with the 
facts at hand. So then I think it's important for me to say Well, what does explain 
this?' and look for an absolute answer 
rebelling or they may continue to choose 
what their parents taught them. It also 
seems that with the freedom society gives 
today ... our parent's generation is differ-
ent from their parents' generation in be-
coming more lenient with our views. And 
so, perhaps, we're going to be even more 
lenient with our children. 
It seems to me that arguably your 
religion would be the single most 
important decision you'd ever 
make . . . and so it makes sense 
instead of, like I said, one of the prepack-
age answers that's available to us. 
J,J.: There's also the issue of learning 
something versus feeling something, as 
with life experiences. I admit seeing 
miracles, things you find to be really of 
God-essence. That drives my faith. 
Jennifer: I believe that a lot of stu-
dents now are starting to make their own 
decisions on what religion they want to 
be. But I also believe that having a reli-
gion is important to many students to-
day. 
Mike: I don't think enough people 
make a conscious decision about their 
rei igion. I think most people accept what's 
been handed to them .. you don't see 
people who were raised Catholic chang-
ing to become Hindu. Everyone just be-
to me that you'd put an awful lot 
of thought into that and look at all 
the possibilities and decide what 
you really do believe instead of 
just accepting the prepackage that 
was given to you by your parents. ;. 
-Mike Chacey, Derby junior 
Mike: But what is it you've seen that 
makes you think that catholic is right? 
J.J.: It's not necessarily catholic, it's 
Christian. catholicism is what my faith 
is associated to. but it's more of the Chris-
tian aspect. I don't say that was a Chris-
tian feeling or that was a catholic feel-
ing. I say that was a feeling from God. 
Jennifer. I think it has to do with what 
you believe is what you believe. 
Ingrid: How do you plan to raise your 
kids? Do you plan to expose them to 
other religions? 
lieves what they've been told all along and accepts it as true. You two are 
both catholic, but have you ever done research into the Koran or learned 
the teachings of the Dahlia Llama or anything like that or have you just 
always been catholic and considered changing religions? 
Jennifer: No. I plan to raise my kids catholic. 
Ingrid: Do you think you'll encourage your kids to think critically about their 
religion and question it? 
Jennife.r. No. because I think that if you're brought up to believe that what 
you believe is right. then I don't think that there is a lot of questioning. J.J.: I think it's fine to question your religion ... because there are 
chances that you could be born into any religion. I've looked into other 
religions, like the Lutheran religion. 
Ingrid: What do you think you wil l do if your child wants to become part of 
another faith besides catholicism? 
Jennifer: I haven't really questioned my religion: I haven't studied any 
other religions in-depth. 
Jennifer: I hope I'm never in that situation. I really don't know. I'm one of 
those who if you're raised with it from birth and that's all you really know then I 
think that you're going to stick with it. Mike: Why do you think your religion is right? If you haven't studied 
M n\E Cit \t:E' 
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, "People need to question faith . Re-
: l igion is the single most important 
. decision you wil l make, and you 
· don't do the decision any justice if 
you don't make a conscious effort 
.to explore all possibilities with an 
. open mind." 
Jl~TI\ (.J..J. ) DEC E~ 
I> \\1\B SE\IIIB 
"Often times. people place themselves 
above the law of the Lord. We need not 
make our decis ions based on our own 
personal wants and needs, but on what 
God calls us to do." 
- 0 ., 
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"Religion is an important issue in today's 
society. I bel ieve it is important to know 
what you believe and why you believe it. 
We all have our own personal bel iefs of 
what is right or wrong, but I also think 
we should keep an open mind to others' 
opinions on what they think." 
Is it cool to fit in with trends 
or stand out as an individual? 
·-
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Ingrid: What is our generation's general conception of ·cool-
ness'? 
Phillip: What's been impressed on us is that being like every-
body else and doing what everybody else does is cool. I don't th ink 
that's at all what is cool. 
Ingrid: Who decides what's cool? 
Phillip: I think that the media totally decides what's cool. They 
press into the minds of junior high kids 
outlet for your creativity or whatever. It's prepackaged: you 
buy the shoes. you buy the shirt. you by the jeans. you buy 
the boxers and the socks and all of a sudden you're elevated 
to this "cool" status. I persona lly think it's a waste of per-
fectly good money, perfectly good personality .. . 
Ingrid : What is something that is super-cool? 
Bridget: I think that as long as you're passionate about 
something that does some 
good in society . .. that's cool. and high school 1 kids! and even us 
what they expect to be cool. They 
mass-produce a personality, a perso-
nae. and then they expect you to buy 
whatever they sell you-be it Tommy 
Hilfiger. or be it music, clothing-any-
thing. They decide. Sometimes it back-
fires because what the adults think is 
going to be cool turns out to be a total 
flop. So it's pretty much up to the kids 
themselves. but it's much easier to go 
with the crowd than to do something 
on your own and stand out a little bit. 
Ingrid: When you were talking 
about the media telling us what's cool, 
the th ing that came to my mind was 
MTV. To me. it seems pretty rid iculous 
that they set these standards that are 
Ingrid: Who decides what's cool? 
Phillip: "I think t hat the media to-
tally decides what's cool. They press 
into the minds of junior high kids 
and high schoollkidsl and even us 
what they expect to be coo l. They 
mass-produce a personality. a per-
sonae. and then they expect you to 
buy whatever they sell you-be it 
Tommy Hilfiger. or be it music. 
clothing-anything. They decide." 
Ingrid: As individuals and 
as a generation. how do we fight 
societal pressure to "be cool"? 
Phillip: It would have to 
start with individuals standing 
up and saying "This is not me. 
You' re not going to tell me who 
I am." and just liberating them-
selves from the corporate ma-
chine. It's going to have to start 
with younger kids also- im-
pressing on them that being like 
everyone else. while it may be 
easy. is not always the coolest 
thing or the best thing to do. 
JWhen I was! in grade school 
pretty outrageous. and they think that we're just going to follow them; 
but a lot of people do follow the instructions set by corporate 
America. Why do you think that is? Why do people follow so much-
especia lly with our generation? 
Bridget: I think maybe that it has a lot to do with fea r. I think 
most people are afra id to be seen as different. A lot of people just 
go with whatever's seen on TV. or whatever seems to be popular. 
whatever the trend is. basically just so they will be accepted. 
Ingrid: Can you think of a specific example of something that's 
not cool? 
Philip The first th ing that pops into my mind is Tommy Hilfiger. 
Whenever you go into the Buckle or whatever. you walk in and every-
thing is Tommy Hilfiger. It just seems so easy to use that as an 
that was never stressed. It was 
always the popular kids that ran the class and you just got 
this whole feeling that if you did what they did. everything 
would be fine. We never got influence from the teachers 
saying "express yoursel f." It was more just go with the flow 
and it'll be easier for you in the long run. 
Bridget: I think that in order to spark individuality it 
needs to start within the family unit. If you have a nurturing 
family unit that says "go ahead and be an individual. but 
there are certain things that are appropriate and there are 
certain things that are not. and you need to decide what's 
right for you." If you have a good support system-a strong 
family unit and friends that support you-that can help you 
decide where to draw your particular line. 
or er o 1mporta11ce 
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"Being content with the status 
quo will leave you in a rut in life. 
but doing somethi ng different. 
unusual or unique wil l move you 
outside of your normal realm and 
change your perspective on life." 
-
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"'Being cool' is di rectly related 
to conforming to what society 
wants. I think most people have 
the misconception that they wi ll 
achieve happiness by fitt ing in. If 
more people faced their fears and 
expressed their individuality. they 
would find that that's the only way 
to truly be happy" 
you think 
\oUJ..t~~ students' 
attitudes are 
towards sex? 
Joy: I heard statis-
tics once that 50% of 
the popu lation thinks 
th at sex is OK if 
you're in love, 25% 
think sex before mar-
riage is wrong and 
25% think sex is OK 
as recreational. But at 
the co llege leve l I 
think most people 
are some-
wherebe-
tween the in-love and 
recreational. I know that 
there are people who think 
that sex is only all right after 
marriage, but r think at col-
lege level that kind of deci-
sion is not quite made yet. 
Neuman : Kids nowadays 
I don't think are really into 
relationships; they just see an 
attractive woman at the 
clubs, or at the mall or 
when they go out to 
eat, and they just 
think it's all 
abou t sex . 
There's noth-
ing wrong 
with that from 
my point of 
v i ew-
nothing's 
wrong with 
having sex-
even though it goes against : 
my morals and my culture. I · 
mean I've been in very many ; 
positions where I was lik~ 1 
' man, there are some pretty ! 
wqmen on campus.' But : 
what I think kids see ; 
nowadays .. .it's not all about ; 
relationships, it's just j 
a ll abo ut one-night 1 
stands, getting drunk, 1 
go ing horne, having j 
fun. .._, • 
Ingrid : And yotf : 
think that sort of : 
lifestyle is OK for other : 
people but not for you? ; 
Nueman: Oh, no, no, ~ 
no-I'm not saying that ! 
nothing's wrong with j 
having sex, but I'm sure 
you guys are aware of, 
like at the clubs you'll see 
people going home with 
each other and they don't 
know what happened the 
next day. It does start 
some conflicts as far as 
diseases in most cases, 
and in some cases, like preg-
nancy. But there ain't nothing 
wrong with having fun at the 
same time, you know what I'm 
saying? [Partying] is every-
where, not just Hays. Parents 
understand that sex is out there, 
but they don't understand how 
close it is to their kids. 
Ingrid: What are your per-
sonal views on sex? 
Jerr y: You have to be. 
emotionally involved with a 
person to actually feel that 
you can satisfy them 
physically. It takes a lot of 
What's happening, what's 
right and what's wrong? 
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energy from both 
people ... Sex to me is more of 
a physical attraction thing. 
You see a lot of attractive 
people, but then again you 
have to think past what you 
can do sexually. 
Joy: One thing my mom 
has taught me since I was 
pretty little, actually, is that 
sex and love are not the same 
thing. I think that being in 
love is important for 
your personal growth, 
in marriage. That can be 
translated to an in-love situ-
ation in which I think a lot 
of women feel bad about sex, 
but [sex is] OK if you're in 
love; that puts pressure on 
you to decide whether you're 
in love or not. 
Ingrid : I see a lot of 
women our age who feel 
very guilty about their sex 
Jives. 
Joy: [In an earlier conver-
high hopes. 
Ingrid : Do you find that 
men really like that or that 
they are shocked by it? 
Joy: Well , you know, ac-
tually I 've found that men 
might be a bit more sensitive 
than they're given credit for. 
Guys fall in love. too. Guys 
get crushes and guys get con-
fused, too. But I think because 
of our society it happens to 
women a lot more often. 
but sex and love, well. 
they don't always come 
together. 
Ingrid: But can they 
come together? 
Joy: I think they can, 
but I think it's rare. I 
think it is beautiful 
when they can come to-
gether, but 1 don't think 
it happens as often as 
people would like ro 
think. And I think a lot 
My friends call me a man because I look 
at sex like the typical male would. I think it 
can be fun and it doesn't have to be a com-
mitment. and you shouldn't really go into a 
sexua I experience expecting more than 
what's there at the moment . And I guess 
that's the typical ·man dog-type attitude 
of people can get confused 
about love when they're in a 
sexual relationship. I think a 
lot of women, in particular, 
tend to get confused with 
love and sex because it's part 
of our cu lture that women 
are supposed to be in love. 
Ingrid: What culture? 
American culture? 
Joy: You know, I'm not too 
sure. I'm an American so I'm 
most familiar with American 
culture but I think it has to 
do with our religiou s 
background. Our Puritan 
heritage teaches us that sex 
is wrong bur it may be okay 
-Joy Brungardt. Russell senior 
sation, Neuman and Jerry] 
were saying that women are 
more sensitive [than men]. 
Neuman: Which is true! 
Joy: I think that's kind of 
a socialized thing because, 
well, my friends call me a 
man because I look at sex 
like the typ ical make 
would. I think it can be fun 
and it doesn't have to be a 
commitment, and you 
shouldn't really go into a 
sexual experience expecting 
more than what's there at the 
moment. And I guess that's 
the typical man dog-type at-
titude, but 1 don't have any 
Neuman: I understand 
what you're saying, but as 
far as like women not be-
ing more sensitive th an 
guys I don 't agree with 
you ... you're the only girl 
I've ever come across that 
said that they don't have 
'high hopes.' 
Jerry: Why wouldn't y'all 
have a high expectation? 
Joy: Well , I have a fair 
amount of experience and I 
think I 've come to realize 
that people are complicated 
and a lot of times people 
don't click as well as they 
would, btll there's physical 
attraction. 
J erry: But if you don't 
have high expectations about 
sex , that's how you catch 
something. I play the game 
like any other game ... 
Ingrid: How do you think 
women who are invol ved 
with you feel about that? 
Jerry: You have to know 
how to talk to women and to 
listen to women. 
Ingrid: So what happens, 
Joy, when you're having 
sex with someone who 
you're not committed to 
and a major thing happens, 
like pregnancy or sexually 
transmitted disease? 
Joy: Well. I know l say 
that I don 't have high 
hopes, but knowing a per-
son is important. Being in 
love I don'tthink is as im-
portant, but you really 
should get to know some-
one; at least be friends. 
Ingrid: What do you thjnk 
about the bombardment of 
sex in American pop cuJture? 
Joy: Well l think it 
makes it hard for a person 
to rea lly kn ow how they 
feel sexually-whether it's 
your sexual orientation or 
th e type of person you 
want or whatever. For in-
stance, if you're guy and 
you're told that the kind of 
girl you want is skinny, she 
has big breasts, and a nice 
ass, then you might think 
that's what you want, when 
it may really be something 
different. 
or er o 1mportai1ce 
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"Sex is great. Being in love is amazing. When 
the two happen simultaneously it's one of li fe's 
beautiful moments. And although heavy 
~motion is not essential (nor should it be 
expected) in sexual encounters. being comfortable, 
educated. and protected. should be required." 
"Pimpin' ain't easy but somebody gots 
to do it. I wouldn't rise the the occasion to 
have sex with a female unless it's the right 
one for me. And she gots to look like 1'yra 
Banks or be fine and sexy at the same time." 
"''m like the 'Matrix' when it comes to sex! I 
have not limitations or excuses. so I stay to 
myself until I find the one. And in life aspects. 
I'm twenty-four-years-old. and I have not time 
to manipulate young women's brains because 
I'm all about business." 
-
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Merging humans 
with computers 
by digitizing 
thought and 
p r oviding 
b reakthro ttgh s 
ttt medicinal 
therapy, as 1.ve/l 
as breaking 
geog r aphic 
bctr r iers, 
technology has 
provided 
tvonders that 
have allowed 
humans to 
progress to a new 
dimension of 
existence. Bttt 
a re we 
sctcrificing the 
lwman mind for 
technologic ell 
progress? 
Photo Illustration by 
Dennis Edson 
//written & mixed by 
IngridOlson // 
How is it affecting our generation? 
What does the future hold? 
·-
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Jesse: For me, the Internet is primarily a mode of research, and I've found that 
the major difficulty ... is now I've got a chance to research everything and I've got 
to actually pick some things and prioritize them, whereas before what you learn is 
somewhat resuicted to whafs presented to you. 
Carolyn: Well, Like Jesse said, it's really good for research, entertainment, 
buying things-you can pretty much find anything or do anything on the I ntemet. 
It's a little bit scary, actually. It's very open, and when something is so open ... 
you're really vulnerable to a lot. 
Ingrid: What do you mean by vulnerable? 
Carolyn: Your credit card numbers, your social security, with chat rooms you 
don't really know who you're talking to ... your information is out there just like 
everybody else's is there for you. You have to remember that ifs like a glass 
house: they can see you and you can 
see them . . . There are always go-
ogy gets a lot deeper and harder to comprehend from the surface, people will 
really be more subject to misinterpret the results that instruments give. Since it's 
not tranSparent, a small error introduced somewhere can really throwoffthe mecha-
nism. 
Carolyn: Maybe the old-fashioned instruments are kind of good because it 
seems that human error is more preferable because humans can catch their error 
and fix it. 
Derek: I've noticed that video games have come so far . . . I've noticed a lot 
more kids ... and college kids, too, would rather sit and play video game as 
opposed to going outside and playing football or something like that. I've just 
noticed how some of the technology has made some of the Americans really lazy 
compared to what they used to be. 
Ingrid: Do you think that all 
forms of technology can make 
people lazy? ing to be disadvantages with some· 
thing that great. 
Derek: It's primarily a means of 
communication for me. I keep up 
with my family and friends through 
e-maiJ. Recently, I've taken up the 
bad habit of downloading MP3s. 
Carolyn: Little kids today might 
take computers and the Internet for 
granted because they've grown up 
withit. This isreallybad--Iremem-
ber when we first got cable, when 
cable TV first came out, I was re-
ally little. That was reaiJy novel. 
Now there's just so much [technol-
ogy]. [think it affects our lives more 
than we realize because we're all so 
Mostly I commun icate on the 
Internet through e-mai l , and just 
by accident, that's actually how I 
met my husband . No cyber-sex 
Derek: No,justcertain fom1S. 
I've noticed that a lot more busi-
ness is done over the Internet 
Instead of going out out of your 
house and buying something, 
people just buy stuff on-line with 
their credit cards. 
Jesse: Part of buying some-
thing is evaluating the product be-
forehand, and it's much easier to 
evaluate the quality of a product 
when you're there in the store. So, 
while ce1tain key mru·kets I think 
used to it. 
Jesse: f'm pretty well exposed to 
or datelines or anything-just 
like you'd meet a normal person. ~ 
-Carolyn Addelsee, Chatham, 
N.J. , senior will only grow in their market-
shares given to the Internet, I think 
somethings will always be local, 
personal purchases. 
a pretty wide time scale for technology. ln our physical chemistry lab this week 
we were using an instrument ... that dates back to the late 1800s. I think it's really 
sort of a testimonial to that technology thafs been thrown to the wayside. [The 
device we used in chemistry] is really the preferential instrument compared to 
[other, more modem instruments]. 
Carolyn: Shopping on-line is 
kind of just like a glorified catalog, and catalogs never really replaced physical 
shops in stores. 
Ingrid: Would you like to talk about your personal experiences with the Internet 
and the social scene? 
Carolyn: Mostly I communicate on the Internet through e-mail, and just by 
accident that's actually how I met my husband. Just an accidental bumping into 
him; we would write back and forth with e-mail. No cybersex or datelines or 
anything-just Like you'd meet a normal person. The only problem was that he 
just happened to Live in Australia, so it made it a little bit more difficult ... It was 
definitely worth it. 
Ingrid: Do you think that as we continue to advance and get probably more 
and more technology that there will still be instruments or things Like that which 
will stay the same? 
Jesse: I think that there are certain instrument<; that, through their simplicity, 
exhibit a sort of elegance that will never be matched. I also think that as techno!-
or er o Importance 
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··1 think that the political ramifications of 
Internet technology may be the last and most 
significant issuessociety\l[ill deal with. Instant 
access to a plethora of information. and the 
abilitytoquicklyandeconomicallygaugepublic 
opinion might be the death knell of represen-
tative democracy as we know it.•• 
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'The benefits of advancing technology in the 
world today definitely outweighs its downfalls. The 
Internet is causing the economy to grow. and never 
before has communication been so user-friendly. I 
look forward to seeing what the future technologi-
cal advances will be. and where it will take our coun-
try as well as the rest of the world:· 
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'The Internet. with its vast array of offerings 
(information. entertainment. sex. human com-
panionship, etc.). is like a big trade-off. It's got its 
obvious good points (convenience), but the pen-
dulum swings the other way as well. You sacri-
fice anonymity, security and physical contact for 
all those shiny. bright cyber-treats:· 
A parody of modem advertising shows bow ricliculously advet·tiset·s use sex appeal to sell their products-ft·orn clothes to car tires. The real joke begins 
when conswners buy into the idea, literally, that they need cet·tain products to become successful , socially accepted, and/ot· beautiful . Panelists felt that 
too many people in their generation hide ft·om insecw·ities by living in an advet·tiser's fantasy world. Photo illustration by Dennis Edson and Ingrid Olson 
What happens when a generation 
grows up in a society obsessed with 
·-
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"If you read my list and get upset or outraged 
at me, then check the 
gJ insecure box. 
0 secure 
I hope no one gets upset because I don't 
have a problem with nice cars and nice 
clothes. All I'm asking of people is to please 
be yourself. And if you have the luxury of 
having luxuries then more power to you. Just 
ask yourself who you're doing it for." 
Dn \I" Ell"ll\ 
Jol.\ :-tli'IIO\IOHL 
"If one was to go to a school, one would 
find a pretty intimidating social structure 
among the students. Even beyond that. one 
would find that the teachers and society as 
a whole seems to advocate that social 
structure. Because of this advocation. fear 
of the self is developed within the child: 
fear to express and find comfort from the 
self. Instead the child hides in a layer of 
superficiality, be it the clothes. the money, 
the music or even the way they talk. To cure 
this issue, we need to stop advocating this 
social structure and instead, we need to be 
open to all kinds of people. Give the chil-
dren a good example. This would be a big 
step in the right direction." 
L ,1o""' '' 11.:-'ll\ 
Jl l\\\\'111\ 'L\IOH 
"There is nothing wrong with fitting 
a mold: looking (or wanting to look) 
like a walking advertisement. There 
is something wrong with thinking 
that you have to be this way and that 
something is wrong with someone 
who looks different. What's impor-
tant here is that you decide who you 
are first and adopt an image that re-
flects the truth of your personality." 
Larissa: A culture is a set of characteristics that fits one group of people, 
and so a group of people in a culture are going to have a similar image. 
They are going to think of themselves in a similar way: dress in a similar 
way, act in a similar way, talk in a similar way. That's just the way 
people work. 
Larissa: But it's also very natural to want to fit in. 
Ingrid: If a certain culture has a certain image, then what do you think 
American image is? 
Larissa: I think American image is becoming more and more 
homogenized ... but it's becoming 
divided up between labels, and we 
Dennis: Exactly, but I think that it's getting worse. Money has always 
been a big thing. Clothes have always been a big thing. But now we 
have cereal boxes with Cindy Crawford on them, so we know what all 
females are supposed to look like. And we can read the side of the box 
to get the exact beauty tips. 
Ingrid: That's so ridiculous, like you're going to be hot if you eat a 
certain cereal? It seems that because we are growing up in an age with 
such a vast array of communica-
tion mediums: television, bill-
seem to be obsessed with labels. 
And we ask someone to describe 
themselves and they're going to 
give you a set of labels. TI1ey'1-e 
going to say, ' I'm a man or a 
woman, this is what I do' -profes-
sion, sexual identity. And there's 
an image that's associated with 
each one of those labels that you're 
expected to fit 
Now we have cereal boxes wi th 
Cindy Crawford on them, so we 
boards, magazines, newspapers, 
Internet. Images are just surround-
ing us all the time; we're constru1tly 
receiving messages that we have 
to fit into a certain image, most of 
the time by advertisers who ru-e try-
ing to get us to think things such 
as, we'll be more successful if we 
eat their cereal ... 
know what all females are supposed 
to look like. And we can read the 
side of the box to get the exact beauty 
tips. Larissa: The way that I look at 
it with Cindy Crawford on cereal 
boxes is that there's nothing wrong 
with wanting to look like Cindy 
Crawford, but there is something 
Ingrid: I view this as a problem 
because I see a lot of people who 
feel pressure, like you said, to fit 
- Dennis Edson. lola sophomore 
into a certain image, and they will feel insecure and unaccepted if they 
don't fit that image. I know a lot of people who do things to fit into a 
label; for instance I've seen a lot of girls work out obsessively-past the 
point of health-to fit into the "skinny" ideal. I've seen it take over 
people's lives. I don't thlnk it makes them happy, and I think that's bad. 
Larissa: Go sit out in front of Rarick HaJI when classes change and 
look at the people walking by. They aJilook alike. 
Ingrid: Do you think that this is a phenomenon which has been going 
on for years and years, or is it something that's unique to our generation? 
Dennis: I think it's been going on since the beginning ofhumanity. People 
ru-e just natura.Uy competitive; it's very natural. .. to wru1t to be above, to win. 
wrong with saying that's the only way you can look. that's the only way 
that women can be. That's the main problem I have with it: there's no 
allowance for diversity anymore. 
Dennis: American culture seems to be consuming diversity world-
wide. My prime exrunple is Japanese culture .. .look at the foreign ex-
change students here on can1pus. They are often trying so hard to be 
American. I think that's very disappointing and sad because what makes 
a human or humanity so special is that there's all kinds of us. Each one 
of us can donate a little bit to make things better. We're being polluted 
by thls ad business. 
(lr< er o Importan(~e 
//written and mixed by 
Ingrid Olson// 
-
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After 
the I 999-
2 0 0 0 
SGA e lec-
tion cam-
paign, 
seve ral 
elec tion 
signs were 
discarded 
with little 
not ice of 
them ever 
existing. 
p o o r 
v o t e r 
t urn o ut 
plagued 
tha t e lec -
tion, and 
st ud e nt s 
wondered 
if the situ-
a t i o n 
w 0 u I d 
worsen 
fo r the 
2 0 0 0 -
2001 elec-
tion . 
Photo by 
Dennis 
Edson 
-
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"Like everyth ing else, awa reness 
about polit ics. social issues and 
just about everyth ing else begins 
at home." 
I ~'l'lt\ rrt; . A - , 
. . .· !j ~ e~ e ... . ".~- ~ 
... :·· .• ~, T-
. .. ... 
. ~· ' . ·" 
J~-:~:-F Sll \\ EH 
SCIIIIE\UIE\ .ll \IOH 
"Sometimes a period of widespread po-
l iti ca l apathy only ends when a real cri-
sis begins. I think most people wou ld 
agree that interest in politics is good 
because it facilitates steady progress. If 
everybody spent a bit more energy think-
ing about the issues. we might be able 
to take workable preventative measures 
to hedge crisis before it happens." 
D o you th;nk we have a problem w;th poHtka l apathy on campus? 
Carmen: Wel l. if you ask the politicians. I guess not. but if you ask those of us who are 
not really involved or feel that the politicians are not really involved with us. then I 
guess so. 
Ingrid: So you think that the problem lies with the politicians. not the students. on 
campus? 
Carmen: In a lot of ways. yeah. because I think that a lot of people get so caught up in 
their own campaigns and trying to put across their own views or issues or what they 
feel is important that they sometimes forget to ask the 'l ittle people' about what 
matters to them. 
)esse: I think that apathy in and of itself only leads to problems if. basica lly due to a 
lack of interest or a lack of information or just a flat out lack of time. problems are 
allowed to go unremedied ... l think that the typical college student would. if they have 
the time. have a little bit more to do with student government... 
Carmen: I think students are concerned with issues that really impact them person-
ally. 
)esse: I think that's definitely true ... They say that in student elections that parking and 
cafeteria food are always the two big issues. 
Daron: I don't think it's bad to be concerned with what affects you personally: I th ink 
that's rea lly important. It's also important ,though, to see the greater group as a whole 
and see how that can eventua ll y affect you. 
)esse: I thought it was really great that I during the 'philosophy major' issue I students 
were seeing the big picture ... Students who weren't going to be directly or immediately 
impacted were taking action. taking time out of their busy schedules to get a little grass 
roots political movement. 
Ingrid: How do we educate people. especially people our age. to understand what 
issues affect them? 
Carmen: We need to set up a system of education where people are taught to think in 
larger terms. in a larger sca le. Then they will realize that seemingly far-off issues do hit 
close to home. 
Daron : I think in th is country we don't educate people enough on what ou r founding 
documents are. on what the political process is. I think kids that are growing up in this 
country don't realize what freedom they have ... They are taught and trained from 
- primary education up that you can't really make a difference. and I think that if people 
realized that they could, you would get mass groups of people together making a 
" ,. difference. It's happened before. )esse: Well . as bad as it sounds. sometimes it takes a crisis to precipitate something 
like that. I think that basically apathy might be the natural progression of things, sort of 
the tendency toward disorder that we experience. and it takes something that really 
gets a gut reaction in people and gets people fi red up. I don't know if our generation 
has ever faced anything like that .. . But then again , if it takes something rea lly, really bad 
to get people fired .up. what's the better of the two? 
J 1-:\\IFFH ) ot \1 ; 1-:1{~ 
\ 1111.\ FHJ·>II\1 \\ 
"People become more pol it ica lly apa-
thetic in good times. Everything is go-
ing good so they have no reason to be 
invovled." 
Jesse Shaver, Schoenchen junior and 
winning candidate for SGA 2000-2001 
president, staked his banner into the 
ground outside Heather Hall during the 
electjon campaign. 
Photo by Dennis Edson 
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KFHS NEWS 58 ANCHORS 
UDIO IN HEATHER HALL 
Kevin Windholz, Quinter junior; Du.stin " Ed" McEntarfer, Pratt junior; Justin Fluke, Medicine Lodge junior; Chri.stirw Gillman, Mound Valley 
senior; John Peterson, Rose lliUjunior; Jenna tout, Plainvillefreshman; andMiclurelMcKenrw , Russell senior. 
.. 
This February, KFHS had to move from it's previous home, 
Channel 12, to a new channel. 58. "The Learning Channel 
was bought out by Discovery and will be moved to channel 
12 which caused us to find a new channel for broadcast." 
-John Peterson, Rose Hill junior, KFHS News Anchor 
"Fall 1953 brought television to this area. TV aerials 
sprang up en masse to dot the horizon. And as the 
new baby grew, Fort Hays State grew likewise." 
From the 1954 Revei lie 
-
------ 1 13 Februqry 
-
Bull~ blood~ dust~ mud; . 
the romance of the Rodeo 
"It's the bulls and blood, it's the dust and mud, 
it's the roar of a Sunday crowd ... "This excerpt 
from the song "Rodeo" by Garth Brooks accu-
rately portrays the atmosphere of a rodeo, maybe 
even the Fort Hays State University Rodeo, 
April 28-30, at the Doug Philip Arena. The 
National Intercollegiate Rodeo Association ro-
deo was the last of the season for the FHSU 
Rodeo Club. The club had much to do to prepare 
for the home rodeo. "We had to make sure the 
arena was ready and the grounds were cleaned," 
said Cody Leitner, Herndon freshman. "Every-
thing had to be in tip-top condition. We also had 
to help get the stock ready and take care of it all 
weekend." The Rodeo Club brings in bulls, 
horses, calbes, and sheep from the Rumford 
Rodeo Company, owned by Bronc Rumford, 
FHSU alumnus. The club raised money in No-
vember and December to contract the stock for 
the N.I.R.A. rodeo. They had to care for the 
stock throughour the weekend, as well as help 
run the rodeo and compete. The Rodeo Club 
competed divided into men's and women's teams. 
The. men's team competed in bareback riding, 
saddle bronc riding, calf roping, steer wrestling, 
team roping, and bull riding. Individually, the 
competition at the FHSU rodeo was intense 
because competitors were trying for qualifica-
tion at the College National Finals Rodeo in 
Gillette, Wyo., in June. An individual could 
possibly accumulate 120 points per rodeo, and at 
this time, only 1.7 points separated the top two 
2000 Rryejlle IPP.P ------
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Members of the faculty teamwork on wrestling a steer in the Fort Hays tate 
- University lntrcwwrrtl Hodeo on April12 at t.he outdoor area, 
. ' 
bareback riders in the Central Plains Region. 
With rhe exception of the men's roping evenrs, 
only 130 poinrs, ar most, separated the top con-
renders in each evenr. The women's ream com-
peted in barrel racing, goat tying, breakaway 
roping, and ream roping. Any of the top five in 
breakaway roping, including FHSU's Katie 
White, Little River sophomore, could have won 
rhe event. There were 11 competitors in the 
running for rhe barrel racing championship. "I've 
been riding for most of my life," Andi Riddle, 
Benton senior, said. "When I came to college, I 
wanted ro keep doing it." As far as teams were 
concerned the FHSU rodeo provided one final 
showdown for the top rwo men 's reams in the 
Central Plains Region. Southwestern Oklahoma 
Stare University and Panhandle Stare Univer-
sity, rhe 1998 & 1999 champions, were compet-
ing for Regional champion and Reserve cham-
pion. SOSU also had rhe women's team ride won 
by 1500 points. The FHSU women's team is in rhe 
running with five other reams for rhe Reserve 
championship. Competition performance times 
began at 7:30p.m. It continued at 1:30 p.m. and 
7:30 p.m. Saturday, and at 1:30 p.m. Sunday. In 
addition ro the 600+ contestants that competed 
in those performances, 330 participants com-
peted in less formal "slack" competition at noon 
Friday and at 9 a.m. Saturday. Following the 
rodeo, national qualifiers were determined. The 
top two individuals in each event and rhe top two 
reams in terms of points for the season qualified 
for CNFR . 
-------~ ' ·Lggk bgth Wp)§ .. 
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Members of the Tiger Investment Group discuss available stock options. 
Tiger$ in 
Organization diversity lived at Fort Hays .. 
Students had a lot of options. Among all 
the organizations which existed on campus. 
the Tiger Investment Group may have inter~ 
ested students concerned with stock options 
and economic events. 
"We started the Investment Club last se~· 
mester." Jeffrey Schneider. Olmitz junior. said. 
"and we officially started our operations this 
semester." 
The Tiger Investment Group was basically a 
regular investment club. which was open to 
any student on campus without regard to 
major. The club's purpose was to learn invest-
ing. 
The club helped its members understand 
the stock market and all its rules. 
"We have several objectives." Schneider 
said. "One of them is to learn the power of 
investing. Whatever your major or your job is. 
you will final ly come to investing. It is impor~ 
tant to have investing knowledge. A lot of 
people are interested to invest in the stock 
market but they are required to invest up 
$2000." 
"This investment group is a chance for stu-
dents interested to invest in the stock mar-
·-
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9 February. Wed. -The temperatures were fall1ng and snm·1 was 
f1nally falling as ·::ell1n the Hays area. It had been an c1 and aff •;;:nter 
·::1th some days reach1ng up tc the 70's. wh.le other da;s the te~pe~a­
ture d1d1t nse above f:eez1ng. 
1 0 February. Thurs. - Word got out that Jesse Ventura. the 
governor of Minnesota and former profess1onal wrestler. would qu1t the 
Reform Party. wh1ch had been started by Ross Perot. 
11 February. Fri. - Both the T1ger basketball teams defeated the 
Colorado School of Mines by at least 15 pomts. The women's team took 
control of the game from the start and won 87-72. The men's team 
struggled 1n the fwst half. lead1ng by only four po1nts at halft1me. but then 
regamed power and won by 17 po1nts. 7 4-5 7 
12 February, Sat. - "Peanuts- creatcr Charles M. Schulz d1ed 
tcday of a heart attack. after suffer1ng from colon cancer The com1c 
str1p art1st was mourned by mill1ons of fans. 
-Another shov~ng of strength by the Tiger basketball teams. The Lady Tigers 
defeated Metropolitan State. 72-84. tc boost their winn1ng streak tc eight. This 
time. Porter was aga1n a leader among the women Tigers. sconng 28 points 
1\'lth 4 assists. Pnest scored 14. and Prewitt scored 11 pants with assists. 
The Tiger men •.•10n. 88-82. never tra1!1ng after a m1nute 1nto the game. 
//mixed by Laura Potter 
written by Xavier Lambercy// 
ve$t in their futures 
• 
manewway 
ket ." Schneider said. "The initial contribution 
isS I 00 and this money is used to invest in the 
stock market" 
"This way, the student investors will learn 
more about the stock market because we try 
to teach them how to understand changes in 
prices and the different aspect. which may 
influence the stock mar-
ket. So . our members 
they come to one of our meetings and present 
the best stock option they found." 
"Our club is a general partnership and each 
member as got one vote to express his deci-
sion_ During the meeting, each member may 
ask questions of the research group about 
their investment proposaL After the discus-
sion , the club will vote 
about the proposaL If 
may experience the 
stock market first hand 
and become more 
knowledgeable in finan -
cia l affa irs_" 
"Whatever your major or your job is, 
you will finally come to investing." 
the proposal is ap-
proved. we wi II buy the 
stock options on 
Ameritrade. This is how 
we makeourdecisions." Jeffrey Schneider, Olmitz junior 
Decisions were made 
after a meeting, where a 
group of students exposed their conclusions 
about a potential investment. 
'·~ "We started our club with 42 members," 
~Schneider said. "Due to the large number. we 
decided to break into several smaller groups, 
which wou ld focus on specific industry areas 
such as retai l and consumer sales. te lecom-
munication. computer and technology, broad-
casting, enterta inment and financial services. 
"One group will take one of the fields and do 
research about the industry they chose_ Then 
The club wou ld stay 
open for students who 
would graduate_ The only restriction was that 
they would no longer be allowed to vote. 
"This semester. we have 37 active mem-
bers," Schneider said_ "The rest of our mem-
bers graduated last semester. It is possible 
for them to keep the money in the club after 
graduation and to take it out at any t ime_ We 
do only long-term investments. We did our 
first stock buy on February 16th." 
"We just made decisions about others stock 
options recently and now. our portfolio is set 
We just need to wait to see results." 
------~ "'Look both Ways'" 
-
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The Delta Zeta Sweetheart 
event on Valentine's Day under 
went a few changes this year. 
In past years. the DZ house 
would sell tickets and have a 
drawing. butwithonlyonewin-
ner from each fraternity. Jessi 
Baucke. Wray, Colo. Sen ior. 
sa id. "After we would draw the 
winners. they were al lowed to 
choosetheirprize. Their choices 
were to have their ca r cleaned. 
their room cleaned. or to have 
thei r laundry done. 
Unfortunately, some of the 
winners would take advantage 
of the situation and not clean 
their rooms for at least two 
weeks. It was disgusting." 
The dinner was added last 
Valentine's Day to the cleaning 
option . This year they decided 
to go with the dinner alone. 
DZ members were required 
to sell at least five tickets for the 
drawing that would determine 
what men would be invited to 
join them for the dinner. Tick-
ets were S I each or six for $5. 
Five winning tickets were drawn. 
one from each o f the th ree fra-
tern ities on campus and two 
non-fratern ity members. The 
fratern ity· winners were Jamie 
Vermillion . Stockton Sopho-
more; Jeff Kaczmarczyk. Olathe 
Sophomore and Ben Johnson. 
DELTA ZETAS 
Santa Rosa. CA Junior. Patrick Jaquay. Salina 
Junior and Elliott McClelland. Ellis Junior. won 
the non-fraternity drawing. 
Ways and Means officer. Orlena Otero. 
Ellsworth Junior. was in charge of organizing an 
event for Valentine's Day. "We decided to open 
up the drawing to non-fraternity members this 
year allowing for more variety." 
The winners were invited to show up at the 
sorority house at 5:00p.m. They each had their 
picture taken with all of the house members 
then they were presented with hand-designed 
picture frames. 
A spaghetti dinner was served and each 
winner was given a plate of cookies to take 
home. 
"I wasn't sure what the tickets were for when 
I bought them," sa id Vermill ion. "I just knew 
they benefited the DZ house." 
Each of the winners spent $5-$20 on tickets. 
Members of the Deltct Zetn sorority entertain g ueMs ftt tlreir Vctlentine 's Da.y Dinner on February It/.. 
//mixed , written 
& photographed 
by Kim Brown// 
-
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Mortar Board 
Senior Honor Socie 
Mortar Board attempted to "get the 
word out" to Fort Hays students last 
year by participating in their annual 
"Mortar Board Week," Feb. 14 through 
the 18. 
President Justin Deges said "It is a 
week set aside by the Nationa l Office. 
Al l branches are supposed to get their 
names out to the colleges. and as well 
as perform functions, such as tapping 
in the new members, like when they go 
around to the classrooms and tap the 
newly elected members." 
Mortar Board had various methods 
of achieving this. "We got our own tee-
shirts. which we'll wear on the first 
Wednesday of every month and to our 
projects. There was a banner in the 
quad, and a display in Forsyth, and 
members had the suckers with Mortar 
Board information that they gave away 
to people in their classes." 
Mortar Board focuses on the areas of 
leadership, scholarship and service. The 
primary focus of the organization is 
service. and members try to perform 
one service a month.ln the past, Mortar 
Board did Homecoming festivities, as 
well as Trick or Treat so others can eat, 
and three separate projects with the 
Black student union (the celebration of 
Black history month). 
"We focus our service projects on a 
national theme, and this year's theme 
is "reading and Leading," Deges said. 
"We've done projects with the Hays 
Public Library." This year's project was 
called "Roaring about Reading." 
"The project wi l l include two sepa-
rate things. There's going to be a read-
ing night in the quad, and free books are 
going to be given away, as well as book-
marks. There will also be a project at 
Washington Elementary along similar 
lines. There will also be a puppet show 
in the quad," Deges said. 
·-
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The new Mortar Board Senior 
Honor Society for the year 2000-
2001 poses for ct group picture after 
intiaiti~n. 
Mary Newell, 'Vice-presi-
dent of Mot·tar Board cmd 
} a.nene Hill, communication 
director speak to the npcom.-
ing Mortar Board members. 
Morta-r Board members, 
Brad LeDuc, icole Pow-
ers, and Adam orth are 
ready to serve refreshments 
to the new ly intiated Mor-
tar Boat·d Seniors. 
J2J .. Lggk Rgth \fny§' 
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//written by Devin Strecker 
mixed by Christina Gillman// 
MOBO is based upon 
• Scholarship 
• Leadership 
•Service 
-
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WAI~ thi.r wAy. 
In the la.wn between the front of 
Picl.·en and Sherican Hall$ more 
chain-linked ropes were put into 
thegroung to p re·vertt people from 
II.f!.U''"'". U{ on the grass. 
dennis edson 
Sometimes. the shortest dis- fences was a standard procedure. 
tance between two points was not "The fences are just to try and per-
always a straight line. The sidewalks suade people not to create paths on 
in the quad on campus did not al- the lawn," Schreiber said. "It's not a 
ways seem to be the most efficient tremendous problem. It's just some-
route between buildings. Therefore. thing we do to prevent a problem 
students often opted for a grassy before it starts." 
shortcut to get to where they were Wh ile the clever devices may have 
going. curta i led some student's grass-walk-
" Personally, I always use the side- ing desires , others simply walked 
walks," Amanda Voss. Hays freshman. around the obstacles. 
said. "But I've seen plenty of people "If the grass isn 't here for us to 
cut across campus on the lawn." en joy. whether we enjoy it by wa lk-
According to )im Schreiber. ing on it, laying on it, or 
grounds main - -~::;:;:;::::::::=~==:::::::::::::::::::::::.....=. pI a y i n g 
tainance and \t's not a frisbee on it, 
landscaping su- tremendous ~robw\e:do then what's 
pervisor. stu- \t's just somethtnQ the point? " 
dentswalkingon to prevent a prob\em 1 n d r i d 
t he grass was no before it starts. Olson. Hays 
bigger a problem senior. sa id. Jim Schreiber, . 
thisyearthanin dl capmg "Things, l ike 
Grounds maintenance an ans past years. grass. should 
supervisor However. the be used for 
many chain- linked fences put 
up on campus b locking common 
shortcuts were noticed more fre-
quently by students th is year. 
"I don't thi nk I' ve ever seen them 
before this year," Mike Fitzgibbons . 
Goodland senior said. "It seems like 
more than "show." 
"Yeah . I walk on grass. But talking 
a longwalk on 'sh rooms is more fun ," 
one student. who wished to remain 
anonymous said . "Oh , you mean the 
grass on campus ... Yeah. I walk on 
that too. On 'sh rooms." 
they are cracking down on it more So while using the grass on cam-
this year. " pus wasn't important to some stu-
Schreiber said that putting up the dents. it was a way of l ife for others. 
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Aaron Pratt , Ulysses junior, TOP , and Ray Howell, Hays 
resident, RIC/IT , play tire guitar at Erectionfest II. 11BOVE: 
mokin · White Owls roc/,·s at ip ' ' pin to help the campus 
radio station earn money for n broadcasting license. 
Music was in the air at KFHS, the 
campus radio station. The problem was. 
it didn't go very far. With Erection fest II, 
a concert featu ring local bands. the sta~ 
tion hoped to get a little bit closer to 
their goal of broadcasting to the entire 
city of Hays. 
"What we're trying to do is get a low~ 
powered FM license" Becky Kiser, in-
structor of Information Networking and 
Telecommunications. said. "That way 
we cou ld cover the city of Hays. 
"The start-up cost for the technology 
we wou ld need would cost approxi-
mately $60,000. The biggest chunk of 
that is the transmitter," Kiser said. 
~ This is the second time the radio 
st?t ion has held a concert as a 
.fundraiser. Since the last t ime, they 
have made progress. 
"More than a year ago. Radio Inc. 
agreed to give us free tower space on 
r 
their old tower." Kiser said. "That saves 
a big expense." 
The student workers at KFHS hoped 
that Erection fest II would get them even 
closer to their goal . but realize it 
wou ldn't happen right away. 
"Hopefully, it won't be rea l long," 
Mark Beemer, Carlton sophomore. said. 
"We've been working on (the concert) 
for a few weeks now," Beemer said. 
"We've been cramped for time, but it's 
getting pretty well organized by now." 
Erectionfest kicked off at 7 p.m. 
Wednesday, March 29. at Sip N' Spin. 
209 W I Oth. Malted Milk played first. 
fo llowed by Smokin' Wh ite Owls, 
Blacktooth and lastly, Undermind. Tick-
ets cost S3 in advance when purchased 
at Heather Hall or $5 at the door. 
At the concert. the rad io station gave 
away prizes such as CO's and T-Shirts. 
They also gave out free connectors so 
-
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that people who wanted to listen to the 
station could connect their radios us-
ing the loca l cable system. 
Preceding the concert, they had a live 
remote in the quad Wednesday in front 
of the Memorial Union from 9 a.m.- I 
p.m. The remote was hosted by two 
student DJ's. Hurricane and Crazy, a.k.a. 
Joe Greene, Clay Center sophomore. 
and Kyle Krawitz, Kansas City junior. 
"We're doing the remote to promote 
the concert," Krawitz said. "Also. justto 
promote the radio station, since not 
many people know about it. 
"We're going to have giveaways, play 
music, and have some contests. Some 
crazy stuff's gonna go on." Krawitz sa id. 
In the meantime. before KFHS could 
purchase the needed equipment. they 
could be heard on Hays Cable FM at 
94.9. on campus at 600 AM, or on the 
Internet at www .fhsu .edu/i nt/kfhsradio. 
Leap Year happens every four years, and Febru-
ary 29 is Leap Day. That much is common knowl-
edge among most people. 
Most people, however, might not know how 
this came to be. 
Julius Caesar, the first emperor of Rome. felt 
that the original sun calendar was off by about .25 
of a day. Every four years, then, the date would be 
off by one day. Caesar decided to add an extra day 
to the calendar. thus taking care of the problem. 
Thus. the calendar was known as the Julian calen-
dar. 
In A.D. 752, the Venerable Bede. a monk. calcu-
lated that Caesar's calendar was wrong by about 
II minutes a year. Over a period of time, the year 
would veer off course until the seasons were in the 
wrong months. thus messing up crops and so 
forth. (Imagine having the following conversation 
here: "It was I 0 I degrees today, can you believe it! 
Sure wish July would get here, then it'd cool off.") 
Despite Bede's findings, no one bothered to fix 
the calendar for 800 years, when Pope Gregory XIII 
in 1582 realized that the calendar was now wrong 
by about II days. Thus, he decreed that the day 
following October 4th was October 15th. This 
move created the Gregorian calendar. which was 
still wrong. Thus. with the help of his astrono-
mers. Gregory decreed that every year divisible by 
400 would be a Leap Year. and every year divisible 
by 4.000 would be a common year. with no extra 
days added. 
The Gregorian calendar is still used today. 
Thus. 2000 was a Centennial Leap Year. 
Many people felt that because of the Y2K bug, 
this Leap Year would also cause problems for 
computers worldwide. That wound up being bunk. 
A more entertaining myth I found circulating 
the Web was that some felt that due to some 
cosmic mistake, this year would be a "double leap 
year." and that February would have 30 days, 
making the year 367 days long. 
• 
As everyone knows by now. that didn't happen. 
2000. in terms of being a Leap Year. at least. was 
normal. 
//written by Latu·a Potter// 
Who said that teachers don't 
deserve to have a little fun? 
Aside from teaching; maintain-
ingfamilies;anddoingotherthings 
some Fort Hays State University 
instructors found other manners 
of maintaining sanity. 
John Heinrichs. assistant pro-
fessor of geosciences; Gavin 
Buffington. assistant professor of 
physics; and Robert Rook. assis-
tant professor of history let off 
steam by jamming together. 
Heinrichs played the bass gui-
tar; Buffington played electric gui-
tar; and Rook played drums. 
"One day I saw a gu itar in Gavin's 
office and we just decided to get 
together and play. Sometimes. we 
practiced in one of the Geology 
-
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labs during lunch," Heinrichs said. 
The group practices once a week 
at Heinrich's home. 
"Once a week isn't necessarily 
enough, but it is all the time each 
of us can afford to spend rehears-
ing together. We try to play indi-
viduallyeveryday," Buffington said. 
"I like to take time and go over 
difficult parts of the music until I 
get it right," Heinrichs said. 
Buffington had formal training 
and was also self-taught, having 
played an array of instruments in-
cludingguitar; saxophone; and vio-
lin: and was also in the Pittsburgh 
State Symphony. 
On the other hand. Heinrichs 
had fifteen years of musical expe-
rience. 
"My parents paid for a month's 
worth of guitar lessons. After that. 
I started to buy music books and 
learn on my own. I also paid close 
attention to people I knew who 
played guitar," Heinrichs said. 
According to Buffington. 'We're 
not a high profile band. We do it 
for enjoyment." 
_"We don't have a complete 
- lineup but once we do. we would 
like to do a benefit concert or two 
·-eventually," Heinrichs said. 
Aftergraduateschool, Heinrichs 
was in a band ca lled the Sensors. 
which was a techno-industrial 
band that performed mostly origi-
nal songs. 
.. Buffington was once involved 
with a band ca lled Saucy Jack. a 
//mixed by Devin Strecker 
written & photographed 
by J enny Cheney// 
more convent ional band that 
p layed everything from Jimi 
Hendrix to Weezer. 
Heinrichs enjoyed music with a 
little political content. 
Heinrichs said, "!like music that 
says more than 'Sorry I broke up 
with you and can we get back to-
gether?'" 
Buffington cared more about 
sounds and rhythms rather than 
lyrics. 
He enjoys classical music; jazz; 
Led Zeppelin; Black Sabbath; Rush; 
and Creed. 
"I l ike classic rock. but I rea lly 
enjoy new rock and metal music," 
Buffington said. 
"I don't go out of my way to to 
hear new music. but I should. I 
Robert Rook, 
assistant professor 
of history; John 
Heinrichs, assistant 
professor of 
geosciences; and 
Gavin Buffington, 
assista.nt professor 
of physics; practice 
together in a rock 
band. The trio 
didn't petform any 
concer·ts; they only 
played for their 
own enjoyment. 
hate synthetic. overproduced pop 
music that is designed for a mass 
audience," Heinrichs said. 
HewasinfluencedbyBobDylan; 
Yes; Moody Blues; Talking Heads; 
Dead Kennedy's; Garbage; Hole; 
Black Sabbath; and everything from 
big bands to country. 
Heinrichsenjoyedplayingcover 
songs but had bigger aspirations. 
"I love creating new music and 
would like to move into completing 
moreoriginal songs," Heinrichssaid. 
"Yes:· Buffington agreed. "we 
would l ike to chal lenge ourselves 
more." 
According to Heinrichs, "Where 
we go from here depends on 
people. time. and what makes us 
feel good." 
-
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'1 hate 
syntheti~ 
ovemroduced 
. pop musiC 
that~ 
designed 
fora 
mass 
audience." 
-JOHN HEINRICH~ 
ASSIS1'ANT PROFESSOR 
OF GEOSCIENCES 
• 
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MEMBERS OF PRE-lAW SOCIETY MEET 
SUPREME COURT JUSTICE CLARENCE 1HOMAS 
Tim Graham, alina senior; Molly Bircher, Ellsworth senior; Andrew Keenan, 1 ess City junior; Jason Peters, Hays junior; Clarence Tlwmas. U. 
Supreme Court }u$tice; halo Bannister. assistant professor of political science; 01ul /l(wnon Cline, Gctrfield junior. 
ventY three 
"This [going to Topeka and meeting Thomas I was what a 
field trip should always be like. The Students really brought 
back good information and experiences with them." 
-Shala Bannister, assistant professor of political science 
Rocketing food prices drove out the tantalizing dreams of 
two-inch steaks and replaced them with macaroni & cheese. 
Beef and pork prices rose by dimes and quarters almost 
overnight A little town in New York state mailed the White 
House 100 peanut butter sandwiches to emphasis their 
meat boycott. -From the 1973 Revei lie 
-
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Complete with cheesy music and 
colored flashing lights. the Wiest Mar-
ket Cafe was transformed into the set 
of a game show last night. Think Fast 
was a multimedia trivia game from the 
Paradigm Entertainment Group , 
brought to campus by the University 
Activities Board. 
Despite the snow and slush. more 
than 60 people attended the event. 
Miles tea rns. Courtland ji·eshman . answers 
a guest ion on Ir is way to winning 'fhirll.: Fast. 
"If the weather hadn't been so bad, I 
think more people would have shown 
up," Heather Ney. Hanston senior and 
UAB president. said. "But the people 
that were here had a lot of fun." 
Fifteen teams of students competed 
during the two rounds of multiple 
choice questions . The questions 
ranged from history to pop cu lture. 
and even one question about FHSU. 
One winner from each of the top four 
teams each round went on to compete 
in the two speed rounds. 
In the first speed round, Miles 
Stearns. Courtland freshman, was vic-
torious over opponents John Peterson, 
Rose Hill junior; Matt Owens, Scott 
City freshman; and David Martinez. 
McPherson junior. 
Nick Krehbiel, Pratt junior, was the 
winner of the second 
round. 
Krehb iel and · 
Stearns went on to the 
final round. along 
with two wild card 
contestants who were 
later eliminated . The 
final four lineup in-
cluded Owens and 
Xavier Lambercy, 
Switzerland junior. 
Stearns was the 
first contestant in the 
final round to break 
I 00 points. thus win-
ning the game show 
for his team. which 
included Jesse 
Shaver. Schoenchen 
junior; Matt Brown. 
Pratt senior; and 
Steven Rust, Phillipsburg freshman. 
"The competit ion was a lot tougher 
than we were hoping," Stearns said. 
"We had an early lead. but they caught 
up to us. so when we finally won. i t was 
a relief." 
The team won $200 cash for their 
triumph. 
Wi th the money, the team decided 
they wou ld ''d isperse it evenly and go 
out and party," according to Stearns. 
freshman: 
Matt Brown, 
Pratt senior; 
Ctnd teuen 
Hust , 
Phillipsbttrg 
freshman; 
were the 
winners of 
the 1'l1 ink 
Fast game 
show. 
5 March. Sun. The Sigma Tau Delta's were returning 
from the 2a:D Alpha lntemational Convention in Savan-
nah, Georgia. The Leadership Studies Association re-
turned home from the Kansas Leadership Forum Conven-
tion that was held in Topeka. 
6 March, Man. A southeast Kansas person won the 
biggest lottery prize in state history. A whooping $50 million 
from Powerball jackpot is what they will claim, even after 
splitting ~three ways. There were three winning tickets sold 
in the multi-state game played in 20 states of the District 
of Columbia. 
- A study indicates that over-the-counter medicines used 
- by millions of hay fever sufferers may affect a person's 
driving ability more than alcohol. More than 39 million 
Americans suffer from hay fever and allergies and 4.8 
million take prescription drugs. Most go without tireatment 
and take over-the-counter medication. 
7 March. Tues. Lisa Spellman broke the finish line 
-) r 
Kris Hart 
and flipped her pancake for a winning time of 63.3 seconds in 
the annual Sllrone Tuesday pancake race with Olney, England. 
- Insurance premiums are consistently rising due to 
uninsured motorists. This prompted the 1999 Kansas 
Legislature to require every vehicle owner to provide proof of 
insurance to obtain legal tags with every new vehicle registra-
tion or renewal. 
-The first group of U.S. troops were sent to Mozambique 
to join flood-relief efforts. Ongoing flooding in the South 
African nation has left nearly one million people homeless and 
without food. 
- Friday the Lady Tigers concluded their super season with 
a loss to Kearney, Nebraska in the RMAC winter basketball 
tournament. The Ladies posted a 17-11 record on the year 
after falling to the Lopers 68-89. 
8 March. Wed. A tomado touched down near Milwal.l-
kee, Wisconsin 's severe storms moved through the state. The 
c~ is cleaning up after being h~ by the high winds and hail. 
RMAC 
Shaun.a Porter, Glen Elder,jttnior looks down 
court.for her teammates as she d ribbles her way 
to the basket. 
Maisha Prewitt, Newton junior, moves to stay 
on top o,fher opponent to keep her from driving 
closer to the bucket. 
-
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Kris Hart 
.~ 
r 
Men An Women iS AU lfArni 
ReA(k fot tke C'o~Js 
As high as the clouds is where the 
Fort Hays State University men's and 
women's basketball teams wanted to 
be at the end of their seasons. They did 
end up physically as high as the clouds 
as the Rocky Mountain Athletic Confer-
ence Mile High Shootout was held in 
Denver. Colo .. February 29. 
The Tiger men finished their regu lar 
season with a 12-7 RMAC record to earn 
a fifth seed in the Mile High Shootout. 
At fifth seed, they drew a first round 
game against fourth seeded University 
of Nebraska-Kearney. The Tigers ended 
up taking a rough seven-point loss to 
UN K to be knocked out of post-season 
play. The final score of 87-80 didn't 
reveal the Tigers legitimate attempt to 
advance further in the tournament. In 
fact. UNKdefeated the Tigers twice ear-
lier in the season by less than five points 
both times. In January the Tigers were 
defeated by a mere two points. and in 
February by four points. With this sea-
son-ending loss to UNK, the Tigers de-
scended back to Hays at least for this 
year. 
The Lady Tigers managed to con-
tinue climbing higher into the clouds 
with a first round win over New Mexico 
Highlands University in the Mile High 
Shootout. The Lady Tigers finished the 
regular season with a 13-6 record for a 
fourth seed in the tournament. and de-
feated NMHU, 88-75, in the first round. 
"The first half was indicative of the 
whole game." Tom Mahon. head coach. 
said. "We had our bodies out in front, 
and we didn't foul much." 
After ascending one rung on the 
RMAC ladder. the Lady Tigers faced 
number one seed UNK in the second 
round. Unfortunately, UNKknockedthe 
LadyTigers back down from the clouds, 
89-68. 
"To lose to them was hard, especially 
on a neutral court." Shauna Porter. Glen 
Elder junior. said. "Wethoughtwecould 
beat them en a neutra 1 court." 
Porter scored enough points leading 
the Lady Tigers throughout the season 
to enter the top ten scoring 1 ist and 
move her way to fifth place as a junior. 
The Lady Tigers will return the entire 
team next season. i 
UNK finished the Mile High Shootout 
as champions of the women's tourna-
ment; Metropolitan State Un iversitywas 
the champion team of the men's tour-
nament. 
-
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They went to Dallas with 
itars. drums. amps and a 
t of dreams. After years of 
laying together as a band. 
e Hays natives. collectively 
own as GRYN, got what 
eywereafter:a record deal. 
GRYN, a hardcore/metal 
and. released its first al-
bum in 1995, t itled "Capital 
unishment." Since then . it 
as gained a strong follow-
gin Hays and throughout 
e midwest. and later. in 
Da lias area. Before relo-
ing to Texas. the group 
- leased two E.P.s. " 16 
ytitches" and "Progression 
f Aggression." 
"We went as far as we 
uld in Kansas." Jason 
alters. guitarist. said. "We 
layed all the clubs and 
sold CDs out of all the 
~cord stores. We didn't 
lflnow what else to do. so 
e checked out a few dif-
rent cities and decided 
at Dallas was the best 
lace for us all the time." 
Along with Walters. the 
and consisted of Brett 
. raight (vocals). Ben Bun-
er (guitar/vocals). Shawn 
ormandin (bass). and lacy 
cCann (drums). The band 
as finally rewarded for its 
rsistence on February 25 
hen it officially signed to 
st Beat Records. 
The band had been 
scouted by Last Beat's Chris 
Paluska, who helped the 
band get signed. 
"Chris hooked us up," 
McCann said. "He pushed 
and pulled for us." 
The members of GRYN 
had built a relationship with 
the labe l over several 
months before signing the 
contract 
"It's for su re a two-al-
bum deal, maybe three de-
pending on how the first 
album does. It all depends 
on how hard we push," 
McCann said. 
GRYN went to the stu-
dios at Last Beat in early 
March to record its label 
debut. Our New Earth. The 
band teamed up with Last 
Beat's head engineer. Ben 
Yeager, to produce the al-
bum. which they began mix-
ing in early May. 
According to Paluska. "It's 
very clear that it is GRYN, 
but on a whole new level. 
They have successfully 
raised the bar several 
notches.·· 
"I definitely think it's the 
best materia I we've written,·· 
Straight said. "It's very ag-
gressive. very powerfu I.Jt' sa 
cross between love and hate. 
It's deeper than most metal 
that's out there." 
Our New Earth was set 
to be released in june and 
was to contain 1 Otracks. The 
band would then tour the 
midwest to promote the 
record through the summer 
and would end up in Guate-
mala in August. 
Why Guatemala? 
"LastOctober.aguycame 
through listening to bands." 
Straight said. "Out of all the 
bands he listened to. he 
chose us and another Dallas 
band. Slow Roosevelt. It's 
just going to be one show. 
but we could make between 
$3-$5 thousand." 
For Straight, the oppor-
tun ity to p lay in Centra l 
America was especially sig-
nificant. "Some of the lyrics 
I've been writing lately have 
a lot to do with the Toltec 
Indian tribe . Ironically 
enough. that's where they're 
from. So it wil l be interest-
ing to see their roots," 
Straight said. 
"To our fans back home 
in Hays. I want to thank 
them for being patient and 
sticking with us." McCann 
said. "A lot of our goals 
and dreams from back 
when we started out are 
coming true. When our 
fans who have waited to 
hear the album finally do. 
they won't regret it." 
N ational Football League. For many footba ll players. these three words symbolized more than a goal; it was a 
dream they dedicated the ir lives to. 
Clay Scan lon. WaKeeney senior. was about 
to touch that dream before leaving the un iver-
sity. The Tiger p layer signed a free agent con-
t ract with the Washington Redskins. 
"I signed a two-year 
contract," Scanlon said. 
"Bas ically, it doesn't 
matter if I am drafted or 
not. J wi II take part in the 
Redskins tra ining camp 
and comedown to make 
the roster. It means I will 
also get an additional 
bonus." 
The Redski ns were not 
theonlyteam interested in Scan lon's abi l ities. 
"I also received a dea l from the Kansas City 
Chiefs." Scan lon said. "New Orleans was inter-
ested. but I had to look at this as a kind of 
business proposition. 1 had to choose the 
proposition where I thought l wou ld have the 
best chances and fit into the best system. Th is 
was a chance to get the best opportunities 
with a good team. The Washington Redskins is 
the best choice for me." 
Scanlon came to Fort Hays State University 
after high school and p layed fou r years for the 
Tigers football team. 
//written by Devin Stt·ecker// 
"As a jun ior. 1 could see people coming to 
film me," Scan lon said. "I received some calls 
as far as that. The fact I went to the Snow Ball 
helped me to be really noticed because all 
·-
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' kinds of people were watching the games. I had a 
good showing out there." 
Being noticed in the football business was not 
easy. but Scanlon rea lly enjoyed his favorite 
·sport. 
"In football, you have the stress built up on 
everything and on every way," Scanlon said. "For 
me. football is a big chess game with human 
beings. It is a big strat-
egy cha llenge. This is 
the reason I am en-
joying it. I don't know 
how much longer I 
can do it. but it's a 
great game." 
Besides playing 
football. Scanlon 
didn't forget univer-
sity requirements. 
"For me, university requirements 
are part of footbal l ," Scanlon said. 
"It is very important to have priori-
, ties. Some guys have trouble han-
dling this situation. I got my de-
gree in agricultural business in De-
cember and I have already graduated. 
~M-y first priority was to get an education 
because football allowed me to have ac-
-cess to the university. Basically, you are in a 
university to get a degree. Whateveryourdream 
is. you have to remember to get an education. To 
play footba ll on a professional team was in the 
back cornerfor me. l_didn't really consider that as 
an option before. Right now. all I want to do is 
make the team. I don't like to look on the long 
term. I prefer to take life day by day." 
-
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It was a week of fun; a week of unity, 
and a week of recognition . It was Greek 
Week. All the social Greeks from Alpha 
Gamma Delta. Delta Zeta, Sigma Alpha 
Epsi I on, Sigma Chi. Sigma Sigma Sigma 
and Tau Kappa Epsilon gathered every 
day during the week of March 13-16 to 
promote Greek unity at the university. 
"The purpose of Greek Week is for 
members of the Greek community to 
join in togetherness and to promote 
Greek spirit across Fort Hays State 
Universiy, " said Sarah Befort , 
Panhellenic Adviser. "It also serves to 
show other students at Fort Hays State 
who are not Greek a picture of their 
excitement of Greek l ife." 
The highlight of the week was the 
Scholarship Awards Banquet. which was 
held on Tuesday Mar. 14. 
Many Greeks and their chapters were 
recognized at the banquet. Mel issa 
Weaver, Overland Park senior of DZ was 
named Senior Greek Woman of the year 
and TKE Kevin Ruda. Atwood senior 
became Senior Greek Man of the year. 
DZ Sarah Brown, Topeka junior was 
named Greek Woman of the year and 
Sigma Chi, Justin Precht became Senior 
Greek Man of the Year. 
"I was very greatful to be named Greek 
Man of the Year. Fort Hays State and the 
Greek system provide an individual with 
a vast amount of oportunities and en-
courage others to grasp hold of those 
opportunites," sa id Precht. 
DZ received the Phi lanth ropy 
Achievment Award for sororities. AGD 
won the award for the highest grade 
point average among the sororities and 
·-
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dennis edson 
the highestGPAfor new members award. 
The TKE's won the intramurals award · 
Sigma Chi's won the philanthropy award 
among fraternities . SAE won the h igh-
est GPA Award for actives, new mem-
bers, and overall. 
"I was quite surprised by it. I knew we 
would receive the active GPA, but the 
other two were amazing. We have all 
worked hard the past year to secure 
them and tried to focus our rush on men 
who had proven they could get the job 
done in the classroom., " said SAE presi-
dent, Richard Shanahan, Axtell. NE 
sophomore. 
"I think this year with the high atten-
dance of the banquet it showed a strong 
spirit committed to the Greek commu-
nity at Fort Hays State University," Befort 
said. 
-
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TKE 
Playing somefoosball in the 
University Activities Board 
Recrecttion Center. Tau 
Kappa Epsilon brothers 
Brandon Cctrr, Oberlin 
sophomore and Kevin Ruda, 
Atwood senior enjoyed 
spending time with members 
of the Greek community at 
the university during Greek 
Week. This week gave many 
Greeks the opportunity to get 
to know one another. 
t patr·ck1 
.. May those that love us. love us. And those that 
don't love us ... mayGod tum their hearts. And if He 
doesn't tum their hearts, may he turn their ankles 
so we'll know them by their limping." 
This gaelic blessing was a reminder that St. 
Patrick's Day was coming soon. 
On Thursday, March 16, a celebration of Irish 
music took place in BeaclvSchmidt Performing 
Arts Center at 8 p.m. According to Ragar Moore, 
interim chair of the music department and director 
of choral activities, 'The presentation is a collage of 
Irish music, readings. and Tomfoolery designed to 
usher in the time of year when everyone is Irish ... " 
The concert kicked off with "Danny Boy:" "Be-
lieve Me If All Those;" and Endearing Young 
Charms" (arranged by Chris Potter). featuring the 
vocals of Moore and flute by Rhonda Johnson. 
instructor in the teacher education department. 
COnCert //wl'itten by J enny Cheney// 
and Barbara Robinson, instructor in the music de-
partment. 
Then several numbers were performed by the 
Fort Hays Singers. 
"Ashokan'sFarewell"byJayUngarwasperformedby 
Johnson on flute and Byrne II Agler, maestro. on piano. 
'The Isle of lnnisfree:· arranged by Colin F1eming 
and Keith Gettyand"Appalacian Round-Up." by Phil 
Coulter were performed by Figler and Robinson. 
After the intermission. Moore and Johnson per-
formed 'Three Irish Folk Song Setting" by John 
Corigliano. which included 'The Sallery Gardens:" 
'The Foggy Dew:" and "She Moved Through the Fair." 
Then, Figler discussed Nocturnes and the Irish 
connection and played "Nocturne in B-flar· by John 
Field and "Nocturne in D-flat. opus 27. no. 2" by 
Charles Chopin. 
Michael Slatter, Irishman and instructor in the 
--
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education and administration department. recited 
readings from Ireland. 
Then, F'igler and Wichael performed 'Thy Dark 
Eyes to Mine" and 'The Lament of Jan the Proud" 
from 'Three Poems by Fiona Mcleod. arranged by 
Charles Griffes." 
Finally. to close the program. the Fort Hays 
Singers performed "A Gaelic Blessing" by Daniel 
Gawthrop and "Quick, We Have But A Second" 
arranged by Charles V. Stanford. 
The concert benefitted those students who were 
planning on going to Ireland in May. "' ~ 
According to Moore. "As 50 students from the 
FHSU choral program prepare to go on a concert 
tour of Ireland this May, they hope that this concert 
will help raise an awareness of their cultural en-
deavor by bringing a bit of the Emerald Isle to you 
through music and poetry." 
Popular t radition claims that St. Patrick drove the snakes out of Ireland. 
Unfortunately, as with many tradi-
tions, it's hard to prove. The story of 
Patrick's life is hard enough to pin down, 
with or without the snakes. 
Most legends claim that he was a 
Scot who was sold into slavery in Ire-
land. He eventual ly escaped from Ire-
land to continental Europe, where he 
was ordained as a deacon. and eventu-
ally as a priest. The Pope thus sent him 
back to Ireland to teach the gospel. 
Then his history gets really odd. 
Apparently, Patrick is credited with 
ra ising people from the dead, along-
side with the casting out of snakes. 
Even how he cast out the snakes is 
disputed. Some say he cast them into 
the sea with a wooden stake; others say 
he gave a powerful sermon that drove 
them out. 
Patrick died on March 17, A.D. 463, 
which was then ever known as St. 
Patrick's Day. Originally, it was a Catho-
lie holy day, but over time it's become 
more relaxed, and prone to fun . 
The shamrock, for instance, was a 
symbol that Patrick used to describe 
the Holy Trinity, and how three sepa-
rate beings could be part of one. Now, 
it's a happy Irish symbol that people 
wear on St. Patrick's Day. 
That wasn't the only green this yea r, 
however. 
Various area bars and hangouts. such 
as G Willikers, 507 W 7, and Sip 'N Spin, 
209 W I 0, offered green beer, a famous 
Patty's Day treat. 
"There was ereen beer, green 
margaritas, Guinness, and a Leprechaun 
sa ndwich," Rose Frame, a waitress at G 
Willikers. said. 
"We decorated everything up, and 
gave out hats and tee-shirts, had green 
beer and different green drinks. We gave 
out a ton of stuff. including beads and 
stuff like that. " Eric Schuette, the man-
ager of Sip 'N Spin , said. 
St. Patrick, the patron sa int of Ire-
land, would have been proud. 
//writtt·n by Laut·a Pntte t· 
mixed hy Clu·istina Gillman// 
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Spring break came and went. but some university students were wishing they were still enjoying their vacation in whatever 
location theychoseth isyear. Some of the popu-
lar spots included: South Padre Island, Cancun. 
Mexico, Texas. Colorado and, of course, home 
to the parents. wherever that may have been. 
The Hays travel agencies said that they helped 
a number of students make their travel plans for 
spring break. Most of the usual hot spots men-
tioned above were the ones students traveled 
to. according to David Schneider of Hays Travel 
and Tours. 1305 Main. 
"There are so many spots al l over. We had 
some got to a resort in Mexico like Cancun; we · 
did several in Colorado." Schneider said. "It 
leans more toward the price one can afford 
rather than where the TV cameras are going to 
be." 
Georgi anna Moore, owner of Mooretours In-
ternational, Inc .. 132 W. Ninth St.. said that they 
had quite a few students that went to Mexico. 
and that Padre Island was always a popu lar 
place to go. She also thought that many of the 
students in Hays tried to save money by just 
driving to Colorado. 
"A lot of them go skiing. From here they don't 
fly; it's much more cost effective," Moore said. 
Some students. however, didn't use a travel 
agency to plan their spring break fun. A group of 
At a beach on Pctdre lsla.nd, Texas , t·wo teenage females 
confront a Nueces Connty police officer after he had 
issued et ticJ..·et on their vehicle for (L pctrking violation. 
Lcuv enforcement officials were 011 the prowl all through-
OILt the nation during the spring break season. 
-
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females decided to head out to 
absorb some of the tourist attractions 
neighboring state. 
"It was fun learning that beer has 90 percent 
water in it," Sara Burghart, Wright senior, said. 
This tidbit of information was just one thing 
Burghart learned on her trip to Colorado. She 
and three friends visited Fort Collins. Denver. 
Golden. Blackhawk and Estes Park. Burghart 
and her friends managed to take in an Ava-
lanche professional hockey game. the Coors 
and Budweiser breweries. a casino. shopping 
and some nature in five days. 
They agreed that the best part of the t rip was 
the Avalanche hockey game. They said they 
hadn't really been planning on going to Colo-
rado. but that they ended up going their mainly 
to see the game. 
"We wanted to see an Avalanche game. and 
that was the best part even though they lost," 
Karianne Hahn. Yuma . Colo .. senior. said. 
Last but not least, many students used the 
week-long break to go home and relax with 
family and friends. Some used the break to earn 
n:_oney by working at home or staying in Hays at 
~.their regular jobs . 
. ~ " I stayed to help the Specia l Olympics, and 
- then I went home and spent the rest of my 
time shopping," Jenny Shults. Goddard fresh-
man. sa id. 
Above right: San Ant.onio, Texas, was a. popular spring 
break location for many families and college students 
alike. Right: Brandon trecker, flays resident, and 
rCourtney Paulsen, coordinator oft he office ofmulitcultural 
affairs , are attacked by seagulls on Padre Island. 
/ 
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devin strecker 
Along with the Internet. many 
new tech nologica I advancements 
were made recently. One such 
technology was MP3. a new form 
of digital media that could be 
used to transfer CD quality audio 
files over the Internet. Out of 
severa I common formats of com-
pressed music files on the 
Internet. M P3 was the most popu-
lar as well as being the most 
notorious from a legal stand-
point. 
Two of the driving forces be-
hind the M P3 revo lution were 
on line companies. MP3.com and 
Napster.com (or Macster.com for 
the Macintosh format). MP3.com 
was a central headquarters on 
the Internet for surfers in search 
of digital music. On MP3.com. 
anyone could register for a free 
account. where they could "beam 
up" copies of their own CO's to 
the Internet, so that they could 
access them on any computer 
that was connected to the 
Internet. This posed several le-
gal questions regarding copy-
right. 
Equally, if not more legally 
questionable was Napster.com. 
which was a web site connecting 
users al l over the world and their 
music collections. Using the 
search tool. one could download 
any MP3 file located on the hard 
drive of any other user who was 
online at the same time free of 
charge. 
"I haven't used MP3's yet. but 
I'm going to real soon," Sonya 
Norris. Hays senior, said. "I just 
got WinAmpTM for my computer. 
so I'm going to be downloading 
them left and right soon." 
Computer users who took ad-
vantage of web sites with MP3's 
could down load them and burn 
them directly onto a CD. thus 
getting free music. Because of 
thi s. many people in the music 
industry wanted to see MP3's 
banned. Additionally , some uni-
versities were suffering from over-
loaded Internet lines due to the 
demand of MP3's. At the Univer-
sity of Southern California. ad-
ministrators ca lled a meeting to 
request students not use the ser-
vice so frequent ly. At other uni-
versities. such as Bucknell and 
Indiana University , off icials 
blocked students from using 
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campus computers to access 
Napster. 
"I don't like MP3's,l don't think 
they sound as good burned onto 
a CD as the real CO's sound." 
Stephen Kency. Salina senior. 
said. "''d rather just buy the real 
CD. Also. I don't think it's right 
because the artists don't get the 
money fo r their work when 
people download MP3's." 
The Recording Industry Asso-
ciation of America ( RIAA) re-
sponded with lawsuits slapped 
against both Napster and 
MP3.com. as well as Diamond 
Multimedia, a company that 
manufactured a portable MP3 
player called Rio. similar to a 
Walkman. 
Despite the legal crackdown 
on the MP3 revolution . the me-
dium was popular on campus 
and the world over. Many music 
fans had high hopes for the for-
mat. as some had even suggested 
that it may someday be the digi-
tal media of choice for music 
listeners and purchasers. 
"I think they're great." Mike 
McKenna. Russell senior sa id. 
'Tm all about MP3's." 
ence Championships which began Fnday and 
continued through Saturday at the University of 
Nebraska-Kearney. Senior heavywe1ght Keith 
Blaske and 133-pound junior Chas Thompson 
both posted 3-0 records in the tournament for 
f1rst place. Sen1or T revel! Smittick went 3-1 to 
take thwd at 197 pounds. 
26 February, Sat. ·The T1gers wrapped up 
the1r indoor track and f1eld season w1th a very 
successful showing at the Rocky Mounta1n Ath· 
le~c Conference meet. Lead1ng the way w1th a 
double w1n was Mike Applehans. Hill City fresh-
man. winning the 55 meter dash with a ~me of 
6:30 and the 200 meter dash with an RMAC 
record time of 21:91. Many other first place 
finishes were taken home by the Tigers. including 
L1sa Davies. McPherson senior, w1nning the 
women's pole vault and breaking both Fort Hays 
State University records and the RMAC mark with 
a vault of 1 0'8". Other golds were won by Chad 
Mann1ng. Norton senior. in the men's shotput 
w1th athrow of 56'2.25". Janet Eck. Goddard 
senior. took the gold in the women's h1gh jump 
with a mark of 5'5 3/4. Also taking gold was Jay 
S1mpson. Ransom senior. in the men's pole vault 
wrth a mark of 15T which was also a NCAA 
prov1sional mark. 
//mix<'d by Rehecea BLocksome 
wl'itten hy Devin Str ecket·// 
~~~~~~ 
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Ga.rdu,ating sttulents ofPI-ISU wait to receive their diplomas. 
.. 
·-
" .. ' 
2000 GRADUATES 
COMMENCEMENT 
dennis edson 
Many people think that what we go through is harder than what 
generations before us have endured. Though we do have more 
crime. more poverty and more choices in the world. we have 
never had to go to war. or been through a famine. We must give 
thanks for what we have, and learn from what others have 
learned before us. -The staff of the 2000 Reveille 
"Youth on campus and youth at war ... Study, Fight, 
Work with a vision of a New Horizon and the 
promiseof a new world." 
- From the 1945 Reveille 
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There was a new face on campus as 
of Spring 2000. and lucky for this guy, 
he's not required to take any math 
classes. 
Fort Hays State unveiled its first-
ever one-of-a-kind, "offici a I" Tiger mas-
cot Apri l 3, during a short ceremony at 
the Sternberg Museum of Natural His-
tory. 
"A University Integrated Marketing 
Comr:nittee has been in existence for 
approximately two years at FHSU. after 
a new look for 
the university 
having been charged by President 
Hammond to develop a more coordi-
nated identity for the university," said 
Mary Ridgway, University Art Director 
and Assistant Licensing Manager, "He 
wanted us to be send ing the same mes-
sage out into the community." 
One of the problems causing the 
need for the new tiger was that the mark 
or logo that was being used was a piece 
of clip art that anybody in the world 
could use. It wasn't just the university 
·-
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tiger. And there have been many, many 
tigers used over the course of the 98-99 
years that the university has existed. It 
was finally decided that there really 
should be only one tiger. 
The committee decided that for a 
uniform message they wanted to ap-
proach the mascot sign the same way 
KU or K-State had done it. .. by having 
only one tiger symbol used for all Fort 
Hays. 
As creator of the "new tiger," Mary 
went through approximately 50 differ-
em tiger designs. 
, , " I wou ld do 20 or more designs, 
t11'en I'd take them to the committee so 
f hey cou ld be crit iqued. Then I would 
go revise the designs. Once they were 
resubmitted, the committee took the 
designs out into the community to do 
some market research. We got input on 
the tigers from residents and merchants 
iJl the Hays community, in addition to 
F'HSU student and facu lty. 
E';l.:citeclfor the mascot 's new look, Mary 
Riclgwa.y therw i.versity art director 
poses with the new mascot at his un-
veiling. The mascot was modeled after 
the new w~iversity masoct logo. This 
was the first time the universit:)' fwd a.n 
official logo. 
After a tiger was agreed upon by the 
committee, their decision was sent on 
the President Hammond and he gave 
the go ahead to make it official. 
Once it was officia l it was time for 
its unvei ling. The univeil ing took 
p lace Apri l 3 in the Seibel Lobby of 
the university's Sternberg Museum 
of Natura l History. At the unveiling 
Hammond, cut a ribbon during the 
ce remony to reveal an 8-foot-
squarebanner containing the new 
- · 
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Tiger. just before the unveil ing, a 
sampling of the old Tigers was dis-
played. Also, the cheerleaders helped 
introduced a new Tiger mascot cos-
tume for the occasion. 
To make sure that t he new logo 
was avai lab le on products immedi-
ately after the u nvei I i ng, the Office 
of University Relations provided the 
new image in February to al l licensed 
vendors of university merchand ise 
and to some un iversity depa rtments. 
7 April. Fri. Past issues of the Leader covered 
sexual1ssues and 1t generated a large response-on and 
off campus. Some readers wondered whether 1t l'las 
appropr1ate for the Leader to deal w1th sex 
- Soila Bencomo. Ulysess junior became an aunt. Her 
twin sister Soma Bencomo had a baby boy. Javin 
Bencomo. Soila said. "It's just really amaz1ng how a 
child is brought into this world [it was amazing watch-
ing h1m be born]. Since I'm her twin I almost felt 
everything she went through. I will spo1l h1m rotten.· 
8 April. Sat. The women of Sigma S1gma Sigma 
held the1r sprmg formal at the Holiday Inn, 3603 V1ne 
Street. 
Tri Sigma VICe-president. Penny Lamb. W1ch1ta sen1or. 
said. ·our spnng formal was a fun time for me. Th1s 
was the best Sigma formal I've been to yet. I really 
enjoyed the game the OJ had my date and I partiCipate 
Rycw Wasinger , Russell senior, left. is con-
gratulated by Brett- Powell, Salitw juni.or , 
after hitting Ct homerun. The Tiger men won 
nine games of ten played ove1· spring brectk 
while the Lady 't iger softball team stmggled 
with rrtinouts. 
The Fort llays Tigers swept a doubleheader 
from Central Christi-an College ofMcPilerson. 
FHSU won the first gam, 12-0, and the second 
game, 27-4. The Tigers travel to Colden, Colo .. 
to play Colorado School of Mines for a four 
ga.me series this 1veekend, before returning to 
start the RMAC tournament May 11 at La.rks 
Park. 
in with the other T r1 S1gmas and thew dates. 
9 April, Sun. Project Amen Corps k1cked off. Apr1l8th 
through April 15th Amer1Corps Pro1ectSERV IS promot-
Ing service to others through volunteer1sm. They bel1eve 
th1s helps keep the commun1ty strong. 
- Campus mm1str1es presents Jesus Week along w1th a 
week full of spec1al events. Dave Roever, spoke at Felten 
Middle School at 7 p.m. 
1 0 April, Man. The Tiger Golf team finished 12th 
place at the Colorado Mines Invitational, April1 0-11. with 
a team score of 674. 
- In celebrat1on of Jesus Week. there was a carn1val on 
the front lawn of Agnew: Pillar performed live m McMmdes 
east I1V1ng room. 
- UAB presented the hands-on LIVE Reptlie and Amph1b-
1an Program-HEAPS ALIVE'-1n the TV lounge of the Memo-
rial Union. 
--
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11 April, Tues. For Jesus Week campus m1n1stnes 
served bwthday cake m the Quad plus there was a speaker 
w1th the Roever Outreach on the front lawn of Agnew. 
- Intramural racquetball tournament was held. 
1 2 April, Wed. Student Government Association 
elect1ons were held in the Memor1al Un1on April12-13th. 
Positions voted on included student body president/vice-
president and senators from academic areas. 
-Campus ministries continued to celebrate Jesus Week 
by settmg up Outreach tables around campus. Dave 
Roever spoke at Gross Memonal Coliseum. Jesus Week 
actiVItieS ended April 17th 
- Three presentations and a moderated panel sess1on 
were presented on genoc1de. "Holocaust Remember·ed 
and Holocaust Denied Genocrde 1n the Twentreth Cen-
tury", rn the Sunflower Theatre of the Memorral Union. 
The event was free and open to the public. 
First baseman Kristen Kelley, Wichita senior, is tagged 0 1t1 
sliding into !tome. Shejump-started the action with adouble in 
tltefirst inning of the second game against Washburn Univer-
sity on Friday, March 30. 
Regina Taylor, Colby senior, lets loose with a. 
129' tho t eu rned her second place in the home 
clay, April 19. 
- · 
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1 3 Apri l, Thu. -Jesse Shaver, Schoenchen JUnior. and Orlena 
Otero, McPherson JUnior. were elected as student body pres1dent 
and v1ce pres1dent for the 2000-2001 school year. Shaver and 
Otero ran unopposed on a platform of student empowerment and 
1ncreased mvolvement m the pol1tical process. 
1 4 Apri I, Fri. - The Lady T1ger softball team took a rough loss 
to Adams State College, end1ng up on the short s1de of an 8-13 score 
on a muddy f1e ld. The weekend 1mproved. however: they went on to 
w1n the next three games by scores of 7-6. 2-1 . and 9-0. The T1gers 
were coach by AthletiC Dwector Tom Spicer after 1ntenm head coach 
Monte Miller was ass1gned other duties withm the department 
15 April, Sat. - Leader and Reveille staff members were 
honored at the Kansas Associated Colleg1ate Press convent1on 1n 
W1ch1ta. The Leader rece1ved a bronze for overall four-year public 
newspaper and the Reveille rece1ved a sliver award m the yearbook 
category. Devin Strecker, Paradise senior, was honored as first 
runner-up in the newspaper division of the Collegiate Journalist of 
the Year competition: Stephanie Allen, Riley senior, was the second 
runner-up. Penny Lamb, Wichita junior, placed third 1n the yearbook 
diVISIOn . 
1 6 April, Sun. - The T1ger baseball team swept a four-game 
ser1es aga1nst Mesa State Un1versity over the weekend to capture 
a two-game lead 1n the RMAC standings. The T1gers won Fr1day n1ght 
by a score of 5-2 and Saturday by a score of 6-5 1n e1ght mn1ngs On 
Sunday. FHSU won the first game 5-4 m e1ght 1nnmgs. and 9-4 1n the 
f1nal game of the series. 
1 7 April, Man. - Pol1ce 1n full not gear used batons and pepper 
spray 1n the fwst use of force aga1nst protesters who gathered 1r. 
Wash1ngton to try stop a meeting of the World Bank and the 
International Monetary Fund. 
RlCJJT: Lisa Heath, assistant vice president of student affairs, and flerb Songer , v ice president ofswdent (~/Jctirs, 
present Daniel Stunkelwith the award f or Outstanding Member ofthetld:vanced Technology Student Organizntion ; 
he shared the atvarcl with David Stu.nkel and Matt Schamberger. BELOW, TOP: j .}. Deges a.nd Shala Bannister 
accept Mortar Board's awcu-dfor outstanding commtmity service from. Songer. MIDDLE: UA B members hug after 
being recognized fo r best program. BOTTOM: AT 0 members recei·ve their plaqu.efor most imp roved organization . 
beyond the classroom 
From the Accounting 
Club to the Wiest Hall 
Council many university 
students joined student or-
ganizations either to help 
with their careers or for rec-
reation . Many hours have 
been spent into all student 
organizations. 
It is because of the ef-
fort students put into these 
organizations that the Uni-
versity Activities Board 
wanted recognize members 
of these organizations as 
well as their accomplish-
ments. On April 18 UAB 
hosted the second annual 
Student Organizations 
Award Banquet. 
"I just think it's a good 
way to show student orga-
nizations do a lot of good 
things as far as the activi-
t ies and events they put 
on. It's a way to highlight 
individual members who 
were nominated as a way 
to get them in the limelight 
because I think student or-
ganizations don't get the 
credit they deserve." UAB 
President said Heather 
Ney. Hanston senior. 
Lisa Heath vice Presi-
dent forStudentAffai rsand 
Herb Songer. Vice Presi-
dent were the hosts of the 
event: they gave the pre-
sentation of the awards. 
29 organizations sub-
mitted nomination for their 
most outstanding member 
orin some cases members. 
From the nomination forms 
Heath was able say some-
thing little about all the 
recipients. 
After all of the Out 
Standing Member the 
award for Outstanding Ad-
visor was read. Nomina-
tions for this award were 
given too: Becky Kiser for 
International Radio Televi-
sion Society: Brent 
Spauld ing, National Agri -
Marketing Association Ad-
visor. Duane Shepherd. Ph i 
Epsilon Kappa Advisor: 
Heather Smith. Hispanic 
American Leadership Or-
-
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ganization Advisor: 
Howard Peters. Communi-
cation Club Advisor: Kevin 
Shaffer, Advance Technol-
ogy Student Organization 
Advisor: Lisa Heath. Stu- . 
dent Government Associa-
tion Advisor: Mary Newell, 
McMindes Hall Council 
Advisor: Ron Haag. Intra-
mural Advisor: Sarah 
Befort. Panhellenic Advi-
sor: and Tammy Wellbrock. 
Student Alumni Associa-
tion Advisor. 
Shafrer won for out-
standing Advisor. "Having 
a very active group (ATSO) 
made my role an enjoyable 
one. Working with the 
group to take on activity 
after activity and make a 
big success of each one was 
exciting and satisfying. One 
of the students joked that I 
wasagreatadvisorbecause 
I was wil li ng to drive the 
van. Wel l. I was willing to 
do that. but mostly I wanted 
to go on the field trips as 
much as the students did," 
Shaffer said. 
Mortar Board won the 
community service award 
for the many community 
service pro jects they did 
throughout the entire year. 
The group did at least one 
if not more than one ser-
vice project a month. The 
other nominees for this 
award was Alpha Kappa Psi 
for the Boy Scout Break-
fast. Custer Hall Council for 
-the Stuffed Animal Drive, 
-a'nd lntramurals for the 
13asketball Officials. 
For the Best Program 
Award there was a tie be-
tween SGA's On line Book 
Exchange and UAB's Sep-
tember Jam. The ot ~er 
nominees were: Account-
ing Club's Income Tax As-
sistance. AKP's Red Cross 
Blood Drive, Black Student 
Union's Black History 
Month. Delta Tau Alpha's 
Ag Quiz Bowl. lntramurals' 
Mud Volleyball Tourna-
ment, Residence Hall 
Association 's Welcome 
Back Bash. and UAB's Dr. 
Jack Levin Lecture. 
Nominees for the most 
improved o rgan ization 
were: Chri stian Challenge, 
Interfraternity Council. 
Leadership Studies Asso-
ciation. SPURS, and ATSO. 
ATSO won the award. 
"I think through strong 
dedication and high lead-
ershipwith a large group of 
determined team members 
we created a group that was 
deserving of most im-
proved organization of the 
year. We set out with the 
goals to promote the Infor-
mation Networking Tele-
communications Depart-
ment and to educate tele-
communication students 
and I feel that we succeeded 
with honors and due to the 
fact we had an organized 
plan the telecomm stu-
dents were attracted to this 
and we also doubled in 
size." sa id ATSO president. 
Matt Schamberger. 
Wakeeney senior. 
It was the Student Or-
ganization Committee who 
voted on each winner. 
Ney said there was 
more of a response to the 
reception this year for two 
reasons one being that 
more organiza tio ns sub-
mitted nominees and also 
because UAB invited each 
organization to attend in-
stead of just the people 
who were nominated. 
- · 
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ACCOUNTING CLUB Jennifer Leitner 
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY 
STUDENT ORGANIZATION Daniel Stunkel 
David Stunkel 
Matt Schamberger 
ALPHA KAPPA PSI Sabrina William 
ALPHA LAMDA DELTA Holly Kastle 
BLACK STUDENT UNION Tina Brackett 
BLOCK AND BRIDLE Eric Slagle 
CAMPUS RECREATION 
AND INTRAMURALS Ttravis Scheele 
COMMUNICATION CLUB Darren Murphy 
DELTA TAU ALPHA Mark Lubbers 
DELTA ZETA Lisa Conn 
DATA INFORMATION 
SYSTEMS CLUB Susan Nease 
HISPANIC-AMERICAN LEADERSHIP 
ORGANIZATION Luis Duran 
INTERFRATERNITY 
COUNCIL Ben Elpers 
INTERNATIONAL RADIO 
& TELEVISION SOCIETY Christina Gillman 
Penny Lamb 
John Peterson 
LEADERSHIP STUDIES 
ASSOCIATION LeAnn Dreher 
MCMINDES HALL 
MORTAR BOARD 
NATIONAL AGRI-
Amanda Kibbe 
Haley Baldwin 
Mindy Lies 
Allie Meiers 
MARKETING ASSOCIATION Brad Shank 
PAN HELLENIC COUNCIL Amber Carlson 
PHI EPSILON KAPPA Stephanie Shaffer 
PHI MU ALPHA SINFONIA Tyler North 
PI OMEGA PI Shanna Zimmerman 
SIGMA ALPHA IOTA Amanda Chadwick 
SIGMA TAU DELTA Melissa Scott 
SPURS Emily Pennington 
Mike Oiler 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT 
ASSOCIATION Daron Jamison 
Jesse Shaver 
STUDENT ALUMNI 
ASSOCIATION Renee Christensen 
UNIVERSITY 
ACTIVITIES BOARD Kelby Stenger 
WIEST HALL COUNCIL Jason Gibson 
The Tiger golf team spring season ended Tuesday. Apri I 18. at the 
District VII Spring Qualifier in Phoenix. Ariz. 
There were two other qualifying tournaments during the fall 
season. and the scores from those tournaments were combined 
with the scores from this one to decide which teams advanced. 
Taylor Trogstad, WaKeeney sophomore, said only the top three 
teams got to continue the season. 
"The top three teams go on and individually, only the top one 
gets to go on," Trogstad sa id. ··we had a chance to do decent." 
The Tigers finished in the Spring Qualifier in I I th place, with 321 
points accumulated from the top four FHSU competitors. 
Trogstad fin ished highest for the university, in 36th place. with a 
score of 77 the first day and 81 the second day of the tournament. 
Brett Nuemann, Ellis sophomore. finished 39th, shooting and 81 
the first day and 80 the second. 
"The next couple of years will be good because we are all 
freshman and sophomores,'' Trogstad said. "IThis year I we had a 
pretty young team." 
TEAM SCORE: 321, 11TH PLACE TEAM FINISH. 
TAYLOR TROGSTAD, WAKEENEY SOPHOMORE ...... .77, 81.. ................ 36TH PLACE 
BRETT NUEMANN, ELLIS SOPHOMORE ................. 81, 80 ......... ........ . 39rH PLACE 
JAYME MEDINA, SUBLETTE SENIOR ..................... 80, 84 .................. 45TH PLACE 
JOHAN BECK, LOVELAND, COLO., SOPHOMORE ... 83, 81.. ............... 45TH PlACEr. 
JASON KANAK, ATWOOD SENIOR ..................... 83, 82 ................. 47TH PLACE 
?000 Rmil'r , ---~'ll 
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The Lady Tiger Tenn is team offic ially be-
gan the spring season with a mix of snow 
and rain against Ba rton County Comm un ity 
College . 
With a 7-1 loss, Head Coach Brian Flax 
was satisfied. "We p layed better than we 
did at the end of our fall season. The end 
'score doesn't reflect t he competi t ion." He 
said the gir ls fought well, but cou ld not 
ult imately get the numbers on thei r side. 
At No. I singles, Nicole August i ne, 
Wa Keeney sophomore, lost to Ba rton 's Ki ley 
Metro , 6-4, 6-l . In duos, no. I Abby Rauhut, 
Wamego sophomore, and August ine lost to 
Metro and Burney 8-6. 
In the Lady Tiger's home opener against 
Hastings College, Neb. , the weather was 
ideal for tennis. Accord ing to Flax, "Be-
cause the weather was so n ice and i t's early 
in the season, we decided to play t wo out of 
three in doubles." 
Usually, on ly eight-game p ro-sets were 
p layed in doub les competition . 
No. 1 doub les , Rauhut and Augustine 
lost to Ka rmen Gran t and Amy Jurgenmeier 
6-0, 6-1 . 
1n the match against Colorado Christian 
University, the Tigers team lost 6-3. 
1 n-s i ngles at No. I . August ine lost to Natal ie 
~~tz in two sets of 64. Rauhut fell against 
) it I Adams 6-0. 6-l. 
-Head Coach Brian Flax said, "Abby played 
really solid in her second set. She played a 
lot better than a 6- 1 score shows." 
1n doubles , Augustine and Rauhut lost 8-3 
aga inst Adams and Milton . Accord ing to 
Flax. "Nicole and Abby played their best 
match to the day." 
FHSU FEU TO METROPOLITAN STATE, 7-2. 
NICOLE AUGUSTINE, WAKEENEY SOPHOMORE, WON BY DEFAULT 
ABBY RAUHUT, WAMEGO SOPHOMORE, DEFEATED 6-3, 6-0. 
MICHELLE GIES, TECUMSEH JUNIOR, DEFEATED 6-0, 6-0. 
lAuREN fRANK, ScoTT C1rv FRESHMAN, woN 6-2, 0-6, 1-0 (7) 
ANN McDANIEL, PARSONS FRESHMAN, DEFEATED 6-0, 6-3 
JAMI fROESTSCHNER, lARNED FRESHMAN, DEFEATED 6-4, 6-1 . 
La.uren Frank, Scott City f reshmcm, stares clown 
opponent before se1·ving the ball. 
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4 May, Thu. -The "Love Bug,·· a computer virus allegedly created 
by a student in the Philippines. bit hard, wreaking havoc on computers 
around the world. The virus spread through the Microsoft Outlook e-
mail program as an attachment titled 'ILOVEYOU." The virus only 
affected computers runn1ng the Microsoft Windows operating sys-
tem; UNIX and Macintosh machines were unaffected. 
5 May, Fri. - The University Activities Board hosted the Manhattan 
rock-and-roll trio Ultimate Fakebook at the Bijou. The show was a 
preview for the group's album "Th1s Will Be Laughing Week," released 
in June. 
- G. Williker's hosted a Cinco de Mayo party. 
- The Communication Club hosted a pig roast at the Municipal Park. 
A good time was had by all. 
6 May, Sat. -Finals madness officially began, with the first finals 
for College Algebra and other classes held on Saturday. 
The Fort Hays State Communications Club 
held their Third Annual Communication Club 
Daze later than usuaJ this year. But their: Wa.§. 
never any doubt that they would get ·t done. 
Because of everyone's involvement in other 
activities. there weren't as many actixritles 
planned as there were in the past. bu~ the 
ones tHat were scheduled were fun for every-
one involved. 
Wednesday, May 3, the club held their 
annual banquet and awards dinner, which 43 
attended. In addition to the members. the 
facu lty from the Communications Department 
and several of the university a..dministrators-
were invited and attended. 
The a\Wards g(ven out that night ranged 
from not-so-serious. suoh as the Platinum 
Award that went tro Sr:in Schesser for un-
equaled charging on the Comm umcations 
Club trip to Ch.iG:ago, to serious. Shaudel 
Northup. GoodJand junror. received the 
a ard for Outstanding New Member; club 
president Kristen Lindsten. St. Francis senior. 
was commended for her C>utst~m_ding Leader-
ship and Academic Achievement; anGI Kim-
berly Brown . Salina senior. was given the Top 
Guo Award for outstanding sales a11d 
fundwising achieVeliOent. The clu6 gave Dr 
WilUam (Blll Shamahan the award for Exoel-
lence in Teaching ana Advising. 
7 May, Sun. - The Tiger baseball team swept a double-header 
at Colorado School of Mines·to win the RMAC conference's regular 
season title and ensure the No. 1 seed and home-field advantage for 
the postseason tournament. 
8 May, Man . -Arizona Sen. John McCain formally withdrew from 
the Republican presidential race after a bitterly contested primary 
season. McCain endorsed frontrunner George W. Bush but asked not 
to be considered as a vice presidential candidate. 
9 May, T ue. - The Tiger men's track team won its first-ever 
RMAC title at the conference meet, after finishing second or third for 
the past nine years. The women's team also did surprisingly well, 
finishing second, JUSt eight points behind Adams State. FHSU coach 
Jim Krob was named Men's Coach of the Year. The Tigers reach<:d 
two new NCAA Division II provisional qualifying marks, hit six oth~r 
improved provisional marks and broke four school records. 
otr tke 
Communications 
Club pig roast 
Howard Peters. advisor for the Communica-
tions Club said "I have never advised a closer 
group of individuals; "-The members pulled 
together over the past yea~tand wolted hard. 
Theirs wi ll be a tough act to folloW'." 
Two dayS' later the club held their third 
ann ual pig (J:oast at the Hays Municipal Park. 
This year the theme was "Pork in the Park" and 
members sold 1.)90 shirts that were use<d as 
tickJ~ts to get into the event. 
'
1At one point I counted 179 people at the 
park. It turned,. outgreaJ considering we had 
appro}fimately 3 weeks to throw the whole 
thing togetner. We set a club record with 16 
sponsors and sold,: all of t he shirts within two 
w eeks time." Peters said. 
Cassandra Ormiston. Cunningham senior. 
went with a bunch of he.r friends to the park. "I 
had never been to a p ig roast before so I 
wasn't sure what to expect. We all had a great 
t ime though. The DJ played the best music. 
old and new. and after everyone started 
dancing midnight rol1edaround too soon. 
Afterwards, at the oar. it seem-ed like everyone 
was wearil'ilg the "Pork in the Park" T-shi rt." 
~eter alsG mentioned that community was 
a lot of help, because sorvre people bought T-
~h irts even though they nad pr)or engage~ 
r-Qents prevent~ng their atterdaQce at Hie 
eyent, including Congressman ltny Mor~n. 
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ACCOUNTING CLUB 23, 151, 178 
Ackerman, Bead 87 
Acuff, Kate 87 
Adams, Amy 81 
Adams, Ani 190 
Adams, Leah 176 
Adams, Paul 8 
Addelsee, Cat·olyu 105 
Adorante, Ashley 73, 93, 187, 189 
ADVANCE TECHNOLOGY STU-
DENT ORGANIZATION 14, 15, 62, 
63, 150, 151,178 
AGNEW HALL COUNCIL 178 
AGNEW HALL STAFF 178 
Ahlers, Katie 191 
Ahlquist, J eanne 180 
Alexander , Heather 185 
Allen, Chris 53. 178, 191 
Allen, Karen 153 
Allen, Leonard R. 208 
Allen, Stephanie 81 , 184. 189 
ALPHA GAMMA DELTA 9, 23, 94, 
95, 137, 179 
ALPA LAMBDA DELTA 151 
ALPHA KAPPA PSI 151, 179 
ALPHA PSI OMEGA 179 
Alstrom , Amos 182 
Alvarez, Bonnie 84 
AMERICORPS 180 
ANDERSON VIP'S 180 
Andeeson, Steve 14 
Anschutz, Susan 185 
Applehans, Mike 125, 135 
Arias, Alicia 87 
Arnett, Crysta1182 
Arnhold, Rose Marie 89 
ASTRONOMY CLUB 37 
Augustine, Nicole 153, 174, 
175 
Augustine, Tara 180 
Axman, Jennifer 185 
Babst, Matt 180 
Bachman , Bill10 
Bader, Anita 180 
Bailey, Erin 185 
Bait·, Kris 188; 189 
Baldwin, Haley 86, 151, 185 
-
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Ball, Nic 190 
Ballinger , Camilla 84 
Bancroft, Danielle 21, 65 
Bannister, Joel5 , 14, 18, 29, 93 , 135, 
164,165, 184,188,189,197 
Bannister , Mark 63 , 89 
Bannister , Shala 151, 186, 187, 204 
Bat·holomew, Darrick 188 
Barnett, Amanda 74, 86, 185, 190 
Barratt, Laci 182, 187 
Barrett, Erika 180 
Barrett, Kirsten 52 
Barry, Shanna 21 
Barton, Sharon 187 
BASEBALL 126, 139, 135, 153 
Basel , Jason 190 
Baucke, Jessica 182, 187 
Bauclin, Brandon 179 
Baxa , Tina 84 
Baxter, Tanuny 189 
Beam, Travis 89 
Bearley, Jus tin 190 
Bechard, April180, 186 
Beck, Johan 152 
Becker , Gabrielle 180 
Becker , Stephanie 182 
Beckley, Rob 18 
Bedore, Holly 36 
Bedore, Lane 78 
Beemer, Mark 78, 142 
Beemer, Mark 9 
Beems, Jill186 
Befort , Sara 137 , 150 
Bellerine, Josephine 190 
Bencomo, Soila 21, 93 , 183 , 189 
Benfer , Sarah 81 
Bergen, Erica 81 
Berges, Michael14 
Bergman, Katie 186 
Berning, Elizabeth 179 
Berry, J aymz 78 
Berry, Karen 89 
Berry, Krista 186, 190 
Beymer , Blake 93, 189 
Billand , Stephanie 81 
Billinger , Larry 86, 182 
Bircher , Molly 93 , 136, 180, 182, 184, 
186 , 187, 201 
Bishop, Amaranda 191 
BLACK STUDENT UNION 29, 53 , 
151 , 191 
Blanks, Meghan 93 , 179 
Blaske, Keith 56, 125 
Bleumer, Suzie 185 
BLOCK AND BRIDLE 180 
Blocksome, Dan 21, 96, 208 
Blocksome, Rebecca 86, 97, 184, 190, 
208 
Blubaugh, Jenny 180 
Blubaugh , Joe 182 
Blubaugh, Sara 182 
Boek, Brittany 180 
Boese, Kristen 87 
Bohannon, Chris 14, 81 
Bohl, Danielle 81 
Boleski, A.J. 19, 170, 171 
Bollig, Katie 186, 187 
Bourbon, Eric 190 
Bowman, Jack 20, 21 , 191 
Bo,vm.an, Kerry 180, 186 
Boxberger, J arett 178 
Boxberger , Nicole 37 
Brackett, Tina 151 , 178, 184, 191 
Brady , Kimberly 188 
Brandt, Josh 82 , 198 
Braun, Christina 180 
Braun, Kelly 182, 187 
Bretz , Allen 189 
Brian, Flax 153 
Briggs, Jeff 89 
Britten , Shelli 86 
Brock, Carol170, 171, 191 
Broeckelman, RoJene 89 
Brown, Darren 180 
Brown, Kimberly 81, 182, 186, 208 
Brown, Logan 189 
Brown, Matt 84, 130, 131, 190 
Brown, Sarah 137, 180, 182, 187 
Brownell, Michael 53, 138 
Brownell, Nathan 84 
Brownfield, Elizabeth 84, 179 
Brownlee, Shirley 189 
Brwnmer, Laura 180, 182 
Brungardt, Curt 23 
-
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Brungardt, Joy 102, 103, 199 
Brungardt, Michael 87 
Bryant, Veronique 191 
Buck , Johann 86 
Buchanan , Kathryn 201 
Buffington, Gavin 63 , 126, 127 
Buhrman, Brett 182 
Burge~s, Nathan 127 
Burrell, Kate 89 
Bushy, Joe 90, 190 
Butler , Belinda 182, 187 
Butler, Matt 81 
Caffee, Nicki 182 , 187 , 191 
Caisins, Re-xanna 182 
Calhoon, Stacey 178 
Callahan, Joshua 189 
Campbell, Kllnberly 86 
Campos, Mark 180 
CAMPUS CRUSADEY.OR CHRIST 53 
CAMPUS RECREATION AND 
INTRAMURALS 180 
Caprez, Judy 57 
Carlini , Megan 182, 187 
Carlson , Amber 93, 151, 179, 187 
Carlson, Curtis 182 
Carmona, Thomas 182 
Carpentet·, Ryan 180, 182, 201 
Can, Brandon 137, 190 
CatTell , arab Kay 180 
Carroll, Matt 190 
Casey, Kelly 180 
Casey , Trina 87 
Casper , Ruth 51, 90, 188 
Cassell, Lindsey 179 
Ca ell, Lindsey 9 
CATHOLIC DISCIPLES 182 
CAT 182 
Cead ey, Melissa 189 
Chacey, Mike 98, 99,200 
Chadwick, Amanda 151 
Chapin , Brad 188 
Chapman, Lindsey 185 
Chen, Connie 191 
Chen, Constance 89 
Cheney, J enny 208 
Cheney, J enny 81 
CHINESE STUDENT ASSOClA-
TIO 51, 135,191 
Christensen, Renee 151, 178, 190 
CHRI TI CHALLENGE 151, 182 
Chung, J ae-Hoon 191 
Church, Bryan 180. 182, 186, 190 
Claflin , Crystal 86 
Claflin, J ohnny 81 
Clark, Lora 184 
Clawson, KatTie 185 
Claycamp, Jeff 84·, 190 
Cline, Adam 78 
Cline, Shannon 187 
Clore, Doug 
Clover , Brad 184 
Cochran, Carin 182 
Cole, B1ian 84 
Collins, Tt·aci 87, 185 
COMMUNICATIONS CLUB 135, 
150, 151, 182 
Con ley, Jeff 15 
Conn, Lisa 151, 182, 187 
Com·ad, J ami 86 
Contrer as, Beth 189 
Cook McLaine, Monica 81 
Cook, Rachel 87 
Cooke, Bethany 189 
Cooley, Brandon 183 
Cooper , Starr 191 
Corn, Rhiannon 180 
COUNSELORS FOR THE FUTURE 182 
Craig, Kandra 180 
Crain, Kelly 88 
Craven , Allen 90 
CREATING ACCES FOR TODAYiS 
STUDE T 63 
Creneliff, Chl"i ti 190 
Crispin , Kelley 180 
CROSS CO TRY 14 
Culbertson , Jessica 185 
Cundiff, Chdsti 186 
Cunningham, Bryan 81 
Cunningham, Lindsay 178, 179 
CUSTER HALL COUNCIL 151 
Cuthbertson , Staci 185 . 
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Dankenhring, Tere a 85 
Damall, Kristi 180Wesley, Toni 180 
DATA INFORMATIO Y TEMS 
CLUB 151, 182 
Davies, Lisa 125 · 
Davignon , J anele 182 
Davignon, Janele 185 
Dawson, Denise 179 
Day, Kim 90 
Dearing, Thoma 56 
Dechant, J oyce 90 
Deenihan, Bridget 51, 182, 193 
Deges Curl, Eileen 90, 182 
Deges, Justin 25, 28, 29, 81 , 98, 99, 
151, 180, 186 
Deines, Sally 182 
Deli i, Dan 135 
DELTA TAU ALPHA 151, 182 
DELTA ZETA 94, 95, 51 37, 151, 182 
Demonds, Roger 14 
Denny, Laura 180 
Devlin , Joey 14 
DeWald, Shane 190 
DeWald, Shane 25, 84 
De Witt, Amanda 182 
Dexter , Dale 14 
Dickman, Jeremy 182 
Dickman, Matt 179 
Diehl , Elaine 90 
Dinkel, Ann 179 
Dirks, Shanna 178 
Doan , J oAnn 90 
Dolezal , John 81 
Doll, Mike 202 
Doran, Shawn 184 
Dotzweiler , Richard 182, 186 
Doud, Amanda 180 
Drabkin, Douglas 196 
Drehhiel , Nick 130 
Dreher , LeAnn 151, 184, 185 , 190 
Dreiling, Clara 90 
Dreiling, Keith 90 
Duffy, Bob 36, 90 
Duffy, Cheryl 90 
Duran, Luis 21 , 84, 151 , 183 
Duran, Rual Jr. 84, 183 
Ebbert, Daryl176 
Eck, Amy 89, 192 
Eck, J anet125,135 
Eck, P eter 84 
Ecker, Bart 88 
Edgerly, Donavin 5, 49, 176 
Edson, Dennis 6, 7, 86, 97 , 107 , 196, 
208 
Eickhoff, Mathew 178 
Eickhoff, Nathan 189 
Eirn Weeks 187 
Elam, Brian 79 
Elder,Bill 14, 193 
Elliott, Brandi 6 , 7, 81 , 182 
Elliott, Libby 186 
Elpers, Ben 93, 151, 183, 189 
Elwood, Chris 190 
Emmons, Brandi 14 
Engelbert, Zane 25, 84, 127 
English Club 135 
Ensign , Angie 180 
EPSILON PI TAU 183 
Erdman, Deena 182, 187 
Erwin, Alisha 79 
Esquivel , Sonia 183 
Europe, TaiNae 86, 176 
Evans, David 81 
------ 195
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Faber , Paul 203, 206 
Fagert , Melanie 90 
Falley, Lynda 180 
Fang, Ya-Sheng 191 
Farlee, Sarah 180 
Fawver, Amanda 73 , 96, 189 
Feldt, J aclyn 183 
Feldt, Mandy 190 
FELLOWSHIP OF CHRISTIAN 
ATHLETES 183 
) 
Fenner, Dana 190 
Ferrari , Jon 190 
Fessenden, Cathryn 14 
Filhel·t , Kelli 73 , 179, 187, 189 
File, J erri 194 
Finger , Jessica 9 , 93, 179, 187 
Finley, DiAnna 88 
Flemming, Andre 178 
Flot·ence, Mindy 89, 182 
Fluke, Justin 21 , 112, 113 
Foos, Matt 182 
FOOTBALL 9, 12, 15, 16, 30, 41 , 47, 
51, 136 
FORT HAYS SINGERS 56, 138 
Fourts, Matt 14 
Foxhoven , Tara 179 
Frakes, J ason 81 
Frame, Rose 139 
Frank, Landon 15 
Frank, Lauren 153 
Frazey, Laura 
179,187 
Fredrickson, Laura 88 
Freed , Mike 78 
Freeman , Ryan 14 
Freer , Elinor 135 
Friedly, Dawn 93, 182 , 187 , 190, 191 
Friedly, Duane 81 
Froestschner, J ami 153 
Frost , Wayne 81 
Gamble, Ralph 90 
Garcia , Andy 12, 20, 21 
Gardner , Dana 37 
Gardner, Robby 180, 195 
Gat·nica , Chris 183 
Garrison, Chad 48, 176 
Gates , Joe 79 
Geier , Nancy 90 
Geis, Michelle 153, 178 
Gerstner , Nicole 25, 190 
Gibson, Jason 151 
Gibson , Jenny 81 
Giebler, Alisha 180 
Gilber , Kim 182 
Gilbert, Randi 182 
Gilchrest, Jason 189 
Gillman, Christina 6 , 7, 21, 81 , 112 , 
113 , 151, 186, 191,205,208 
Gillspie, Shannon 187 
Gist, Chris 90 
Gladhart, Amelia 182 , 187 
Glassman , Eric 14 
Glassman, Kelli 182, 185, 191 
Gleichsner, Jean 90, 182 
Glenn , PeJiny 182 
Glenn, Mike 182 
GOLF 152 
Goodlet, David 90 
Goodman, Holly 186 
Gough, Raehel185 
Gould, Larry 90 
Gould, Stacey 5, 62 , 63, 180, 190 
Grace, LeeAnne 182 
Graff, Chris 182 
Graham, Chris 180, 188 
Grahs, Julie Anne 182, 183 
Gray, Cody 63, 90, 178 
Gray, Megan 88, 191 
Gray, Rachel 74 
Green, Brandon 82 
Green , Scott 188 
Green, Trenton 82 
Greene, J oe 20, 21, 142, 191 
Greenleaf, Justin 182 
Greenleaf, Justin 191 
Griffin, Emily 64, 84, 180, 185, 190 
Griffin, Patricia 90 
Grippin, Morgan 190 
Grizzel, Travis 53 
Gross, Elgerine 90 
Groth, Billie 91 
Haag, Jason 197 
Haar, Katie 185 
Haas, J eannie 32 
Haas, Troy 84 
Habiger, Tyler 88 
-
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Hackney, J ennifer 191 
Haaeman, Jason180, 186 
Hag, Ron 150 
Halley, Sandy 11 
Hammond, Edward H. 9 , 20, 23, 56, 
146, 147' 
Hammond, T1·acy 82 
Haney, J eanine 180, 182 , 186 
Haq, Neuman 102, 103 
Harder, Chelsi 84 
Hardin, Rich 12, 21 
Hardwick, Becki 185 
Harper , Jon 30 
Harper , Samantha 86 
Hart, Kris 184, 208 
Hart, Melissa 182 
Hart, Michele 182 
Hasan, Iftekhar 82 
Haselhorst, J a rod 79 
Hassan, Munir 90 
Hassett, Mary 90 
Hauck, Rita 91 
Haury, Brenda 84 
Hawkins, Sarah 88 
Hawpe, Denise 187 
Hayashi , Mitsutaka 82 
Hayashi, Taka 75 
Hayden , Brandon 88 
Haymond, Beth 190 
Haynes, Marie 183 
Heath, Lisa 10, 11 , 41, 47, 91 , 150, 
151 , 183, 184,200 
1-feian, James 178 
Heigert Lori 14 
Heigert, Lori 182 
Heil , Richard 63 
Heinrichs, John 126, 127 
Hejny, Ginger 182 
Heier , Carrie 179 
Henningsen , Vanessa 179, 185 
Herrs, Dustin 75 
Hertel , Michele 82, 180, 191 
Hess, Le 186 
Higbie, Lance 82 
Higer , Laura 82 
fiill, J anene46,53,82,184,186 
Hintz, Ernst 91 
Hirota, Mito 88 
fllSPANIC-AMERICAN LEADERSlllP 
ORGANIZATION 53, 150, 151, 183 
Hofstetter -Duffy, Cheryl189 
Holcombe, Christi182 
Holland, Tyler 93, 183, 189 
Hollerich, Gary 86, 180 
Holley, Amanda 185 
Hollowell , Lindsey 179 
Holmes, J ohnElla 191 
Hohnes, Kammie 180 
Hohnes, Luecreasea 191 
Holmes-Reece, JohnElla 74, 185, 191 
Holway, Susan 186 
,. 
Holway, Susan 46, 53 
Hoopes, Rachel189 
Hoopingarner , Brenda 91 
Hoover, Angie 178 
Hm:an, Robin 16 
Hornbuckle, Elizabeth 14, 185 
Horning, Jillene 82 
House, Carrie 185 
Howard, Andrew 190 
Howell, J anuea 182 
Howell, Ray 78, 142 
Howerton, Mark 190 
Hoy, Coronda 180, 191 
Hoyt , Brian 91 
Hu, Chenglie 191 
Huber, John 91 
Hughes, Dontei 15, 51 
Hund, Jared 14, 184 
Hund, Matt 178 
Huntington, Linn Ann 91, 184, 186 
Hurla , Andrew 89 
Hurtt, J ayme 84, 180 
Huser, Leigh 20,21 
Hutchinson, J aimi 184 
Hwang, Yun-Kuang 191 
Des, Mat·anda 84, 180, 185 
Irnm, Angie 185 
Insley, Carolyn 92 
INTERFRATERNITY COUNCIL 
151,183 
INTERNATIONAL RADIO TELEVI-
SION SOCIETY 29, 63, 136, 150, 151 
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS 
ASSOCIATION 184 
INTRAMURALS 47, 150, 151 
Isaacson, Kristine 14, 85, 
123,180 
-
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Ison, David 91 
Jackson, J ack 91 
Jackson , Staci 82 
Jacquart, Jabe 66 
Jaminson , Daron 151, 184, 195 
J ansonius, Kristi 57, 82 
January, Meghann 179 
J enkins , Jennifer 189 
J enkins, Travis 18 
Jennings, Emily 85 
J ensen, Sahrina182 
Johansen, Tom 190 
J oJmson, Allison 93 ,182, 187 
Johnson, Ben 93, 179, 189 
Jobnson, Rhonda138 
Johnson, Steve 188 
Johnson, Tammy 57 
Jones, Heather 82 
J ordan, Win 91 , 178 
J oy, Michelle 182 , 187 
Kaczmarczyk, J eff 14, 184, 190 
Kaczor , Libby 180 
Kaiser , Cory 178 
Kaiser , Kimberly 182, 187 
Kanak, Jason 152 
Kandt , Greg 91 
KANSAS NARIONAL EDUCATION 
ASSOCIATION STUDENT PRO-
GRAM67, 184 
KANSAS NATIONAL EDUACTION 
ASSOCIATION63 
Kastle, Holly 151 
Kearn, Gena182 
Keenan, Andrew 8. 93, 187, 189 
Keil, Garrett 189 
Keith, Ryan 82 
Keller , Jamie 179 
Kency, Stephen 21, 124 
Kenne, Stephanie 93, 179, 187 
Kennedy, Catherine 179 
191 
Kennedy, Celena 85 
Kennedy, Julie 185 
Kennedy, Laura 82, 187 , 
Kennedy, Mike 14, 184 
Kenton, Sheila 189 
Kepka , Carry 188 
Kerbel, Heidi 17, 51 
Kern, Gena 183 
Kern, Jaime 183 , 189 
Kern, Peter 182 
Kerns, Riki 182 , 187 
Ketron , Karissa 86, 185 
KFHS 20, 21, 23, 29, 97, 142, 191 
Kibbe, Amanda 151, 185, 191 
Kimberlin , Michael 93, 189 
Kimbrel, Ryan 182 
King, Calvin 189 
King, J ennifer 67 
Kingslien, Melissa 93, 179, 187 
Kippes, Michele 82 
Kiser, Becky 20, 21, 44, 142, 150, 191 
Klaus, Suzanne 91 
Klaverweiden, Katie 72 , 189 
Klein , Vixen 185 
Klepper, Lindsay 85 
Knopp, Tamara 82 
Koch , Mandy 67, 180, 189, 190 
Koehn , Amber 82 
Koehn , Amy 182 
Koehn , Kim 37, 185 
Koerner , Dianna 91 
Kolbeck , Shelley 178 
Kollman, Mar tin Jr . 91 
Komori, Yomiko 70, 75 
Koster, Joe 180, 186 
Kraft, Amanda 185 
Krawitz , Kyle 142 
Krehbiel , Nicholas 64, 
85 
Kreutzer, Karen 190 
Kreutzer , Travis 179 
Krier , Scott 180 
Krob, Jim 91, 183 
Ku, Wendy 191 
Kuestermeyer, J ack 13 
Kuhn , Rica 185 
Kukula , Katy 182 
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Kuxhausen, Ryan 93, 189 
Lager , Nathan 182 , 186 
Lamb, P enny 6,7, 20, 21, 94, 136, 
151, 184,187, 189, 191, 205,208 
Lambercy, Xavier 51, 130, 184 
Lambrecht, Nicole 86 
Larson, Kelly 180 
Laux, Danielle 9 , 34, 50, 179. 184, 
187 , 208 
Lawler , Jeff 180 
Lay, Matt 56 
Leach , Scott 182 
LEADERSHIP STUDIES ASSOCIA-
TION 53, 151, 185 
Leek, Aaron 184 
Leek , Shana 184 
LeClerc, Tonya 85 
LeDuc, Brad 68, 182, 186 
Lee, Heng-Sheng 191 
Lee, Joel191 
Lee, Rhonda 187 
Leelavalodom, Yowaree 184 
Leelavaradom, Vorawut 184 
Leeson, Chris 88 
Leeson, Richar d 142 
Lehman , Candace 178 
Leiker , Terry 91 
Lemon, Laura 189 
Letzig, James 182 
Lewis, Janice 85 
Lewis, Russ 139 
Lies, Katherine 178, 179 
Lies, Mindy 151, 190, 191 
Lin, Chun-Yu 191 
Lind ten, Kristen 51, 94, 182, 187 
Listet· , J en 185 
Liston , Ann 91 
Lix, J amie 180 
Lock , Alicia 9, 94, 179,185 
Long, Emily 190 
Looney, Shawn a 94, 179, 184, 187, 
~90 
Lott, Angela 185 
Lubbet·s, Mark 151, 182 
Luebbers, Doug 180 
Luehrs, Chris 189 
Lynnsey, Meyer 180 
Mabb, Et·ika 180 
Madison, Shannon 30, 51 
Magyar, Mason 188 
Mahon, Tom 53 
Mahoney, Jesse 16, 17 
Maiol:'ano, Joe] 180, 189, 191 
Major, ata1ie 88 
Maloney, Shannon 16, 17, 29, 30,51 
Manhart, Lisa 82 
Manning, Chad 125, 135 
MARCHI G BAND 29 
Marks, Garrett 184 
Martin, Philip 89 
Martinez, David 130 
Martinez, Sola 186 
Massey, James 65 
MAT CATS 185 
Matson, Brian 88 
Maughan, Michael 37 
Maupin, Andy 180 
May, Mason 91 
McMee, Brooke 190 
McCann, Jacy 134 
McCleary, Rose 57 
McClure, Alison 180 
McCullough, Jason 197 
McCullough, Kevin 178 
McDaniel, Ann 153 
McDaniel , Tye 94, 189 
McDonald, J ason 53 
McEntader, Dustin 21, 107 , 112 , 113 , 
182, 191 
Mcgreevy, Haley 182 
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-
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Meiers, Allie 151 , 180, 
Meiti , Amanda 185 
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Meyer , Lindsay 191 
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Myers, Cindy 180 
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Nease, Susan 151 
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150, 185, 186 
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Nollette, Kim 82, 182, 186 
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Nowak, Melissa 182 , 186 
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Nulty, Melanie 180 , 184 
Oald eaf, Andrea 9 , 179, 182 
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Oller, Mike 151 
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Oller , Mike 190 
Olsen, Kristi 37 
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105, 107 , 208 
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Ostrom, Bryce 51, 131 
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Owens, Matt 130 
Packer, Tammy 182 
Padfield, Heather 83 
Padfield, Tamara 88 
Pagel, Jenny 179 
Pahner , Herbert 182 
Palto, Matthew 188 
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53, 187' 150, 151 
Parker, Jenny 56 
Parker, Kerrie 183 , 190 
Parks, Chad 56 
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Patrick, Neil186 
Patterson, Diona 83 
Patterson, Kara 85, 185 
Patton, Julie 180 
Paulsen , Courtney 89, 96, 139 
Olson, Ken 91 
Orgarolka, Anthony 180 
Orlena, Otero 131 
Mike Chacey, 
Derby junior 
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P ellow ki, Christophe•· 89 
P ennington, Emily 151, 190 
Pet·eyda , Claudia 180 
Perret, Trisha 186 
Peter , Howard 150, 182 
Peter , Jason 184 
Petet·son , John 21, 112 , 113, 130, 
136, 151, 183, 184, 191 
Peterson, William 186 
P etz , ngie 179 
Pfannen teil, Amy 179,180, 186 
Pfannenstiel, Amy 186 
Pfannenstiel, C.J. '180 
PfannenstieJ, Jen ett 2l 
Pfannen tiel, Kim 182 
Pfanncn tiel, Li a 180 
Pfeifer , E lmer 91 
Pfeifct·, J enny 85,208 
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PI OMEGA PI 151, 187 
Pie•·ce, Jim 89 
Pile, Diania 189 
Pin ion, Gerry 92 
Pishney, Brendon 15, 85 
Pish n y, J a lonna 85 
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Plemon , Brandi 180, 185, 186 
Ploutz, Tt·avi 180 
Poore, J ennifet· 88 
Portlock, J et·emy 15 
Potter , Laura 83 , 184 
Powell,Aat·on 190 
Powers, Nicol ' 179, 186, 187 
Pratt , Aat·on 78, 142 
PRE-LAW SOCI ETY 187 
P recht, J osh 189 
P recht, Ju tin 137, 184 
Preuss, Emilie 87 
Prickett, Ryan 87 
Propamongkol, T horpong 184 
PROTESTANT 
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TER 188 
Pruter , Joel 182 
PSI CHI 188 
PSYCHOLOGY 
CLUB 188 
Ptacek , Bethany 88 
Ptacek, Hollie 83 
Ptacek , Stacie 188 
P ullman , Angela 83 
P ullman, Lynne 92, 168, 169 
Pyle, Austin 79 
Racke, DanieJle 195 
194 
Raile, Darla 185 
Raile, John 180 
Rainbolt, Christian 19, 
Raith, Holly l 80 
Raleigh, Jill 183, 190 
Ramirez, Juan 183 
Ramit·ez, Pod'ido 182 
Ramit·ez, Rob 83 , 190 
Randle , Kristiana 83, 97, 182 
Rathbun , Jennifer 184 
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Rauhut, Abby 87, ] 53, 174, 175 
Reed, Lisa 92 
Reed, Tammy 6, 7 , 51, 179, 187, 208 
Reeves, Sami 180 
Reichenberger, Ro e 25, 29, 180 
Rcif, Tammy 83, 178, 186 
Reitcheck. Janet 86, 179, 182 
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151 
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Ridder , Lexi 182, 187 
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Riencr , Jim 180 
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Riffel, Kim 92 
Rigler , Kenny 182 
Ring, Andeea 190 
Ring, Debra 180 
Rippe, Brenda 87 , 190 
Riva , Alberto 183, 189 
Rivet·a, Jennifet· 85 . 184 
Robb , hawn 94, 189 
Robet·ts, Rich 75 , 189 
Robey, Julie 182 , 190 
Robinson, Ashley 14·, 184 
Robinson , Barbat·a 138 
Robinson , Ryan 88 
Robl , Allison 182, 187 
Rodriguez, Amanda 208 
Rodt·iguez, ora 183, 186, 189 
Roe, andra 180 
Roget·s , Bret 88 
Rogers, Brooke 21 , 191 
Rogers, Ryanne 190 
Rolf, Stephen 190 
Romberger , Stephanie 184 
Rome, Mindy 190 
Rominger , Dennis 92, 178 
Rook, Robert 126, 127 
Ro , Jason 83 
Ro . Luke 182 
Rucker , Jim 182 
Ruda , Fred 183, 190 
Ruda , Jenny 184 
Ruda , Kevin 137, 190 
Ruggiero , Mary 182 
Rumpel, Joan 92, 179 
Rup·p, Chad 180, 182 , 186 
Rupp, Jamie 25,186, 190 
Rupp, Larry 9 
Rupp, Sandra 182 
Rush, Mike 190 
Rush, Wayne 189 
Rust , Steve 130, 131 
Ryan , Adam 4, 
15,51 
Schmidt. Tami 182 
Schmidt, Travis 189 
Schmid tberger , J ennifer 83 
Schnabel , Ivan 79 
Schneider, Jeffrey 14, 180, 190 
Ryset· , Eddie 14, Schremmer , Ryan 97, 1841 205 
184 
Rziha , Susie 182 
SABRE CLUB 188 
Saenger , Kevin 190 
Saindon, Amy 64, 190 
Salinas, Ervey 190 
Salinas, Yolanda 183 
Salm, Judith Ann 92 
Samuels, J erry 102, 103 
Sanchez, Hollie 189 
Sanders, Mike 15 
Sanderson , Micah 182 
Sandstrom, Ron 92 
Sanger , Toni 180 
Saramart, Orathaya 183 
Scales, Kaye 182 
Scanlon, Clay 15, 51, 134, 135 
Schafer, Nicole 189 
Schaller , Angela 179, 185 
Schamberger , Ariella 88, 190 
Schamherget·, Matt 21, 63, 83, 151 , 
178, 180, 184, 191 
Schawe, Kayla 180 
Scheele, Travis 151, 180 
Scheid, J ennie 182 
Schesser , Et'in 182 
Schlick, J essica 66, 
182 , 184 
Schlyer , N.fike 191 
Schmidt, Amy 85 
Schmidt, Mat·y 85, 184 
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Schuette, Eric 139 
Schukman, Ken y 92 
Schukman , Sarah 9 , 179, 187 
Schulte, John 185 
Schultz , Jodi 190 
S<'hultz, Ryan 182 
Schumacher , Danen 184 
Schumacher , Stacey 180 
Schuster , Millie 92 
Schwanke, N.fichaeJ 20,21, 83, 19l 
Scmitz , Tara 178 
Scott, BJ.·ooke 87, l 90 
Scott, J aymie 182, 187 
Scott, Melissa 151 
Sedbrook, Steve 92 
Seib, Kiley 190 
Semple, Jus tine 182 
Seyfet·t , Casey 135 
Shaffer , Kevin 150, 151, 178 
Shaffe t·, Pamela 142 
Shaffer , Stephanie 151 
Shanahan, Bill43 
Shanahan , Richard 94, 96, 137, 183, 
184, 189 
Shank, Angela 21 
Shank, Brad 151, 186 
Shapiro, Stephen 179, 187 
Shaver, Amanda 85 
Shaver , Jesse 5, 85, 105, 130, 131, 
151,164, 165, 184 
Shepherd, Duane 92, 150, 186 
Shipley, J essica 185 
Shirk, Abby 14, 178 
Shubert, Bruce 41 
Sidders, Lena 186, 188 
Siebert, Terence 78 
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137, 189 
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SIGMA CHI 12, 29, 46, 47 , 53, 94, 95, 
Sleder, Matt 56, 64 
Sloderback, Carrie 74 
Sloderbeck, Caroline 185 
Smelker, Kylie 180 
Smih, Boh 76 
Smith, Heather 150, 183 
Smith, Jason 190 
Smith, Lacy 185 
Smith, Matt 94, 189 
Smith, Matt 94 
Smith, Rae Ellen 153 
Smith, Robert C. 92 
Smith, Shane 186 
Smith, Travis 180 
Smith, Wendy 188 
Smittick, Trevell 125 
137, 189 Snow, Carol 87 
SIGMA SIGMA SIGMA 72, 73, 94, 95, SOFTBALL 123, 139, 142 
137, 153, 189 
SIGMA TAUDELTA67, 151,189 
Sijon , Julie 180 
Simmons, Gina 188 
Simoneau, Weston 53 
Simpson , J ay 125 
Singer , Eric 127 
Skinner, Bethany 19, 41,208 
Skinner, Jake 49 
Slagle, Eric 151, 186 
Slatter, Michael138 
Slavik, Todd 85, 182 
,. 
Solko, Carolll, 92 , 182, 186, 190 
Songer , Herb 10, 41, 92, 150, 151, 
184 
Spade, Misti 187 
Spaulding, Brent 150, 186 
Spayde, Misti 179 
Spears, Deanna 9,179 
Spellmeier , At· linda 65, 87 
Spencer, Rachel 180 
Sperry, Jus tin 89 
Spicer, Tom 13, ~7 
Sprock, Rachell4, 183 , 203 
SPURS 151, 190 
Staab, Cass 179 
Staab, Denise 180 
Staggs, Deb 180 
Stahlman, Brandon 176 
Standrich, Christy 186 
Stanley, Sarah 85 , 179, 
187 
Stanton, Krista! 85 
Staples, Titus 83 
Stark, J erry 189 
Stawinski, Brian 83 
Stearns , Miles 130, 131 
Stecklein, Karen 85, 185, 191 
Steffan , Amanda 94, 182, 187 
Stegman, Rebecca 94, 189 
Stein , J essica 88, 185 
-
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Steiner, Cindy 185 
Steinert, Trevor 204 
Steinkamp, Shane 51 
Stenfors, Angela182 
Stenger , "Kelby 151 
Stephenson, Robert 92 
Sterge1·, Kelby 191 
Ste-vanov, Zoran 188 
Steward, Ken 92 
Stewart, Kim 190 
Stewart, Wade 68, 182 
Stoecklein, Tim 180 
Stolz , Emily 9, 179, 180 
Stout, J enna 112, 113 
Straight, Brett 134 
Straight, J ennie 92, 186 
Strasen , Sarah 180 
Strecker , Devin 6, 7, 21, 83, 96, 183 , 
191, 208 
Stt·eet, Linda 57, 186 
Stremel, Kara 85, 178 
Strnad, Darla 180, 187, 189, 191 
Strohl, Cheri 180, 190 
Strong, Kristi 83 
STUDENT ALUMNI ASSOCIATION 
150,151 , 190 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSO-
CIATION 10, 11 , 14, 18, 29, 41, 63, 
76,135,151,142 
Studer, Scott 41 
Stunkel, Carl46, 47, 53, 189 
Stunkel, Daniel62, 63, 83 , 151 , 178, 
185 
Stunkel, David 62 , 63, 83, 151,178, 
185 
Stutz, Mark 92 
Suelter , J essica 94, 184 
Sullivan, Lisa 88 
Sumns, Sue 92 
Sweet, Rebecca 178 
Swindler, Stephanie 188 
Syre, J enny 83 
Tatro, "Beau 180 
TAU KAPPA EPSILON 
13, 94, 95 , 136, 137, 147, 
190 
Taylor , Levi 183 
Taylor , Nicole 14 
Taylor , Regina 17, 30 
TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION COL-
LEGIATE ASSOCIATION 190 
Tegethoff, Christi 190 
Tegethoff, Clu·isti 83 
TENNIS 16, 147, 153 
Ternes, Brady 193, 194 
Thibault, Jason 18 
Thibault, Jason 184 
Tholen, Lisa 191 
Thomason, Joe 126 
Thompson, Amy 83, 182 
Thompson, Chas 56, 125 
Thompson , James 94, 189 
Thompson, Joel 56 
Thompson, Sarah 182 
Thomspon, Lindsey 75 
Thurlow, Lance 190 
TIGER BY THE TALE 36 
TIGER DEBS 29, 6, 47 ,53 
Tippy, Christina 87 
Toffard, Lynn 75 
Tokoi, J ennifer 180, 184 
Tonroy, Nathan 20, 21 
Torlvemke, Jessica 88 
TRACK 125, 147 , 153 
Tr·amel, Stephen 92 
Treaster, Devin 180 
Trejo, Natalie 73 , 189 
Triana , Lorenza 85 
Trible, Karen 92 
Trogstad, Taylor 152 
Trout, Steven 51 
Troutman, T y 94,189 
Tseng, Ya-Wen 191 
Tsetsura , Katerina 89, 199 
Turner, Noel17 , 83, 182 
Tuskin, Daniael16 
Tutak, Rhonda 93 
Tuxhorn , Kimberly 180, 190 
Ulrich, Elizebeth 186 
Ulrich, Mary 11, 186 
UAJB10,12, 18, 19, 
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20, 32, 37,130, 135, 142, 150, 151, 
170171,147,191 
UNIVERSITY LEADER 65, 75, 97, 1M 
Uthaichand, J uckree 176 
Vallin, Tonia 89 · 
VanS ta tton, Chri& 7 5 
Vaughn, Johnny 15 
Vermillion, Jamie 94, 183, 189 
Vespestad, Dyan 186 
VIP AMBASSADORS 29 
Vocasek, Phillip 87,179,182,187, 
201 
Voelker, Christi87, 178, 185,190 
Voeller , Barb182 
Vogts, Lana 185, 190 
Volavka, JoAnn 182, 187 
VOLLEYBALL 9, 10, 14, 16, 29, 30, 
47 
Voss , Brent 183, 186 
Wagner , Ali 86 
Wagner, J essica 180 
Wahlgren, Chad 25, 29, 86 
Walter , Andeew 183, 190 
Walters, Jason 134 
Wang, Cbia-Ju 191 
Warner, Jared 182 
Wasinger, Melissa 86 
W assinge:r, Suzann 86 
Waymaster , Angela 6, Ef, 21, 83, 191, 208 
Weaver , Melissa 137 , 179, 182, 187 
Weber, Cole 63 , 178 
Weber, Mitch 21, 136, 191 
Weeks, Erin 179, 180 
Weideman , Heather 179 
Weis, Brandon 79 
Wellbrock, Tammy 123, 150, 190 
Wendel, Emily 185 
Werth, Becky 180 
Werth, Holly 182 
Westhoff , Brian 46, 47, 53, 94, 189 
Westphal , Amanda 186 
White, J aclyn 93 
Whitworth, Kaysie 180 
Wiedeman, Shannon 84, 179 
Wierman, Zach 53 
WIEST HALL COUNCIL 13 , 29, 126, 
127, 151 
Wiles, Kimberly 84 
William, Amanda 190 
William, Sabrina 151, 179 
Williams, Joy 14, 72, 96, 184, 185, 
187, 189 
Williams, Tomme 35 
Williams-Serrano, Kim 182 
Wilson , Anica 183 
Wilson , Anica M. 182 
Wilson , Derek 94, 105, 183, 189 
Wilson, Larissa 107, 198 
Windholz, Kevin 20, 21, 86, 112, 113 , 
153, 191 
Windt, Derek 56 
Wintx, Chad 53 
Wion, Robert 190 
Wise, Marc 182 
Wolfram, Laura 14 
WOMENIS BASKETBALL 47, 52, 53, 
75, 76, 78, 126 
Woods, Anne 84 
Woods, Jaime 182 
Woods, Sara 179 
Woods, Steve 168, 169 
Woofter, Tucker 56 
Wreckman, Shannon 182 
Wrestling 124 
WRESTLING 56, 75, 76 
Wright, Clint 79 
Wright, Dennis 189 
Wright, J.J. 189 
Yolanda Salinas 
188 
Yost, Jon 179 
YOUNG DEMOCRATS 16 
Youngers, J ennifer 98, 99 
Zal. King 
Zamrzla , E rin 182 
Zedrick , Ann 14, 180, 185 
Ziembinski, Marie 86, 185 
Zimmer Heather 185 
- ·· 
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Zimmerman, Janet 180 
Zimmerman, Lance 188 
Zimmerman, Shanna 151, 186, 187 
Zimmerman. Heather182 
Zinc, Andr·ea 87, 190 
Zwenger , J en 88, 182 
Zweygardt, Amy 180, 182 
Zweygardt, Andy 180 
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//written & mixed 
by Devin Strecker// 
... are all that's left to hold 
on to from the passing of these years. 
Though time will wear at our 
recollections, making them 
faded, hazy, and mysterious, they will stay 
untainted in our hearts and souls. 
So whenever you stop to ponder 
the important things in your li fe, 
remember to always 
dennis edson 
look both ways. 
-
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It ~s the end of an era 
for me as I write this letter. a mere week away from 
graduating and turn ing in my keys to the Reveille and 
Leader offices forever. I have attended this university for 
the past 5 years. and have been a part of the student 
publications here for four of those years. It's been a 
wonderful experience. through which I have fel t nearly 
every human emotion . Saying goodbye to Hays and th is 
university is someth ing I have desired for many years. and 
now I'm less thana month away from moving to Californ ia 
and start ing a l ife away from the shallowness. narrow-
mindedness. and judgment I have felt so often here. Yet 
I'm leaving some of the best friends I have ever had. some 
which are in the computer lab as I write this. Fortunately, 
our world is becoming a global society and innovations 
such as the Internet and e-ma il wi ll make it possible to 
keep in touch with those friends for years to come. 
I hope that through the time I spent here at the 
university I have touched at least one person 's l ife the way 
so many have touched mine. 
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